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ABSTRACT 
This study examines the pedagogical content knowledge of music 
teachers who teach in or out of their field of expertise. The primary goal of this 
study was to observe string specialists' and non-string specialists' content 
knowledge, pedagogical knowledge, and the instructional strategies used to 
teach vibrato, shifting, and spiccato bowing technique in an intermediate string 
class. The study provided an in-depth understanding of string specialists' and 
non-string specialists' (a) content knowledge of vibrato, shifting, and spiccato 
bowing; (b) content and pedagogical knowledge to teach vibrato, shifting, and 
spiccato bowing technique; and (c) how pedagogical content knowledge is used 
to teach vibrato, shifting, and spiccato bowing technique. 
A multiple case study design was used to examine how pedagogical 
content knowledge was used by string specialists and non-string specialists to 
teach string-specific technique. A purposeful sample of 6 cases was selected for 
the study. String specialists and non-string specialists were purposefully chosen 
to understand how pedagogical knowledge is used to teach string-specific 
vii 
technique. In order to perform a cross-case analysis, similar cases (e.g., location, 
level, program size) were chosen. 
Data were collected through observations of rehearsals and interviews 
with string specialists and non-string specialists. Each participant was observed 
teaching three rehearsals, and three interviews were conducted with each 
participant. Through the coding process, emergent themes were explored to 
provide detailed insight into the pedagogical and content knowledge of string 
specialists and non-string specialists. Interview transcripts were coded using 
WEFT QDA 1.01 software (Fenton, 2006). 
The findings suggest that non-string specialists in this study have a limited 
understanding of the fundamental general principles for vibrato , shifting, and 
spiccato bowing technique. The non-string specialists' content knowledge of 
vibrato, shifting, and spiccato bowing had more misconceptions, more 
misunderstandings, and a less organized understanding of the content when 
compared to string specialists. Additionally, non-string specialists with limited 
content knowledge chose less challenging instructional strategies than string 
specialists. This research will help to inform the string profession regarding the 
importance of string-specific content knowledge and pedagogical strategies, and 
assist non-string specialists who teach string classes in better understanding the 
knowledge and approaches they might presently be lacking. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
1 
One of the most significant reform policies in education has been the No 
Child Left Behind Act (NCLB) of 2002, revised and reauthorized by Congress in 
2004. This legislation set standards for teachers in content areas that required 
teachers to be "highly qualified" in each of the subjects they are assigned to 
teach. The intent of this portion of the Act was to ensure that teachers would not 
be assigned to teach subjects for which they do not have the requisite knowledge 
and skills (United States Department of Education, 2004b). 
Despite the requirements set by NCLB for "highly qualified" teachers, 
there has been a lack of consensus regarding the best standard to define a 
qualified teacher (Ingersoll, 2003). The Department of Education defined highly 
qualified teachers as having a bachelor's degree, full state certification or 
licensure, and demonstrating a high level of subject area competence in each 
academic subject taught (United States Department of Education, 2004a). 
Additional requirements mandated that secondary teachers demonstrate a level 
of competency by providing evidence of subject knowledge, including at least 
one of the following: (a) holding a major in the subject they teach; (b) having 
credits equivalent to a major in the subject; (c) passing a state-developed test; 
(d) demonstrating competency through a High, Objective, Uniform State 
Standard of Evaluation (HOUSSE) as determined by an individual state; (e) 
having an advanced certification from the state; or (f) having a graduate degree 
2 
(United States Department of Education, 2004a). Although NCLB has set 
minimum requirements of a bachelor's degree, certification, and demonstration of 
content knowledge through coursework or testing, the problem persists of placing 
under-qualified teachers into assignments they are not adequately prepared to 
teach. Teachers are routinely required to teach a wide array of subjects within a 
field of discipline (Ingersoll, 2003). 
Out-of-Field Teaching 
Out-of-field teaching often creates a disparity between teachers' 
preparation and their proficiency with the content and methods of courses they 
are assigned to teach. Darling-Hammond (1998) stated, "teachers who are fully 
prepared and certified in both their discipline and in education are more highly 
rated and are more successful with students than are teachers without 
preparation" (p. 1 0). 
There have been different ways of defining and assessing the extent to 
which teachers are assigned to teach in fields for which they are inadequately 
qualified. One definition states that a teacher who instructs a subject without 
formal training, state license, certificate, major or minor, or bachelor's degree in 
the subject matter is considered an out-of field teacher (Ingersoll, 2002). Based 
on this definition, a teacher of this status would be considered non-highly 
qualified. 
According to Ingersoll (2002), "the most glaring and prominent source of 
inadequate access to qualified teachers is not a lack of basic education or 
3 
training of teachers, but rather a lack of fit between teachers' preparation and 
teachers' class assignments" (p.17). The measure used to define a qualified 
teacher impacts the definition of out-of-field teaching. Ross, Cousins, Gadilla and 
Hannay (1999) defined teacher subject area as the subject of a teacher's highest 
proportion of college courses. The common definitions taken as a whole can be 
surmised as out-at-field teaching occurs when teachers are assigned to teach 
subjects that do not match their training or education (Ingersoll, 1998, 2003). 
Non-string specialists teaching a string class is a clear example of a mismatch, 
and while teachers may be highly qualified in one music area, it does not mean 
that they are qualified in all sub-components of music teaching. 
String Specialists and Non-String Specialists 
For the purpose of this study, an in-field string teacher is referred to as a 
string specialist and an out-at-field string teacher is referred to as a non-string 
specialist. Jenkins (1995) referred to string specialists as teachers who had a 
string background and non-string specialists as subjects with a non-string 
background. A string background was defined as "the condition of having one of 
the orchestral string instruments as one's major instrument as an undergraduate, 
having performance ability and experience primarily on that instrument, and 
having familiarity with string-specific pedagogy techniques" (p.16). Based on this 
definition, qualified string teachers as a rule tend to have both music certification 
and content-specific preparation. 
4 
Teacher Certification 
Although a teacher must be certified in music education to be deemed 
"highly qualified" in music, music education certification includes many sub-
disciplines such as band, orchestra, choir, and general music. Having a 
certificate in a multi-disciplinary field does not guarantee that teachers are 
qualified to teach all of the disciplines within the field (Ingersoll, 2003). Within the 
field of music, certification is generally not required for specialized subject-
content areas of strings, band, or choir. 
The State Board of Education for each state determines its own standards 
for certification of teachers. Henry (2005) reported that 31 states allowed music 
education graduates to teach any music class with a K-12 general music 
certificate. Further, 15 states differentiated between instrumental and vocal music 
certification, but the general requirement for K-12 certification in music allowed 
school districts to hire music teachers in any subject area of music education. 
Based on certification practices, music teachers without specialized backgrounds 
in string music education may teach string classes. As a result, non-string 
specialists teaching strings classes who are certified to teach music might not 
have the specialized knowledge and skills to teach string classes. At the very 
least, music certification ensures that minimum qualifications have been met, and 
in effect, music teachers can teach any music class regardless of their field-
related training in a music subject area. 
Music education training programs at colleges and universities are the 
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primary mechanism for training potential music teachers. Generally, music 
education programs consist of specialty areas within the broad field of music. 
Regardless of a teacher's expertise or skill in a specialized music field, teachers 
who receive degrees in music education can become certified to teach music in 
more than 30 states and are considered qualified to teach strings, band, choir, 
general music, or any other type of music class (Henry, 2005). In music 
education, string pedagogy is often offered as part of a general instrumental 
music education sequence (Benham et al., 2011 ). Even though music teachers 
can become certified and deemed "highly qualified" to teach music, the question 
remains: Do music teachers who teach out of their specialty area have the 
requisite knowledge and skills to teach specialized classes? More specifically for 
the purposes of this study, do non-string specialists have the requisite knowledge 
and skills to teach string classes? 
Mis-Assignment of Teachers 
In general, secondary school teachers have a main field or primary 
department in which they teach and have either a certificate or degree in this 
main field . For example, a certificate or degree in physics would require upper 
level physics courses, compared to an introductory physics overview course that 
usually would be required of other science majors. The requirements for a 
secondary chemistry teacher may have required fewer classes in physics, and a 
secondary biology teacher might not have taken any courses in physics 
(Neakrase 201 0). In addition to primarily teaching in their main field or 
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department, teachers may be assigned to teach classes in other fields or 
departments (Bobbitt & McMillen, 1994; Hess, Rotherham, & Walsh 2004; 
Ingersoll , 2003). For example, teachers with a physics degree might be assigned 
to teach chemistry. Teachers who teach out of their primary assignments often 
have little background in the subject and have not been adequately prepared to 
teach out of their field of expertise (Ingersoll, 2003). Hess, Rotherham, and 
Walsh (2004) reported that 44% of middle school students take at least one class 
with a teacher who does not have at least a minor in the subject taught, and 
almost 25% of secondary school students take at least one class with a teacher 
who does not have at least a college minor in the class taught. 
Hobbs (2012) suggested that teachers show a greater commitment to 
teaching in-field subject matter rather than out-of-field subject matter. 
Additionally, teachers seem to accept their role and associated responsibilities 
with teaching an out-of-field subject but their identity as a teacher is based on 
their in-field subject. According to Hobbs (2012), the problem of out-of-field 
teaching is not simply the lack of content knowledge but rather "the importance of 
teachers being committed to the subject, being able to identify with it personally 
and professionally, and knowing how to bring the subject matter alive for 
students" (p. 726}. As a result, the out-of-field teacher may lack a passion for the 
subject due to limited experiences with the subject. Consequently, the lack of 
passion may affect the teaching approaches used when compared to an in-field 
teacher who is able to personally and professionally identify with the subject. On 
the other hand, out-of-field teachers who are passionate about teaching out of 
their area might have a positive impact. 
Non-string specialists who teach in dual assignments (in-field and out-of-
field) may teach band and strings or general music and strings (Benham et al., 
2011 ). For example, a typical day for a secondary school band teacher may 
involve teaching band classes throughout the day in addition to a strings class. 
Although music teachers are certified to teach K-12 music, teachers who teach 
classes outside of their primary assignments often have little background in the 
subject and have not been adequately prepared to teach out of their field of 
expertise (Ingersoll, 2003). Additionally, due to limited experiences with the 
subject, out-of field teachers may lack a passion for the subject (Hobbs, 2012). 
Based on previous research studies, it seems logical t~at non-string specialists 
who are not adequately trained to teach a strings class might lack the passion 
and/or expertise for teaching string classes, which may affect the teaching 
approaches used in a strings class. 
Increased Number of Non-String Specialists 
7 
The number of strings teaching positions being filled by non-string 
specialists continues to increase (Smith & Alexander, 201 0). Hamann, Gillespie, 
and Bergonzi (2002) reported that approximately 74% of string openings 
between the years of 1999 and 2001 were filled with teachers whose primary 
instrument was a stringed instrument. However, only 50% of the string openings 
in the 2008-2009 school year were filled with teachers whose primary instrument 
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was a stringed instrument (Smith & Alexander, 201 0). Based on these findings, 
there appears to be a growing trend to fill string-teaching positions with non-
string specialists. Due to the increase in string positions filled with non-string 
specialists there is a need to examine the pedagogical content knowledge of 
non-string specialists. Studies that examine the instructional practices of non-
string specialists in regard to string-specific content may help to inform the 
profession about current teaching practices, which then can be used to assist 
non-string specialists in developing appropriate string-teaching strategies. As a 
result, string students may have increased opportunities to learn proper string 
technique regardless of whether the instruction is provided by string specialists or 
non-string specialists. 
In this dissertation, I examined the relationship between content 
knowledge and teaching practices in regard to string specialists and non-string 
specialists who teach strings classes. I used the theoretical framework for 
pedagogical content knowledge developed by Shulman (1986, 1987), and as 
defined below, to examine how string specialists and non-string specialists 
acquire and apply instructional strategies to string-specific content. In order to 
determine how to assist out-of-field teachers it was necessary to understand the 
instructional practices used by both in-field and out-of-field teachers. I conducted 
this study, therefore, in order to understand how string specialists and non-string 
specialists used pedagogical content knowledge to teach string-specific 
technique. Understanding how string specialists and non-string specialists used 
pedagogical content knowledge might be used to help inform the music 
profession of the needs of non-string specialists, and potentially improve how 
string-specific technique is taught in the strings class. 
Pedagogical Content Knowledge: Theoretical Framework 
9 
In this study, the theoretical framework of pedagogical content knowledge 
was placed within the larger context of constructivist epistemology. Epistemology 
is the study of knowledge and embodies an understanding of what knowledge is 
and how knowledge is acquired (Crotty, 1998). For example, a theory of 
knowledge might explain how a teacher's knowledge might be acquired and 
integrated with other knowledge. Pedagogical content knowledge theory can be 
placed within the larger context of an epistemological theory. 
Constructivism views knowledge as being constructed by individuals. In 
this view, meaning comes into existence with the engagement with the realities of 
the world (Crotty, 1998). In the words of Denzin and Lincoln (1994}, 
"Constructivists are deeply committed to the view that what we take to be 
objective knowledge and truth is the result of perspective. Knowledge and truth 
are created, not discovered by mind" (p. 125}. Constructivism is a philosophical 
position on how existing and new knowledge is conceptualized and modified by 
individuals; it is not a model of learning. However, specific models of learning 
have been created based on the constructivist view. Within the constructivist 
paradigm, in this study I examine how knowledge is constructed by string 
specialists and non-string specialists. More specifically, I used the theoretical 
10 
framework for pedagogical content knowledge to understand and describe the 
kinds of knowledge constructed by teachers for effective pedagogical practice in 
their respective learning environments. 
In the Knowledge Growth in Teaching project, Shulman (1986, 1987) 
developed a theoretical framework for the understanding of teaching. This 
longitudinal study examined how novice teachers gained new understandings of 
their content and how these new understandings influenced their teaching. Within 
the framework, one domain for content knowledge was defined, with three 
subcategories: subject matter content knowledge, pedagogical content 
knowledge, and curricular knowledge (Shulman, 1986). Content knowledge 
includes knowledge of the subject and organizing structures. Pedagogical 
content knowledge includes "the ways of representing and formulating the 
subject that make it comprehensible to others" (Shulman, 1986, p.9). In other 
words, a teacher must know the facts and concepts of a subject, in addition to 
understanding how the principles and structures are organized. Curricular 
knowledge is "represented by the full range of programs designed for the 
teaching of particular subjects and topics at a given level, the variety of 
instructional materials available in relation to those programs" (Shulman, 1986, 
p.1 0). Stated differently, curricular knowledge is the knowledge of how subject-
specific content is structured and sequenced, and includes the materials and 
resources for teaching. Research studies suggests that teachers tend to acquire 
pedagogical content knowledge through a variety of sources, including their 
student experiences, teacher education programs, classroom experience, and 
professional development activities (Grossman, 1 990; Shulman 1986, 1 987). 
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In Shulman's theoretical model, the three categories are further defined as 
seven interrelated areas: (a) general pedagogical knowledge; (b) knowledge of 
learners and their characteristics; (c) knowledge of educational contexts; (d) 
knowledge of educational ends, purposes, and values and their philosophical and 
historical backgrounds; (e) content knowledge; (f) curriculum knowledge; and (g) 
pedagogical content knowledge (Shulman, 1 987). The categories provide a 
distinction for the types of knowledge needed for teaching a subject and the way 
concepts or principles are organized within a discipline. 
Seven types of teacher knowledge. The first four types of teacher 
knowledge are general and broad categories. General pedagogical knowledge 
refers to the strategies used for classroom management and organization, which 
may include classroom management skills, establishment of routines, 
presentation, and communication. The knowledge of learners and their 
characteristics is an awareness of how the teachers' behavior in the classroom 
will affect how individuals learn. The knowledge of educational contexts includes 
the workings of the group or classroom·, the governance and financing of school 
districts and the character of communities and cultures (Shulman, 1987). 
Examples of educational contexts include how teachers work with parents, 
administrators, colleagues and the community. The knowledge of educational 
ends includes the teacher's purposes, values and philosophical and historical 
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backgrounds of the teacher. 
The last three types of teacher knowledge-content knowledge, 
curriculum knowledge and pedagogical content knowledge-define content-
specific dimensions. Content knowledge is related to the teacher's factual 
knowledge of a particular subject and an understanding of how to organize the 
subject matter in order to teach it. For example, performance skills on primary 
and secondary instruments, music theory, analysis, arranging, music history, 
instrument fingerings, repair, and conducting skills are all examples of music 
content knowledge. Additionally, the degree to which teachers possess specific 
content knowledge may influence how they represent their discipline to students 
(Grossman, 1990). Content knowledge includes the principles of conceptual 
organization and the principles of inquiry. Essentially, content knowledge refers 
to the organization of facts and ideas of the subject and the set of rules and 
norms that support the content to be learned or taught. The teachers 
understanding of the content knowledge may influence the concepts chosen, 
how to teach a concept, how to know when students don't understand a concept, 
and how to represent the content to the level of the students. The depth of 
knowledge influences a teacher's pedagogical choices and a lack of content 
knowledge can affect a teacher's instruction (Grossman, Wilson, & Shulman, 
1989). Curriculum knowledge includes the materials and the delivery of 
instruction used by teachers such as method books or literature selections. 
Pedagogical content knowledge (PCK) is arguably the most influential of 
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the three content-related categories because PCK extends beyond subject-
matter knowledge by combining content knowledge and general pedagogical 
knowledge. According to Shulman, pedagogical content knowledge "includes the 
most useful forms of representation of those ideas, the most powerful analogies, 
illustrations, examples, explanations, and demonstrations in a word , the ways of 
representing and formulating the subject that make it comprehensible to others" 
(1 ~86, p. 7). Pedagogical content knowledge is the intersection of content 
knowledge and pedagogical knowledge (see Figure 1 ). The teacher uses both 
content knowledge and pedagogical knowledge to transform the subject matter in 
a way that students are able to understand. According to Millican (2007), 
examples of Pedagogical Content Knowledge in the music classroom include 
"selecting appropriate literature based on musical development, identifying 
potential performance problems in new musical literature selections, and 
diagnosing solutions to performance problems." (p. 23). In addition, Millican 
(2007) suggests that PCK includes the analogies, illustrations, examples, 
explanations, and demonstrations and the ways of representing or formulating 
instructional strategies to teach music technique and skills. In other words, both 
content knowledge and pedagogical knowledge are used to represent the 
musical concepts in relation to the conceptions and misconceptions students 
have in regard to concepts. 
Pedagogical Content Knowledge 
Content 
Knowledge 
~ 
Pedagogical 
Knowledge 
Figure 1. Model of pedagogical content knowledge. Adapted from "Knowledge 
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and Teaching: Foundations of the New Reform" by L. S. Shulman, 1987, Harvard 
Educational Review, 57(1 ), p. 8. 
In this study I examined how string specialists and non-string specialists 
transform and represent their pedagogical content knowledge so that students 
can understand string-specific concepts. The pedagogical content knowledge of 
string specialists and non-string specialists was the focus of this study. More 
specifically, I studied string specialists' and non-string specialists' transformation 
of string-specific content knowledge into pedagogical approaches for student 
learning. 
Instructional Strategies and Intermediate String Instruction 
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Educational researchers have studied the connections between content 
knowledge, pedagogical knowledge, and instructional practices in various subject 
areas including English (Grossman, 1990); history (Wilson, 1988); biology 
(Hashweh, 1987); physics (Neakrase, 201 0); and science (Lee, 2005). Although 
perception studies have been conducted on string specialists' and non-string 
specialists' specific content knowledge (Jenkins, 1995; Sckipp, 201 0), the PCK of 
string specialists and non-string specialists and the instructional practices used to 
teach string-specific technique in intermediate string classes have yet to be 
examined. 
In order to understand the PCK of string specialists and non-string 
specialists, instructional strategies were examined in relation to how string-
specific technique is taught in the intermediate string class. Based on previous 
studies (Jenkins, 1995; Sckipp, 201 0), non-string specialists expressed difficulty 
in teaching intermediate string technique that included bowing, shifting, and 
vibrato. Hamann and Gillespie (2013) refer to an intermediate string class as the 
third and fourth year of string instruction. In Arizona (where the present research 
study was conducted), many intermediate courses are offered during seventh or 
eighth grade. 
Music skills and knowledge are developed through the progression of 
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specific skill areas and at increasing levels of ability. The progression of specific 
music skills is organized within a curriculum that includes a scope and sequence 
of skills (Benham et al., 2011 ). Based on the ASTA Curriculum: Standards, 
Goals, and Learning Sequences for Essential Skills and Knowledge in K-12 
String Programs (Benham et al., 2011) and the Arizona Art Standards (Arizona 
Department of Education, 2006) shifting, vibrato, and spiccato bowing are 
introduced and developed as intermediate string-specific skills. The content 
knowledge and pedagogical knowledge for teaching shifting, vibrato, and 
spiccato bowing for the intermediate string student have been described in detail 
in Hamann and Gillespie (2013) and the ASTA string curriculum (2011). 
String curriculum and content knowledge. In 2011, the first national 
string curriculum was created by the American String Teacher Association 
(ASTA) (Benham et al., 2011 ). The curriculum identifies skills, tasks, and 
knowledge in the development of a string student. In this curriculum, learning 
tasks are broken down into baseline, developing, proficient, and advanced skills. 
ASTA refers to the developing level as the intermediate level of playing skills. 
Due to the variety of instructional practices among string teachers, these learning 
task levels do not represent a specific age, grade level, or number of years of 
playing. The curriculum has three categories of skill and knowledge and each 
category outlines specific learning tasks. For example, vibrato is introduced at 
the proficient level, shifting is introduced at the developing level and spiccato 
bowing is introduced at the proficient level. The ASTA curriculum (2011) includes 
a general information section that provides content knowledge about shifting, 
vibrato, and spiccato bowing and a sequence of activities section that provides 
pedagogical knowledge about teaching shifting, vibrato, and spiccato bowing. 
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In Arizona specifically, the Arizona Department of Education developed 
the Arizona Arts Standards, which include beginning, intermediate, advanced 
skill levels, as well as distinction of music proficiency for performing ensembles 
(Arizona Department of Education, 2006). When students meet a benchmark of 
certain performance objectives, the students move to the next level of music 
proficiency. The mastery of the performance objectives varies according to the 
design of the performing music program, student age, and number of 
instructional minutes per week. For example, the Arizona Arts Standards (2006) 
incorporate rudimentary aspects of vibrato into intermediate string orchestra 
classes. Based on the Arizona Arts Standards, vibrato, shifting, and spiccato 
bowing should be introduced as new concepts in the intermediate string class. 
The ASTA Curriculum (2011) and Arizona Arts Standards (2006) are in 
agreement in introducing shifting at the intermediate level or developing level. 
However, there is a discrepancy between the ASTA Curriculum (2011) and 
Arizona Arts Standards (2006) regarding when vibrato technique and spiccato 
bowing technique should be introduced. Because this research was to be 
conducted in Arizona, and because music teachers in Arizona are mandated to 
follow Arizona Arts Standards, I utilized the Arizona Arts Standards for vibrato 
and spiccato bowing. 
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String-Specific Technique: Shifting, Vibrato, and Spiccato Bowing 
Previous research studies indicate non-string specialists have difficulty 
teaching string-specific technique that includes bowing, shifting, and vibrato 
(Jenkins, 1995; Sckipp, 201 0). Although string-specific technique includes more 
than shifting, vibrato, and spiccato bowing, these three areas are typically 
introduced and developed in the intermediate string class (Arizona Department of 
Education, 2006; Hamann & Gillespie 2013). Based on string technique that is 
developed in the intermediate string class and research studies that indicate 
difficulty in teaching string technique, this examination of string-specific technique 
was limited to shifting, vibrato, and spiccato bowing. 
Content knowledge of shifting. The Arizona Arts Standards (2006) 
include utilizing a proper left and right hand shape while shifting on a stringed 
instrument. In addition, Hamann and Gillespie (2013) provided six general 
principles for shifting skills: 
(a) the thumb travels with the hand; (b) a transport or guide finger is used 
when shifting; (c) the finger travels smoothly and lightly on the string 
during the shift; (d) the bow stops briefly between shifting notes that are 
not slurred; (e) the weight of the bow on the string lightens and slightly 
during shifts between slurred pitches if attempting to diminish some of the 
shifting sound; and (f) the left-hand shape generally stays the same 
during shifts involving positions, one, two, three, and four. (p.138) 
I used these guidelines for basic shifting skills to evaluate the content knowledge 
of string specialists and non-string specialists. 
Content knowledge of spiccato bowing. Although a variety of bow 
styles are developed and taught in the intermediate strings class, the 
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examination of spiccato bowing was studied to understand the content 
knowledge of string specialists and non-string specialists for the following 
reasons: (a) spiccato bowing is introduced and developed at the intermediate 
level in the ASTA Curriculum: Standards, Goals, and Learning Sequences for 
Essential Skills and Knowledge in K-12 String Programs (Benham et al., 2011); 
(b) spiccato bowing is introduced and developed at the intermediate level the 
Arizona Art Standards (Arizona Department of Education, 2006) (Arizona 
Department of Education, 2006); and (c) spiccato bowing is a more complex 
bowing style in comparison to other bowing styles as outlined in Hamann and 
Gillespie (2013) and Benham et al. (2011 ). For example, Benham et al. (2011) 
suggest that spiccato bowing should be developed after students can 
demonstrate basic control of weight, angle, and speed and placement of the bow. 
The examination of bowing techniques was narrowed to one bow style in order to 
provide an in-depth understanding of the instructional strategies used to teach 
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string-specific content. 
I used the following criteria to examine spiccato bowing: (a) the bounce 
occurs in the lower half of the bow; (b) the bow is bounced on the string and 
there is an "an arc-like motion with a relaxed elbow and shoulder, wrist joint, and 
fingers" (Hamann & Gillespie, 2013, p. 75); (c) there is a controlled dropping and 
rebounding of the bow; and (d) spiccato bowing has both vertical and horizontal 
components (Benham et al., 2011 ). These criteria were used to evaluate the 
content knowledge of string specialists and non-string specialists in this study. 
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Content knowledge of vibrato. Hamann and Gillespie (2013) provided 
general principles for basic vibrato that include: (a) the vibrato motion is 
generated by moving the arm and hand as a unit on the cello or bass; (b) the arm 
or hand can move either as a unit or independently for the violin and viola; (c) 
vibrato motion is measured by speed and width; (d) rolling the fingertip while 
flexing the first knuckle on the violin and viola produces vibrato; (e) rolling the 
finger on the string while moving the arm and hand in a straight line on the cello 
and bass produces vibrato. I used these vibrato principles to evaluate the content 
knowledge of string specialists and non-string specialists. 
A study that examines string specialists' and non-string specialists' 
instructional strategies in regard to specific string technique provides useful 
information about string specialists' and non-string specialists' content knowledge 
and pedagogical knowledge. Both the string specialist and non-string specialist 
work toward the common goal of teaching bowings, shifting, and vibrato in the 
string orchestra class. In order to improve string instruction, non-string specialists 
who teach outside of their discipline should be offered the opportunity to self-
reflect upon their content knowledge and pedagogical knowledge of string-
specific content. Non-string specialists might provide valuable insight into how 
string-specific content knowledge and pedagogical knowledge affect the choice 
of instructional strategies. The examination of content knowledge, pedagogical 
knowledge and the instructional strategies used to teach string-specific content 
might be beneficial to both string specialists and non-string specialists. 
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Rationale for Study 
Prior PCK research studies indicate that teachers should have both 
subject matter content knowledge and pedagogical knowledge to effectively 
teach a discipline (Fernandez-Balboa & Stiehl, 1995; Grossman, 1990; Marks, 
1990; Shulman, 1986, 1987). In the case of string education, simply knowing the 
string-specific content may not be sufficient for teaching string-specific content. 
String teachers need to be able to choose instructional strategies that will 
transform content knowledge in a way that students can understand and apply 
the new knowledge. For example, non-string specialists might use instructional 
strategies that are not typical in the string specialist's classroom, and that may or 
may not be effective for teaching string-specific content. This in-depth study of 
the PCK used to teach vibrato, shifting, and spiccato bowing provides insight, 
therefore, on how string specialists and non-string specialists teach string-
specific technique. 
As the trend continues for non-string specialists to teach string classes, 
non-string specialists need adequate PCK in order to use effective instructional 
strategies to teach string-specific content. In- and out-of-field string teachers may 
need to have both content knowledge and pedagogical knowledge to teach 
string-specific technique. Typically, the courses offered in music education 
teaching degree are offered as a general instrumental sequence; further, while 
the knowledge of non-string specialists is diverse, often based on internship 
experiences, teacher training programs, or other experiences (Benham et al., 
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2011 ), such diverse educational experiences may not adequately prepare them 
to teach the subject matter. 
There have been a few studies on the attitudes and perception of non-
string specialists who teach string classes, which have provided insight on non-
string specialists' abilities to teach string-specific content (Jenkins, 1995; 
McCormick, 2008; Sckipp, 201 0). Non-string specialists' attitudes towards a (a) 
healthy string program, (b) cooperation with their schools band program, (c) 
teaching strings, and (d) orchestral style of music were studied (Jenkins, 1995). 
Sckipp (201 0) studied the perception of non-string specialists in regard to (a) 
preparedness to teach string classes, (b) challenges in string classes, and (c) 
perceived additional training needed. Both Jenkins (1995) and Sckipp (201 0) 
found that non-string specialists reported difficulty in teaching string technique 
that included bowing, shifting, and vibrato. The attitudes and perception of non-
string specialists who teach strings classes suggest that a string background is 
not essential for success in string teaching (Jenkins, 1995, Sckipp, 201 0). 
However, the findings of the studies were contradictory, even though non-string 
specialists expressed that a string background was not needed to teach strings 
they reported difficulty teaching bowings, shifting, and vibrato and rated their 
skills low in these areas. An examination of non-string specialists' pedagogical 
knowledge and content knowledge might provide clarity and useful information in 
regard to the difficulty non-string specialists experience when teaching string-
specific content. A further examination is needed to determine why non-
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specialists may have difficulty teaching string-specific content. 
A better understanding is needed of how in- and out-of-field teachers 
acquire and apply PCK to string-specific technique. There are fundamental 
differences between knowing the subject matter and teaching the subject matter 
effectively (Grossman, Wilson & Shulman, 1989). For example, an out-of-field 
teacher may have the pedagogical knowledge of how students learn but may not 
have the content knowledge to teach string technique. 
Inform current practice. This study provides an in-depth examination of 
string specialists' and non-string specialists' content knowledge, pedagogical 
knowledge, and instructional strategies used to teach vibrato technique, shifting 
technique, and spiccato bowing technique in an intermediate string class. The 
focus of this study was to examine the teachers' knowledge of content 
knowledge and how content knowledge influences instructional practices of 
string-specific concepts. An examination of string specialists' and non-string 
specialists' instructional strategies might provide insight on how pedagogical 
content knowledge is used in the strings class to teach string-specific technique. 
The results of the study can be used to inform the profession of current practices 
used to teach string-specific technique. Current systems for teaching strings can 
be evaluated and re-designed based on the needs of non-string specialists. 
Method classes and professional development could be improved to reflect the 
needs of non-string specialists. 
The impact of out-of-field teaching on string education has not been an 
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area of study in music education research. Inquiry into how string specialists and 
non-string specialists transform their string-specific content knowledge into 
pedagogical approaches and instructional strategies may provide a better 
understanding of how out-of-field teaching impacts string education. In the PCK 
model, content knowledge and pedagogical knowledge influence what concepts 
are taught and how the concepts are taught. 
Statement of the Problem 
Certification in the area of music education is general which permits 
teaching music content in any specialized area of music (band, choir, strings). 
Current music certification practices allow teachers with limited content 
knowledge and pedagogical knowledge about string-specific technique to teach 
string classes. As the trend continues for non-string specialists to teach string 
classes, non-string specialists need to obtain adequate pedagogical content 
knowledge in order to effectively teach string specific content. 
The problem I aim to address with this study is how in- and out-at-field 
string teachers use PCK in teaching string-specific techniques of vibrato, shifting, 
and spiccato bowing. Specifically, the intent of the study is to identify and 
describe how string specialists and non-string specialists use PCK in the 
intermediate strings class. Furthermore, a better understanding is needed of how 
in- and out-of-field string teachers acquire and apply PCK to string-specific 
technique in order to determine ways in which string teaching might be improved 
in the future. 
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Purpose of the Study 
The purpose of this study was to examine the pedagogical content 
knowledge of string specialists and non-string specialists, and how they teach 
string-specific techniques of vibrato, shifting, and spiccato bowing to intermediate 
string class students. Six teachers' content knowledge and how content 
knowledge influenced their instructional practices was examined in the area of 
string-specific concepts. Using the PCK theoretical framework, an in-depth 
examination of the instructional strategies provided information about the content 
knowledge and pedagogical knowledge of string specialists and non-string 
specialists. To further understand the impact of out-of-field teaching on string 
education knowledge of string-specific technique (content knowledge), 
knowledge about string-specific technique (pedagogical knowledge) and the 
instructional strategies used to teach string-specific technique was examined. By 
accomplishing the above aims, this study contributed to the research bases of 
music education, general teacher education, and strings education specifically. 
Research Questions 
1 . What is the content knowledge of string specialists and non-string 
specialists related to teaching vibrato technique, shifting technique, and 
spiccato bowing technique? 
2. What content knowledge of vibrato technique, shifting technique, and 
spiccato bowing technique do string specialists and non-string specialists 
use to teach intermediate string students? 
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3. What pedagogical knowledge of vibrato technique, shifting technique, and 
spiccato bowing technique do string specialists and non-string specialists 
use to teach intermediate string students? 
4. How do string specialists and non-string specialists use pedagogical 
knowledge to teach vibrato technique, shifting technique, and spiccato 
bowing technique in the intermediate string class? 
5. What other emergent issues arise from rehearsal observations that would 
be of use to the music education profession? 
Summary 
Teacher qualifications and certification standards permit music teachers 
who are certified with a K-12 music teaching certificate to teach any music class. 
Due to these certification practices school districts are permitted to hire music 
teachers in any subject area of music education. As a result music teachers 
without specialized backgrounds in string music education may teach string 
classes. Although non-string specialists are certified to teach strings classes they 
might not have the specialized knowledge and skills to teach string classes. 
Additionally, there is a growing trend to fill string-teaching positions with non-
string specialists. Due to the increase in string positions filled with non-string 
specialists there is a need to examine the pedagogical content knowledge of 
non-string specialists. 
Pedagogical content knowledge has been examined in order to 
understand how non-string specialists teach string-specific content. Shulman 
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(1996) introduced pedagogical content knowledge and the importance of content 
knowledge and pedagogical knowledge for successful teaching. In this study I 
provide an examination of string specialists' and non-string specialists' content 
knowledge, pedagogical knowledge, and instructional strategies used to teach 
vibrato technique, shifting technique, and spiccato bowing technique in an 
intermediate string class. I specifically examine the content knowledge, 
pedagogical content knowledge and instructional practices of string specialists 
and non-string specialists. I chose these areas specifically to examine the extent 
of teachers' knowledge bases in relation to what string-specific content is taught 
and how string-specific content is taught. 
Orientation of the Study 
This study is divided into six chapters. Chapter One provides an overview 
of the study including the theoretical framework, rationale, conceptual framework, 
and research questions. The second chapter includes a literature review from the 
areas that are pertinent to this study. These areas include teachers' content 
knowledge in a specific subject, the choice of content, pedagogical knowledge 
and strategies, perceptions of string and non-string specialists, and perceptions 
of students' instructional needs and out-of-field teaching. 
Chapter Three outlines the qualitative approaches used in this study. This 
includes a description of the research methodology and the design of the study. 
Methods of data collection and analysis are also specifically discussed. Chapter 
Four and Five describe the findings of the study. The fourth chapter reports the 
findings from the observations and semi-structured interviews conducted with 
each of the string specialists and non-string specialists, while the fifth chapter 
presents emergent themes from a cross-case analysis of string specialists and 
non-string specialists. 
Finally, Chapter Six includes a summary of the findings in relation to the 
research questions and a discussion of the findings relative to the research 
literature. The chapter concludes with implications for practice and 
recommendations for future research 
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
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In this literature review, two key areas of pedagogical knowledge are 
reviewed: conceptualized models of PCK, and the acquisition of PCK. The 
examination of literature on PCK provides an understanding of how specific-
subject content knowledge and pedagogical knowledge impact teachers' 
instructional strategies and subsequent student learning. Pedagogical content 
knowledge with regard to music has been defined as the "knowledge of music 
teaching techniques, engaging students with music in a meaningful way, 
implementing the music curriculum effectively, assessing students' abilities in the 
various aspects of music, explaining and demonstrating musical concepts" 
(Ballantyne & Packer, 2004, p. 302). Conway (1999) discussed teaching cases 
for instrumental music education methods courses, and provided a more specific 
definition of PCK for instrumental music teaching, which stated, "pedagogical 
content knowledge included an understanding of the problems associated with 
learning on musical instruments and the strategies connected to successful 
instrumental teaching" (p. 344). 
Educational researchers have argued that knowledge of subject matter 
and pedagogical methods, as well as the level of mastery to teach different 
subjects, are important predictors of teaching quality and student learning 
(Darling-Hammond & Hudson, 1990; Shavelson, McDonnell, & Oakes, 1989; 
Murnane & Raizen, 1988). Additionally, results from various studies have 
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indicated that teachers' qualifications in the subject taught are an important 
component of their performance (Ferguson, 1991; Greenwald, Hedges, & Laine, 
1994; Hedges, Laine, & Greenwald, 1996). 
Researchers have suggested that teachers' subject matter preparation 
and pedagogical training are positively related to student learning (Goldhaber & 
Brewer, 1997; Monk, 1994). A limited amount of research has been conducted 
on out-of-field teaching experience and training in core content areas; however, 
the existing research does suggest that teachers with out-of-field training and 
experience are less effective in the classroom, and perhaps as a result, are more 
likely to leave the teaching profession (Ross et al., 1999; Ross, 1998). 
In this review, I examined literature regarding teachers' efficacy and their 
in- and out-of-field teaching experience and pedagogical training. Previous 
studies have suggested that, when teachers are assigned subjects outside of 
their fields of specialty, both their instructional strategies and student learning 
gains are affected (Goldhaber & Brewer, 1997; Monk, 1994; Ross et al., 1999). 
The current examination of the existing literature on out-of-field teaching will 
provide an understanding of the complexity of out-of-field teaching. In this review 
I focus on literature regarding a teachers' content knowledge in a specific 
subject, the choice of content, pedagogical knowledge and strategies, 
perceptions of string and non-string specialists, and perceptions of students' 
instructional needs. 
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String Specialists and Non-String Specialists In- and Out-of-Field Teaching 
According to the research literature, it is likely that non-string specialists 
will continue to have a significant impact on the future of string education. At 
least eight national studies on string orchestra programs provided demographic 
and/or curricular data regarding string orchestra programs between the years of 
1991 and 2009 (Bergonzi, 1998; Delzell & Doerksel, 2000; Gillespie & Hamann, 
1998; Hamann, Gillespie, & Bergonzi, 2002; Leonard, 1991; Smith & Alexander, 
201 0; Smith, 1997; Smith, 2000). Additionally, research studies have provided 
longitudinal data for defining trends in string orchestra programs (Gillespie & 
Hamann, 1998; Hamann Gillespie, & Bergonzi, 2002; Smith & Alexander, 201 0). 
The results of these studies have documented and provided useful information 
on the percentage of string specialists and non-string specialists who teach 
strings classes. Based on the findings of these studies (as discussed further 
below), non-string specialists have become a substantial portion of the string 
teacher workforce. 
Between the years of 1998 and 2008, the number of string teachers who 
reported a string instrument as a primary instrument increased slightly from 67% 
to 71 %; approximately 30% of the string teachers reported a non-string 
instrument as their primary instrument. Hamann and Gilliespie (1998) conducted 
a national study to gather demographic and curricular data that provided 
information about adequacy of instructional materials, equipment, and facilities 
for string orchestra programs. A survey was used to collect data that described 
enrollment, student profiles, program organization, teacher profiles, and 
curriculum. The results of the study reported that 67% of the teachers listed a 
stringed instrument as their primary performing instrument. 
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In a follow-up study, Hamann, Gillespie, and Bergonzi (2002) conducted a 
national study that monitored the status of string instruction in string programs 
throughout the United States. Of the respondents, 80% listed a stringed 
instrument as their primary performing instrument. In addition to the primary 
performing instrument of the teacher, the primary teaching area of the teacher 
was also reported: Seventy-nine percent of the orchestra teachers listed 
strings/orchestra as their primary teaching area, while 21% of the teachers 
reported that strings/orchestra was not their primary teaching area. Of these 
21%, 12% listed band as their primary teaching area, 3% reported choir as their 
primary teaching area, 1% reported general music as their primary teaching .area, 
and 5% had varied responsibilities in more than one primary teaching area. 
Additionally, approximately 67% of open string positions in 2000-2001 were filled 
with certified teachers whose primary instrument was a stringed instrument, 9% 
were filled with non-certified teachers who played a stringed instrument, and 24% 
of the string positions were filled by a certified teacher whose primary instrument 
was not a stringed instrument (Hamann, Gillespie, & Bergonzi, 2002). 
In a replication study, Smith and Alexander (201 0) gathered data about 
the status of string and orchestra programs in the United States to monitor their 
ongoing status and document trends observed when compared to previous 
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studies. A survey instrument was used to collect data on program characteristics, 
curriculum, support, and student and teacher demographics. Even though the 
previous authors found a slight increase from 67% to 71% of string teachers who 
listed a primary instrument as a stringed instrument, Smith and Alexander (201 0) 
found a decrease in the percentage of string openings filled by teachers whose 
primary instrument was a stringed instrument. Additionally, Hamann, Gillespie, 
and Bergonzi (2002) reported that 74% of the string openings between 1999 and 
2001 were filled with teachers whose primary instrument was a stringed 
instrument. Only 50% of string openings in the 2008-2009 school year were filled 
by teachers whose primary instrument was a stringed instrument (Smith & 
Alexander, 201 0). The change from one study to the next indicates that there is a 
growing trend to hire non-string specialists to teach string classes, which might 
suggest that out-of-field teaching in strings is increasing and will therefore 
continue to impact string education classes. 
Additional issues suggest there will be a demand for string educators in 
the immediate future. First, the average years of teaching experience increased 
from 10 years in 1998 to 19 years in 2009. The string educator workforce is 
aging, therefore, and retirement will increase the need for additional string 
educators (Smith & Alexander, 201 0). Second, there has been an increase in the 
number of string programs. String programs were offered in 18% of schools in 
1997 (Delzell & Doerksen, 2000), and increased to 29% in 2009 (Smith & 
Alexander, 201 0). Lastly, 39% of the respondents anticipated string positions 
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openings for the school years of 201 0-2013. There will therefore likely be a 
demand for additional string educators due to an increase in the number of string 
programs, a workforce of string educators nearing retirement and anticipated 
string positions openings (Smith & Alexander, 201 0). Based on current hiring 
practices of non-string specialists and the future need of additional string 
educators, it is important to provide support for under-qualified or under-prepared 
teachers who are assigned to teach string classes. 
In- and Out-of-Field Teacher Qualifications 
Out-of-field teaching is a relatively new area of research, and in music 
education what constitutes "out-of-field teaching" has yet to be operationally 
defined. Additionally, there is a lack of consensus on what constitutes adequate 
preparation for defining qualified teachers. Education, training, and preparation 
have been used as indirect measures of quality teaching (Ingersoll & Gruber, 
1996). Teachers' content knowledge in a specific subject can be measured 
according to the number of field-related courses the teacher has taken; Ross et 
al. (1999) defined teacher's subject area as the subject of a teacher's highest 
proportion of courses. On the other hand, teachers who instruct in a subject 
without formal training, state license, certificate, major or minor, or bachelor's 
degree in the subject matter are considered to be out-of field (Ingersoll, 2002). 
Stated simply, out-of-field teaching occurs whenever a teacher's training or 
education does not match the subject being taught. 
In a study by Allard (1992), teacher qualifications of string specialists and 
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non-string specialists were used to compare the impact on effectiveness of string 
teaching. Specific qualifications for a string specialist included (a) primarily 
receiving training as a string teacher; (b) primary instrument is a string 
instrument; and (c) accumulated more than sixteen college credit hours in string 
pedagogy, string methods, string techniques and/or private instruction on a string 
instrument. Non-string specialists may teach string orchestra classes, but may 
not meet one or more of these criteria (Allard, 1992). 
In this study, Allard (1992) examined how string specialists and non-string 
specialists used classroom time, student attentiveness, and ensemble 
performance quality. String specialists' and non-string specialists' teaching 
approaches were compared in the beginning string music class. Twelve string 
specialists submitted 29 videotapes of elementary beginning string classes, and 
nine non-string specialists submitted 24 videotapes of beginning string classes. 
Expert judges observed the videotaped performances from each string class and 
recorded their assessments on a performance quality assessment chart. The 
results of the study indicated there were no significant differences between string 
specialists' and non-string specialists' uses of performance time, non-
performance time, preparation time, tuning time, music organization time, 
announcement time, or performance teaching time. There were also no 
differences in off-task behavior during performance and non-performance 
intervals. However, there was a significant difference in the quality of the 
ensemble performances between the string specialists and non-string specialists. 
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Additional studies are needed to understand the differences in the quality of 
ensemble performance of string specialists and non-string specialists. Examining 
instructional strategies used by string and non- string specialists may help 
determine why differences exist in the quality of ensemble performance. 
Non-string specialists have exhibited lower confidence levels in 
demonstrating rehearsal techniques. McCormick (2008) studied the perceptions 
of string trained and non-string trained music educators demonstrating rehearsal 
techniques for beginning, intermediate, and advanced students in a string class. 
In the study, string-trained teachers rated themselves as having more confidence 
in demonstrating rehearsal technique for beginning strings when compared to 
non-string trained teachers. 
Similar results were reported for string-trained and non-string trained 
teachers in intermediate string classes. However, in advanced rehearsal 
techniques, 4 7% of non-string trained teachers rated themselves as having no 
confidence in demonstrating advanced rehearsal techniques (McCormick, 2008). 
If confidence levels are an indication of teacher efficacy, non-string specialists 
may choose less challenging instructional strategies to avoid teaching with a lack 
of confidence (Carlsen, 1993; Lee, 1995; Stein, Baxter, & Leinhardt, 1990). 
In- and Out-of Field Teacher Qualifications and Student Achievement 
(Outside of Music) 
Teachers' subject matter preparation, measured by the number of field-
related courses taken as well as pedagogical training, has been related to 
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positive student learning outcomes in math and science content areas 
(Goldhaber & Brewer, 1997; Monk, 1994). Monk (1994) used data from the 
Longitudinal Survey of American Youth to examine the effects of mathematics 
and science secondary school teachers' subject matter preparation on pupil 
performance gains in these subjects. Results from this study suggest teachers' 
subject-specific coursework, and not their general education level, have a 
positive influence on pupil performance gains. Researchers have indicated that 
teachers' qualifications are an important component of their performance 
(Ferguson, 1991; Greenwald, Hedges, & Laine, 1994; Hedges, Laine, & 
Greenwald, 1996). In fact, the inability to staff classrooms with qualified teachers 
has been one of the primary explanations for inadequate student achievement 
(Ingersoll, 2002). 
Furthermore, Goldhaber and Brewer (1997) used data drawn from the 
National Educational Longitudinal Study of 1988 to link students' achievement 
scores to particular teachers and classes. Their findings indicated that students 
in classes with teachers who had a non-math related bachelor's degrees, 
master's degrees, or teaching certificates had lower achievement scores than 
those in classes taught by teachers with a math degree or certification. 
In a meta-analysis of 60 studies, Greenwald, Hedges, and Laine (1996) 
assessed the direction and magnitude of the relationship between a variety of 
school factors and student achievement. They found positive coefficients and 
robust effect sizes associated with teacher ability, teacher education, and teacher 
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experience as related to student achievement. Raudenbush, Fotiu, and Cheong 
(1999) found that teaching experience and teacher subject matter expertise were 
positively related to proficiency in math. Additionally, Rowan, Chiang, and Miller 
(1997) reported that teachers' subject knowledge had positive effects on student 
achievement levels in science and mathematics. Based on these studies 
(Greenwald, Hedges, & Laine, 1996; Raudenbush, Fotiu, & Cheong 1999; 
Rowan, Chiang, & Miller, 1997), it seems logical to surmise that the lack of 
qualifications to teach a string class may similarly impact the quality of student 
achievement in string music courses. 
In- and Out-of-Field Teaching and Teacher Efficacy 
The meaning and measure of teacher efficacy has been studied and 
debated among scholars and researchers. Hoy (2000) defined teacher efficacy 
belief as a "teachers' confidence in their ability to promote students' learning" (p. 
2). A primary concept in Bandura's (1986) social cognitive theory regards self-
efficacy, where individuals' perceptions of themselves mediate their behaviors. 
According to Bandura's (1997) description of teacher efficacy belief, a "teachers' 
sense of instructional efficacy is not necessarily uniform across different subjects. 
Thus, teachers who judge themselves highly efficacious in mathematical or 
science instruction may be much less assured of their efficacy in language 
instruction and vice versa" (p. 243). In other words, a teachers sense of efficacy 
may change based on the subject matter taught. 
Educational researchers (Ross et al., 1999; Ross, 1998) examined 
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teacher efficacy in relation to teachers' specific subject area assignments. Ross 
et al. (1999) defined and examined teachers' subject areas in relation to the 
subject of the highest proportion of courses during pre-service education. The 
study consisted of secondary school teachers (N = 359) in nine schools. The 
results of the study suggested that secondary school teachers had high 
perception of their abilities to teach courses within their subject area and 
perception of the ability was lower for courses outside of their subject area. 
According to Ross et al. (1999), "teachers with high levels of teacher efficacy 
anticipate they will be successful. They choose more challenging goals, are more 
likely to take responsibility for outcomes, and persist in the face of failure" (p. 
785). Ross (1998) found that teachers with higher teacher efficacy beliefs are 
more willing to implement teaching strategies that stretch their teaching abilities. 
The results of the study indicated that the relationship between teacher beliefs 
and teaching practice is reciprocal. If teachers with higher levels of teacher 
efficacy perception choose more challenging goals, then teachers with lower 
teaching efficacy perception might choose less challenging goals. 
Previous studies have indicated that teachers' knowledge affects the 
instructional strategies they choose. Teachers with limited content knowledge 
might choose instructional strategies that are less challenging to teach (Carlsen, 
1993; Lee, 1995; Stein, Baxter, & Leinhardt, 1990). Stein, Baxter and Leinhardt 
(1990) conducted a case study on the relationship between mathematical content 
knowledge and math instructional practices. The purpose of the study was to 
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describe the relationship between teachers' knowledge of mathematics and their 
instructional practice. The researchers examined how the content and 
organization of a specific mathematical topic was taught. The combination of 
beliefs and knowledge about both mathematical content and content-specific 
pedagogy were examined. The findings of the study indicated that limited content 
knowledge led to teachers' narrowing instruction in three ways: First, incomplete 
teacher understanding resulted in instruction that failed to lay the groundwork for 
future utilization and relationships associated with a rich concept. Second, 
procedural rules were overemphasized to simplify and introduce complex 
concepts, which could result in misunderstandings for subsequent instruction on 
complex concepts. Lastly, there were missed opportunities for fostering 
meaningful connections between key concepts and representations. Such a 
narrowing of instruction by teachers with less training in their subject has led to a 
less effective pedagogical approach to the subject. Studies have indicated that 
teachers who are assigned to out-of-field subjects might have lower expectations 
of their teaching ability, which may impact teacher instructional strategies and 
student learning (Carlsen, 1993; Lee, 1995; Ross et al., 1999; Stein, Baxter, & 
Leinhardt, 1990). 
In- and Out-of-Field Content Knowledge and PCK 
Teachers with explicit content knowledge "tend to provide instruction that 
features conceptual connections, appropriate and varied representations, and 
active and meaningful discourse" (Stein, Baxter & Leinhardt, 1990 p. 641 ). In 
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other words, the content knowledge of the teacher influences both what is taught 
and how the content is taught. However, teachers with limited content knowledge 
have been found to teach subject matter "as a collection of static facts; to provide 
impoverished or inappropriate examples, analogies, and/or representations; and 
to emphasize seatwork assignments and/or routinized student input as opposed 
to meaningful dialogue" (Stein, Baxter, & Leinhardt, 1990, p. 641 ). 
Hashweh (1987) examined secondary school science teachers' 
conceptions of their disciplines and specific topics. The study consisted of 
teachers who specialized in physics and in biology. Various tasks were used to 
assess each teacher's knowledge of a biology topic (photosynthesis) and a 
physics topic (levers). The teachers were asked to explain their subject matter 
knowledge as it pertained to biology and physics and plan an instructional unit in 
both content areas. In their own field, the teachers used a variety of analogues, 
examples, demonstrations and models to clarify preconceptions that students 
might encounter in the subject. However, outside of their field the teachers had 
more misconceptions that were directly integrated into their plans for teaching the 
content. The study indicated that the influence of the teachers' prior subject-
matter knowledge was evident in the modifications of textbook subject-matter 
content as well as in their use of explanatory representations. Sanders, Borko, 
and Lockard (1993) examined the similarities and differences between in- and 
out-of-field secondary science teachers' with teaching experience. The study 
focused on the influence of these teachers' content knowledge, pedagogical 
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knowledge, and PCK on their planning, teaching, and reflecting. The findings of 
the study indicated that experienced teachers were able to use pedagogical 
content knowledge for teaching in- and out-of-field. 
In another study, Neakrase (201 0) studied the subject-matter knowledge 
and practices of beginning secondary school physics and physical science 
teachers (N = 23). The purpose of the study was to examine content knowledge, 
pedagogical content knowledge, and practices of beginning in-or out-of-field 
secondary science teachers over two years. Each teacher in the study was 
observed four times and interviewed once a month. Teachers were classified into 
three categories: in-field, related-field, or out-of-field based on their earned 
degrees. 
The study examined science teachers' classroom practices over the first 
two years of teaching. On the average, the in-field teachers used ten different 
types of student-directed classroom practices, including student research 
projects, open inquiry laboratories, and student led discussions. The related-field 
teachers used seven different types of classroom practice during the first year 
and eight the second year. The out-of-field teachers used seven different types of 
classroom practice the first year and six the second year of teaching with 
discussions directed by the teacher. The results from this study suggested that 
in-field teachers were able to vary their instruction, which was helpful for the 
students in understanding new concepts. 
Neakrase (201 0) broke down pedagogical content knowledge into five 
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categories: prior knowledge, variations in approaches to learning, students' 
difficulties, scientific inquiry, and representation. The researcher found there was 
a significant higher mean difference over the first year for in-field teachers' prior 
knowledge of physics content knowledge. No significant mean differences were 
found in the categories of pedagogical content knowledge for the out-of-field 
teachers. Based on the results of the study, the researcher suggested that 
content knowledge in a content-specific subject improved pedagogical content 
knowledge for teaching the content-specific subject. 
The overall results of Neakrase's (201 0) study indicated that, over the first 
two years of teaching, the in-field group of teachers showed stronger physics 
content knowledge, a consideration for student difficulties with physics topics, 
and a positive shift in pedagogical content knowledge impacted by working with 
students, when compared to the related-field and out-of-field teachers in the 
study. The out-of-field beginning physics teachers struggled with teaching 
physics, resulting in a weak understanding of physics and incorrect ideas 
regarding physics concepts. The pedagogical content knowledge of out-of-field 
teachers focused on processes, structure and student engagement rather than 
the content of student knowledge of physics. 
Neakrase's findings suggest that effective teaching requires more than 
subject-matter knowledge and develops over time as a result of teaching 
experience. Although the researcher investigated the content areas of biology 
and physics, the results imply that teachers use their prior subject-matter 
knowledge as they teach and, furthermore, subject-matter knowledge affects 
both how teachers create course content and their instructional practices. 
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Without subject-matter teaching knowledge, a teacher may rely too heavily 
on procedural rules rather than conceptual knowledge. For example, Eisenhart et 
al. (1993) examined the process of becoming a middle-school mathematics 
teacher. The conceptual and procedural knowledge of a novice mathematics 
teacher in their final year of preparation and in their first year of teaching was 
studied to understand and describe the knowledge, beliefs, thinking, and actions 
related to the teaching of mathematics. The findings of the study suggest that 
teachers with limited content and pedagogical knowledge might rely more on 
procedural rules than conceptual knowledge. Additionally, limited content and 
pedagogical knowledge might impact instructional choices of the teacher. 
String Specialists' and Non-String Specialists' Content-Specific Knowledge 
Non-string specialists who teach a string class have been shown to lack 
content-specific knowledge in string technique, literature, and pedagogy 
(Gillespie & Hamann, 1998; Jenkins, 1995; McCormick, 2008, Sckipp, 201 0). 
Research studies have indicated that non-string specialists experience difficulty 
teaching specific string technique such as shifting, bowing, and vibrato (Jenkins, 
1995; Sckipp, 201 0). 
Through a questionnaire sent to members of the National School 
Orchestra Association, Jenkins (1995) assessed job status, training , and 
attitudes toward string teaching. The study included 346 respondents with string 
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backgrounds and 119 respondents with non-string backgrounds. The majority of 
non-string specialists had taken an undergraduate string methods class, and had 
also taken lessons on an orchestral stringed instrument since completing 
undergraduate studies. Over half of the non-string specialists entered school 
string teaching voluntarily because they wanted to teach student orchestras, and 
the majority reported positive attitudes toward string teaching. 
Of the 119 non-string specialists, 61% stated that a string background was 
not essential for success. However, to further investigate the difference between 
string specialists' and non-string specialists' preparedness on string-specific 
items (as described below), the researcher used at-test to calculate the 
significance of the difference of string related items between string specialists 
and non-string specialists. In order to calculate the mean difference an average 
of string items was created for each participant. String-specific items included: 
string method books, young orchestra literature, right and left hand holding 
position, holding a string instrument correctly, bowings, shifting, vibrato, 
rehearsal techniques, instrument care, and philosophy of school orchestra and 
selecting instruments to purchase. 
Results indicated that string specialists' level of preparedness to teach 
shifting, vibrato, and bowings were significantly higher than those of non-string 
specialists. Jenkins concluded that string specialists and non-string specialists 
were prepared at different levels of readiness for teaching string-specific items. 
Based on the level of readiness to teach string-specific items, the string 
specialists reported being more prepared to teach string-specific content when 
compared to non-string specialists. 
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In the first year of teaching orchestra, non-string specialists in Jenkins's 
(1995) study expressed a need for more knowledge about school orchestra 
literature, vibrato, shifting, purchasing instruments, and string-specific method 
books. Not surprisingly, non-string specialists rated their knowledge as low on 
string pedagogy topics including shifting, vibrato, and bowing. The findings of the 
study indicated there was a difference between string specialists' and non-string 
specialists' level of preparedness to teach string-specific items. Additionally, the 
results of the study suggest that further research studies are needed to 
understand the relationship between the level of preparedness to teach string-
specific items based on the level of string-specific content knowledge and PCK of 
string specialists and non-string specialists. Based on Jenkins's (1995) findings it 
seems reasonable that the level of preparedness to teach string-specific items 
might affect the level of string-specific content knowledge and PCK. 
Sckipp (201 0) examined the factors that influenced non-string specialists 
to become string teachers, and how they managed the challenges of teaching 
strings with limited or no experience in string education. The purpose of the study 
was to gain insight into the thoughts, beliefs, and perceptions of non-specialists 
who teach strings. Non-string specialists (N = 42) responded to an online survey 
regarding string specialization, pre-service education, and job assignments. The 
second phase of the study included structured interviews with six non-string 
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specialists. Using a Likert-type scale from 1 (no knowledge) to 5 (much 
knowledge), non-string specialists were asked to rate their knowledge of string 
techniques. Seventy-one percent of non-string specialists rated knowledge of 
shifting as 2 or less, 60% rated vibrato knowledge as 2 or less, and bowing 
knowledge was rated as 3 or less. The findings have implications on the impact 
of teaching specific subject-matter knowledge by non-string specialists. Based on 
non-string specialists' ratings it appears that non-string specialists may have 
difficulty teaching string-specific content. Consequently, further research studies 
are needed in regard to how non-string specialists teach string-specific content. 
Pedagogical Approaches for Teaching String-Specific Technique 
Various pedagogical approaches for string instruction exist in the form of 
an entire method, a few sequences, or one particular skill. String teachers often 
use an eclectic approach by adapting and combining ideas from pedagogues 
such as Rolland, Suzuki, Green, Young, or Bornoff (Lloyd, 1996). String 
pedagogies and string methods have often been developed to teach string-
specific skills. For example, Rolland concentrated on the pedagogy of teaching 
fundamentals to beginning students. His teaching approach was logical and 
systematic, using individual motions and designed sequences of simple 
exercises to teach each motion for playing a violin. 
String pedagogues provide and offer specific pedagogical approaches for 
teaching string-specific skills. In an examination and comparison of six major 
string pedagogues, Nelson (1994) provided a detailed analysis of the similarities 
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and differences in how specific string skills were taught by Auer, Flesch, 
Galamian, Havas, Rolland, and Suzuki. The intent of the project was to construct 
a unified theory that incorporated the six pedagogies. The string skills examined 
included posture, violin hold, left hand and arm technique, and right hand and 
arm technique. At the end of the analysis, Nelson (1994) determined that it was 
not possible to construct a unified theory. Additionally, the results indicated there 
may be more than one pedagogical approach or instructional strategy that 
successfully works to accomplish the same task. The string pedagogies highlight 
the importance of being able to use and apply pedagogical knowledge that will 
transform content knowledge in a way that students can understand and apply 
the new knowledge. 
String pedagogues offer various pedagogical approaches on how to teach 
. vibrato (Applebaum & Lindsay, 1986; Clark, 1989; Fischer, 1997; Galamian, 
1962). However, there seems to be a general agreement among the various 
approaches that vibrato should be continuous, initiating at the beginning of the 
tone and carrying through to the next tone (Applebaum & Lindsay, 1986; Fischer, 
1997; Galamian, 1962). In addition to the work of major string pedagogues there 
have been systematic approaches developed to teach vibrato technique (Allen, 
Gillespie & Hayes, 2004; Applebaum & Lindsay, 1986; Fischbach, 1998; 
Galamian, 1962; Klose, 1989; Rolland, Mutchler & Hellebrandt, 2000). A review 
of vibrato techniques is provided below. 
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Vibrato. Researchers have studied various approaches on how to teach 
vibrato. For example, Gillespie (1993) tested the effectiveness of the "moveable 
bout" approach compared to the "fixed bout" approach. The moveable bout 
approach includes simulating vibrato at the bout of the instrument and gradually 
transferring the vibrato motion from the bout of the instrument to first position 
while practicing vibrato in all the intermediate positions between the bout and first 
position. Whereas, the fixed bout approach includes simulating vibrato at the 
bout instrument and transferring the vibrato motion from the bout of the 
instrument and then attempting to transfer the motion to first position. 
The sample (N = 33) included university music students with no previous 
experience on string instruments. Participants were assigned to one of two 
groups and received ten 15-minute training s~ssions. Vibrato in five categories 
was evaluated by a panel of experts. The results of the study indicated that the 
"moveable bout" method was rated higher than the fixed bout group by the panel 
in four (arm, wrist, finger flexibility, and vibrato motion) of the five categories. 
Gillespie concluded that the "movable bout approach is clearly superior in 
developing wrist motion, a motion which is central to wrist vibrato. Furthermore, 
vibrato is based upon motion and the results imply that a movable bout approach 
would aid string developing motions critical to vibrating" (p.49). This study 
suggests that instructional approaches are a key factor in the instruction of 
vibrato technique. Therefore, a teacher's pedagogical content knowledge of how 
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to teach vibrato might be important in choosing effective instructional strategies 
to string-specific strategies such as vibrato. 
Spiccato Bowing. Pedagogical approaches and systematic approaches 
in string technique have included how to teach spiccato bowing and shifting 
technique (Allen, Gillespie & Hayes, 2004; Applebaum & Lindsay, 1986; Fischer, 
1997; Galamian, 1962; Rolland, Mutchler & Hellebrandt, 2000). Additionally, there 
has been research conducted on different approaches to teach spiccato bowing 
and shifting technique. For example, Gillespie (1988) taught spiccato bowing 
using two different approaches: initially holding the bow at the balance point and 
gradually moving towards the frog, or using a conventional bow grip. The sample 
in this study (N =50) included university students enrolled in a strings method 
class. The spiccato bowing was videotaped and rated after students received 90 
minutes of spiccato bowing instruction over a period of six days. Spiccato bowing 
was rated on height of bounce, horizontal motion, quality of sound, finger motion, 
placement of bow on string for tempo, amount of bow hair on string, consistency 
of bounce, wrist motion, arm motion, balance, interaction between shoulder, 
elbow, wrist, and fingers, and left-hand shape. 
The results of the study revealed a significant difference between groups 
only on bow placement (knowledge of the optimal place to touch the string), with 
subjects who initially held the bow at the balance point while learning spiccato 
scoring higher than subjects who used a conventional bow hold. Holding the bow 
at the balance point and gradually shifting the bow hold towards the frog might 
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help in learning spiccato bowing. Similar to findings from Gillespie's ( 1993) study 
on vibrato instructional strategies, the results from Gillispie (1988) suggested that 
instructional approaches are a key factor in the instruction of spiccato bowing 
technique. Therefore, a teacher's pedagogical content knowledge of how to 
teach spiccato bowing might be important in choosing effective instructional 
strategies to string-specific strategies such as spiccato bowing. 
Shifting. Teachers' attitudes vary on how and when to teach shifting. 
Sievers (2005) conducted a study that examined string teachers' (N = 229) 
opinions regarding the technical aspects of shifting on the violin and viola. Areas 
of interest in the study included how to teach shifting, when to introduce shifting, 
what teaching methods were most effective, and what instructional materials 
were used by string teachers. The survey items had mixed responses. For 
example, there was a significant main effect between the K-12 and college 
teachers regarding introducing shifting from the beginning. College string 
teachers had a 50.8% agreement to introducing shifting from the beginning, 
compared to the K-12 string teachers who had a 49.1% disagreement to 
introducing shifting from the beginning. Additionally, there were differences 
between respondents who had a bachelor's, master's, or doctoral degree 
combined with a range of a few to many years of teaching experience. According 
to Sievers, further research is needed to understand what teaching methods are 
more effective when introducing shifting within various settings. Additional 
research on shifting technique would help in understanding how string specialists 
and non-string specialists use instructional strategies and pedagogical content 
knowledge to teach shifting. 
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Past pedagogical approaches, systematic approaches, and research 
studies have provided useful pedagogical knowledge and content knowledge on 
how to teach vibrato, spiccato bowing, and shifting technique. Non-string 
specialists who lack the pedagogical knowledge or content knowledge regarding 
how to teach string-specific technique might have difficulty in teaching vibrato, 
spiccato bowing, and shifting technique (see Jenkins, 1995; Sckipp, 201 0). 
Although string pedagogies have been developed to teach string 
instruments and string technique, there is no general consensus on how to teach 
string technique. Some studies (Geringer, Allen, & Macleod, 2005; Gillespie, 
1988, 1993; Sievers, 2005) have provided useful pedagogical knowledge on how 
to teach string-specific technique. However, due to the lack of agreement among 
string teachers on how to teach string-specific technique, the string specialist and 
non-string specialist must decide upon a string pedagogical approach or method 
with which to teach string technique. If a non-string specialist lacks the content 
knowledge to teach string technique, then choosing a pedagogy or method would 
be extremely difficult. 
Conceptual Models of PCK 
Although many scholars agree that PCK is a distinct knowledge domain 
(Brown & Borko, 1992), various models have been proposed to explain what 
specifically constitutes PCK (as described below). Grossman (1990) proposed a 
model for PCK based on the knowledge of strategies and representations for 
teaching particular topics and knowledge of students' understanding, 
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conceptions, and misconceptions of these topics (see Figure 2). For example, 
teachers' subject matter preparation has influenced decisions about the relative 
importance of specific content and sequencing, conceptions of what it means to 
teach a particular subject, and selection of particular curricula and critiques of 
specific curriculum materials. Grossman (1990) defined PCK as having four 
central components: (a) knowledge and beliefs about purpose for teaching a 
subject at different grade levels; (b) knowledge of students' understanding, 
conceptions, and misconceptions of particular topics in subject matter; (c) 
curricular knowledge that includes the knowledge of curriculum materials 
available for teaching particular subject matter; and (d) knowledge of instructional 
strategies and representations for teaching particular topics. For example, 
instructional strategies and representations included metaphors, experiments, 
activities, or explanations that are particularly effective for teaching a particular 
topic. Based on this conceptualization of PCK, the quality and the extent of music 
teachers' knowledge and orientation toward the subject matter might affect the 
teaching of music. 
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Figure 2. Model of teacher knowledge. Reproduced from "The Making of a 
Teacher: Teacher Knowledge and Teacher Education," by P. L. Grossman, 1990, 
New York, NY: Teachers College Press, p. 5. 
Marks (1990) elaborated on the definition of PCK to include the difference 
between "an adaptation of subject matter knowledge for pedagogical purposes" 
(p. 7) and what he termed content-specific pedagogical knowledge, or "the 
application of general pedagogical principles to particular subject matter 
contexts" (p. 7). The author expanded the components of PCK to include: (a) 
subject matter for instructional purposes, (b) students' understanding of subject 
matter, (c) media for instruction in the subject matter, and (d) instructional 
processes for the subject matter. The instructional process component was 
described as having three domains that included student focus, presentation 
focus, and media focus. Similar to previous models of PCK, this model of PCK 
represents an integrative process that includes various components. However, 
this model of PCK as an integrative process centers on the teacher's 
interpretation of subject-matter knowledge and the specification of general 
pedagogical knowledge. 
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Cochran, DeRuiter, and King (1993) proposed a model of PCK based on a 
constructivist view. In their model, pedagogical content knowledge was referred 
to as "pedagogical content knowing" (PCKg) and was defined as "a teacher's 
integral understanding of four components of pedagogy, subject matter content, 
student characteristics, and the environmental context of learning" (Cochran et 
al., 1993, p. 266). There were four components in the PCKg model, including 
knowledge of (a) pedagogy, (b) subject matter, (c) students, and (d) 
environmental contexts. The four components were simultaneously integrated to 
form PCKg (see Figure 3). 
Knowledge 
of 
Pedagogy 
Knowledge 
of 
Environmental 
Contexts 
Pedagogical 
Content 
Knowing 
PC Kg 
Knowledge 
of 
Subject 
Matter 
Knowledge 
of 
Students 
Figure 3. Model of pedagogical content knowing (PCKg). Reproduced from 
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"Pedagogical Content Knowing: An Integrative Model for Teacher Preparation" by 
K. F. Cochran, J . A. DeRuiter, & R. A. King, 1993, Journal of Teacher Education, 
44,263-272, p.268. 
Fernandez-Balboa and Stiehl (1995) further defined the integration of 
knowledge components. Distinctions were made between two types of PCK that 
included specific and generic PCK. Specific PCK was defined as the instruction 
of a specific subject or content area, while generic PCK was defined as common 
instruction across all subjects or content areas. Five generic components of PCK 
were identified as knowledge about (a) subject matter, (b) students, (c) 
instructional strategies, (d) teaching context, and (e) teaching purposes. In a 
similar study, Magnusson, Krajcik and Borko (1999) proposed that PCK was 
composed of five components: (a) orientation towards science teaching, (b) 
knowledge of the curriculum, (c) knowledge of science assessment, (d) 
knowledge of science learners, and (e) knowledge of instructional strategies. 
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Both models of PCK highlighted the importance of how teaching context 
and content specific knowledge influenced the choice of instructional strategies. 
The Fernandez-Balboa and Stiehl (1995) model of PCK emphasized the 
importance of specific PCK, and was similar to the Magnusson et al. (1999) 
model of PCK, which included teaching context. The Magnusson et al. (1999) 
model of PCK suggested that the teachers' knowledge and beliefs about the 
purposes and goals for teaching science at a particular grade level influenced the 
instructional decisions a teacher makes about issues such as learning objectives, 
content of assignments, evaluation of student learning, and the use of curriculum 
materials. These conceptualizations influenced the current study regarding how 
string specialists and non-string specialists use their pedagogical knowledge and 
content knowledge of string-specific content to make instructional decisions. 
Most scholars' conceptualizations of PCK are comprised of four common 
components: (a) the knowledge of students' understanding, (b) instructional 
strategies and representations, (c) curriculum, and (d) purposes. In a review of 
the PCK literature, Lee, Brown, Luft, and Roehrig (2007) found a consensus 
among researchers in two components that comprise PCK: (a) teachers' 
knowledge of student learning to translate and transform content to facilitate 
students' understanding, and (b) teachers' knowledge of particular teaching 
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strategies and representations. The first component, knowledge of student 
learning and conceptions, included the students' prior knowledge, variations in 
students' approaches to learning, and students' misconceptions. The second 
component referred to a teachers' knowledge of specific instructional strategies 
and representations that can be helpful for students understanding new 
concepts. The elaboration of components within the PCK framework provided an 
understanding of alternative representations and strategies. 
A teachers' knowledge base has been defined as "the body of 
understanding, knowledge, skills, and dispositions that a teacher needs to 
perform effectively in a given teaching situation" (Wilson, Shulman, & Richert, 
1987, p.1 06). Various conceptual models have been generated to understand 
and describe a teacher's knowledge base. The conceptual models have included 
distinct categories within the knowledge base for teaching. Based on the various 
models, PCK has been conceptualized as the integration of various categories 
within the knowledge base for teaching. 
There has been a general consensus among scholars that pedagogical 
content knowledge should include the transformation of knowledge with some 
form of instructional strategies to teach content knowledge to students 
(Fernandez-Balboa & Stiehl , 1995; Grossman, 1990; Lee et al., 2007; Marks, 
1990; Shulman, 1987) and that the teachers' knowledge of subject matter 
influences instructional practices in subject areas (Brophy, 1991; Lee, 1995; 
Magnusson et al., 1999). Instructional strategies and approaches have included 
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lecture, demonstration, recitation, seatwork and cooperative learning, reciprocal 
teaching, discovery learning, project methods, and learning that occurs outside of 
the classroom (Shulman, 1987). In their conceptualizations of PCK, Fernandez-
Balboa and Stiehl (1995) and Magnusson et al. (1999) stressed the influence of 
teaching context upon a teacher's choice of instructional decisions and 
strategies. Based on these conceptualizations of PCK, the teachers' knowledge 
of string-specific content influences the choice of instructional decisions and 
strategies. 
Although there are a variety of conceptual models that depict teachers' 
knowledge bases, there is no universally accepted model for the distinct 
categories that comprise the knowledge base for teaching that includes PCK. 
Therefore, in order to understand how string specialists and non-string specialists 
use PCK to teach string-specific content, this study will be modeled after 
Grossman's (1990) research study and the identification of PCK components: (a) 
knowledge and beliefs about the purposes of teaching a subject at different 
grade levels; (b) knowledge of students' understanding, conceptions, and 
misconceptions of particular topics in subject matter; (c) curricular knowledge of 
curriculum materials available for teaching particular subject matter; and (d) 
knowledge of instructional strategies and representations for teaching particular 
topics. The purpose of this study was similar to Grossman's (1990) study, which 
examined the pedagogical knowledge and content knowledge of teachers. The 
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PCK components of teaching context and instructional strategies within the PCK 
framework were therefore used to guide this study. 
Acquisition of Pedagogical Content Knowledge 
Grossman (1990) identified possible sources of how teachers acquired 
pedagogical content knowledge that included teacher education experiences, 
subject matter knowledge acquisition, and their observational experiences. 
Teacher education programs are typically organized so that prospective teachers 
will acquire subject matter knowledge in content-specific courses and acquire 
pedagogy in separate courses that focus on how to teach subject matter. 
Acquisition of PCK through music teacher education programs. The 
effectiveness of music training programs has been examined in regard to music 
methods courses and pedagogical content knowledge (Ballantyne & Packer, 
2004; Conway, 2002; Gohlke, 1994, Haston & Leon-Guerrero 2008). As is shown 
in the studies reviewed in this section, pre-service teachers seemed to gain more 
general pedagogical knowledge rather than pedagogical content knowledge from 
the general music methods course. This may be of concern, since knowledge 
and skills pertaining specifically to the teaching of music in the classroom are 
important to early-career teachers (Ballantyne & Packer, 2004). Although music 
method courses are not the focus of this study, the research studies provide 
useful insight on how music teachers acquire PCK. Consequently, research 
studies on the acquisition of PCK might be useful in understanding how string 
specialists and non-string specialists acquire PCK. 
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Ballantyne and Packer (2004) examined the knowledge and skills that 
early-career music teachers perceive as necessary to function effectively in the 
classroom, as well as their perceptions of the effectiveness of current teacher 
education programs in preparing them to teach secondary-school classroom 
music. Data were gathered from secondary classroom music teachers (N = 76) in 
their first three years of teaching in Queensland, Australia. Participants' ratings of 
various knowledge and skills required to be an effective music teacher, and the 
performance of their teacher education program in regard to knowledge and skills 
were measured by a technique known as Importance-Performance Analysis 
(IPA) which can be used in higher education curriculum assessment. A factor 
analysis was used to group the IPA items into four categories for pre-service 
courses. The four categories included: (a) PCK and skills (knowledge and skills 
pertaining specifically to the teaching of music in the classroom), (b) non-
pedagogical professional knowledge and skills (non-pedagogical or musical 
knowledge and skills required of music teachers), (c) music knowledge and skills, 
and (d) general pedagogical knowledge and skills (non-discipline specific 
pedagogical knowledge and skills). The results of the. study indicated that PCK 
(knowledge and skills) were the most important to early-career teachers. 
Specifically, early-career teachers perceived learning how to teach music and 
how to manage the professional aspects of a music teacher's job as most 
important. 
In a similar study, Conway (2002) evaluated a pre-service music teacher 
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preparation program. The study consisted of seven music teacher education 
graduates (N = 14) from each of two graduating classes from one university. The 
results of the study indicated that student teaching, pre-service fieldwork, 
ensemble work, and applied lessons were the most valuable parts of a teacher 
education preparation program. On the other hand, teacher education courses, 
observations of teaching, and instrumental methods courses were considered the 
least valuable. The instrumental music teachers expressed concern about the 
content taught in instrument method courses. The music teachers perceived 
instrumental music method courses as primarily content-based and lacked the 
necessary content needed on how to teach the instruments. Based on the 
findings of the study, the design of instrument music method courses may not 
provide the pedagogical content knowledge needed tor teaching instrumental 
music. These findings are consistent with the results of Ballantyne and Packer 
(2004) regarding the importance of pedagogical content knowledge, in that early-
career music teachers need increased support in their development of 
pedagogical content knowledge and skills. Previous studies (Ballantyne & 
Packer, 2004; Conway, 2002) indicated that music teachers acquire pedagogical 
content knowledge from a variety of sources that included teacher education 
courses, music method courses, teacher observation, ensemble performances, 
and pre-service fieldwork. Based on the perceptions of early-career music 
teachers in these studies, there seems to be a need tor additional tor 
pedagogical content knowledge in pre-service music education programs. 
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Acquisition of PCK through performance. Pedagogical content 
knowledge is acquired primarily from previous performance experiences and 
teacher obseNation. Gohlke (1994) examined the acquisition and development 
of pedagogical content knowledge by pre-seNice teachers as influenced by their 
instructional experiences in a music methods course. Music education 
undergraduates (N = 8) at the sophomore-level were obseNed and inteNiewed 
at the beginning, middle and the end of a 14-week music method course within a 
music teacher education program. The study examined (a) how pre-seNice 
music teachers learn to make pedagogical and curricular decisions; (b) the 
sources of pedagogical content knowledge; (c) the effect of music methods 
course, previous experience, and obseNation of teaching; and (d) how the new 
knowledge is organized and utilized by pre-seNice teachers. 
The results of the study suggested that pre-seNice teachers assimilate 
knowledge from several sources in the acquisition of pedagogical content 
knowledge. Previous performance experiences and teacher obseNations were 
found to be the primary sources of pedagogical content knowledge. Additionally, 
the pedagogical content knowledge of pre-seNice teachers was primarily 
acquired from previous performance experiences and teacher obseNation. For 
example, the pedagogical content knowledge acquired from ensemble 
participation and teacher obseNation was applied directly from past experiences 
to the current teaching situation. The findings seem to contradict Conway (2002), 
who found teacher obseNations were least valuable. Although pre-seNice 
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teachers reported that the knowledge and skills acquired during music methods 
courses were a source of knowledge, it was not the primary source of 
knowledge. 
In a similar study, Haston and Leon-Guerrero (2008) examined identifiable 
applications of pedagogical content knowledge in pre-service instrumental music 
teachers' interactions with students, and whether these teachers used and 
valued observation, music methods courses, cooperating teachers, or their 
intuition in the application of pedagogical content knowledge in the classroom. 
Teacher observation, methods courses, cooperating teacher method courses 
and intuition were all reported as predominant sources of pedagogical content 
knowledge (Haston & Leon-Guerrero, 2008). These results contradicted the 
findings of Ballantyne and Packer (2004), Conway (2002), and Gohlke (1994), all 
of whom reported that methods courses and teacher observation were not the 
primary sources of pedagogical content knowledge. The contradictory findings of 
Haston and Leon-Guerrero (2008) might be due to the diversity of approaches 
used in methods classes. 
In summary, teacher education preparation programs for music education 
have been examined as a source of pedagogical content knowledge for teaching. 
The results of the above-mentioned studies indicated that the content in methods 
courses provided some knowledge, however, was not the primary source of PCK 
for teaching practices. 
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Acquisition of music teacher PCK. According to Millican (2007), PCK, 
content knowledge, and general pedagogical skills have been identified as the 
three most important sources of knowledge in the professional success of 
teaching secondary school instrumental music. Millican (2007) examined the 
relative importance of knowledge and skills to professional success. In the study, 
secondary school band and orchestra teachers (N = 214) ranked knowledge and 
skill categories. A pedagogical content knowledge framework modeled after the 
work of Shulman (1986, 1987) was used to organize the categories of content 
knowledge, general pedagogical knowledge, curriculum knowledge, knowledge 
of learners and their characteristics, pedagogical content knowledge, knowledge 
of educational contexts, and administrative knowledge. Content knowledge and 
pedagogical content knowledge were consistently rated at the top of the 
importance ratings. The findings of the study support the applicability of 
Shulman's model to music education in that content knowledge of subject matter 
and pedagogical knowledge are needed for teaching. Based on the results of the 
study, the framework has implications for in- and out-at-field music teachers. 
Millican (2007) found that pedagogical content knowledge was an important 
source of knowledge in the professional success of music educators. Therefore, 
music teachers who lack pedagogical content knowledge may not be as 
successful in teaching music as those with PCK expertise. 
In a similar study, Venesile (201 0) studied the forms of pedagogical 
content knowledge, as well as the role of professional development in the 
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acquisition of pedagogical content knowledge by vocal jazz educators. The Vocal 
Jazz Educator Knowledge and Skill Inventory (VJEKSI) was used to survey 
secondary-school and post-secondary vocal jazz educators (N = 93). The results 
of the study indicated that both pedagogical knowledge and content subject 
matter knowledge were important. The importance of vocal jazz pedagogical 
knowledge and skills was rated between 4.20 and 4.92 for 14 items on a 5-point 
Likert-type scale. Similar results were found for the importance of jazz content 
subject matter knowledge and skill, which was rated between a 4.03 and 4.92 for 
15 items. The findings support Millican's (2007) results that content knowledge 
and pedagogical knowledge were both important and necessary for teaching. 
Based on findings of these studies, non-string specialists who lack content 
knowledge or PCK may be less successful in teaching a strings class. 
PCK and Case Study Method 
Case study method has been used in general education and music 
education research studies to examine and describe the PCK of teachers, in 
order to provide a deeper understanding of PCK and how teachers use their 
knowledge to instruct. Case method research studies have been used to 
document and describe teachers' daily interactions, decision-making skills, and 
uses of PCK. Various researchers have conceptualized the components that 
comprise PCK (Gess-Newsome, 1999; Grossman, 1990; Hill, Ball, & Schilling, 
2008; Marks, 1990). Researchers have also examined teachers' orientations 
towards content knowledge in a specific subject and how it is used in 
combination with the beliefs and values of teachers (Grossman, 1990; 
Gudmundsdottir, 1990; Veal & Kubasko, 2003). 
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The level of teachers' preparation of content knowledge in a specific 
subject may influence course content, textbook selection, teaching strategies, 
and the approaches to working with students. For example, according to 
Grossman (1990), decisions about content and sequencing, conceptions of what 
it means to teach a specific subject, and the selection of particular curricula are 
often influenced by teachers' preparation in a content specific subject. Grossman 
(1990) conducted a case study with six beginning English teachers. Three of the 
teachers entered teaching with strong backgrounds in literature but no formal 
pedagogical training, while three teachers were graduates of a teacher education 
program with strong backgrounds in literature. 
Grossman (1990) conceptualized pedagogical content knowledge as 
having four central components: (a) knowledge and beliefs about the purposes of 
teaching a subject at different grade levels; (b) knowledge of students' 
understanding, conceptions, and misconceptions of particular topics in subject 
matter; (c) curricular knowledge of curriculum materials available for teaching 
particular subject matter; and (d) knowledge of instructional strategies and 
representations for teaching particular topics. Data collection for the case studies 
included both interviews and classroom observation. The interviews were 
structured to gather information on the pedagogical content knowledge of the 
beginning teachers and its sources. The researcher found lessons of English 
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teachers without formal pedagogical training to be overly analytical, insufficiently 
engaging for the students, and disconnected from the students' personal 
experiences. The graduates of a teacher-training program emphasized student-
centered approaches in their instructional practices. The results of this study 
suggested that formal training in specific pedagogical content knowledge 
increases the use of pedagogical practices. 
The findings of similar studies (Gess-Newsome, 1999; Grossman, 1990; 
Gudmundspottir, 1990; Hill, Ball, & Schilling, 2008; Marks, 1990; Veal & 
Kubasko, 2003) also suggested that teachers' value orientations toward subject-
matter content influenced textbook content use, pedagogical strategies, and 
perceptions of students' instructional needs. Teachers without teacher training 
may need to rely on apprenticeships, observation, and/or their disciplinary 
background to construct pedagogical content knowledge for teaching. Based on 
these studies, it is possible that non-string specialists who do not receive formal 
training in string-specific pedagogical content knowledge may be less effective in 
the classroom. 
Conway (1997) developed teaching cases for use in instrumental music 
education (specifically woodwind, brass, and percussion) methods courses. The 
development of teaching cases was grounded in problem-solving and practical 
applications of pedagogical content knowledge. Observation and interview data 
categories were identified in which teaching cases were developed. Pedagogical 
content knowledge was organized into the following categories: curricula and 
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objectives; program administration; recruitment and balanced instrumentation; 
scheduling; choosing literature; classroom management in rehearsals; 
motivation, assessment, and grading; musicianship; and rapport with students. 
Based on these categories, Conway developed a casebook to be used as a 
resource for instrumental music teacher education. Conway suggests that 
teaching cases for string educators should be developed. The use of teaching 
cases as an instructional technique in string method courses could provide string 
specialists and non-string specialists with a practical guide in teaching string 
classes. 
In another case study, Duling (1992) described the PCK of two exemplary 
middle school general music teachers. The purpose of the study was to provide 
descriptive case studies of teacher practice in general music education to 
describe the thinking processes and actions used to teach music education. Data 
were collected through interviews, observations, concept mapping, stimulated 
recall, and video and audiotaping of the teachers' lessons. The findings of the 
study indicated that exemplary teachers use multiple and varied sources of 
pedagogical content knowledge, including teaching experience, knowledge of 
teaching context, knowledge of student characteristics, and knowledge from 
informal mentor relationships. The study indicated that pedagogical content 
knowledge was a special category of teacher knowledge constructed from 
sources of both pedagogical knowledge and content knowledge. 
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Framework for Study 
Educational researchers have yet to examine how string teachers' content 
knowledge and pedagogical knowledge influence string-specific instructional 
practices. The findings from this literature review influenced the foundation and 
design of the present study, in that a teacher's content knowledge and 
pedagogical knowledge influences both the content and processes of a teacher's 
instruction (Grossman, 1990; Hahsweh, 1987; Lee, 2005; Naekrase, 201 0; 
Sanders, Barko, & Lockard, 1993; Stein, Baxter & Leinhardt, 1990). A 
pedagogical content knowledge framework modeled after the work of Shulman 
(1986, 1987) was the framework for this study, in that content knowledge of 
subject matter and pedagogical knowledge are both considered critical for 
teaching (Shulman, 1986, 1987). An examination of what content and how the 
content is taught provides an understanding of string teachers' content 
knowledge and pedagogical knowledge. 
Previous studies have indicated that a teacher's content knowledge of 
subject matter affects pedagogical content knowledge and instructional practices 
to teach course content (Hahsweh, 1987; Lee, 2005; Naekrase, 201 0; Sanders, 
Barko, & Lockard, 1993; Stein, Baxter & Leinhardt, 1990). Further, this review of 
literature suggests that non-string specialists have difficulty in teaching string-
specific technique including shifting, vibrato, and bowings (Jenkins, 1995; 
McCormick, 2008; Sckipp, 201 0). The methodology for this study was modeled 
after previous research studies that have used case study methodology to 
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examine PCK. Case study methodology has been conducted to document and 
describe the daily interactions, decision-making skills and the use of pedagogical 
content knowledge of teachers (Conway, 1997; Duling, 1992; Gohlke, 1994; 
Grossman, 1990; Sanders, Barko, & Lockard, 1993; Shulman, 1986, 1987) and 
non-string specialists (Sckipp, 201 0). 
Summary of the Literature Review 
An examination of the literature on out-of field teaching and PCK provides 
an understanding of how subject-specific content knowledge and pedagogical 
knowledge influence a teacher's instructional strategies. The findings from the 
studies above indicated that content knowledge and PCK were necessary for 
teaching specific subject-matter skills. Researchers have studied out-of-field 
teaching and PCK in the content areas of math, science, social studies, English, 
and physical education. However, studies have yet to be conducted on the PCK 
of out-of-field teachers in music education. Researchers who have studied out-at-
field teaching in core content areas indicate that out-of-field teachers who do not 
have adequate training and experience were less effective in the classroom. 
Out-of field teaching has been defined in various ways. However, teacher 
qualifications have been used consistently to define out-of-field teaching. The 
phenomenon of out-of-field teaching occurs when there is a lack of fit between a 
teacher's preparation and a teacher's class assignments (Ingersoll, 2002). More 
specifically, the number of field-related courses has been used to define string 
specialists and non-string specialists (Allard, 1992). Researchers have studied 
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out-at-field teaching to understand how content knowledge in a specific subject 
impacts student learning. The findings of these studies indicates that teachers 
with out-of field content knowledge in a specific subject exhibit more 
misconceptions, more misunderstandings, and a less-organized understanding of 
specific subjects taught (Hashweh, 1987; Neakrase, 201 0). 
Teachers with higher teacher efficacy beliefs were more willing to 
implement teaching strategies that stretch their teaching abilities (Ross, 1998). 
Teachers have higher perceptions of their abilities to teach courses within their 
subject area (Ross et al., 1999). Additionally, teachers who lack content 
knowledge chose less challenging instructional strategies (Carlsen, 1993; Lee, 
1995; Stein, Baxter, & Leinhardt, 1990). Therefore, teachers' assigned subjects' 
out-at-field might have lower perception of their teaching ability, which may 
impact teacher instructional strategies and student learning. 
The effectiveness of music teacher training programs has been examined 
in regard to music methods courses and pedagogical content knowledge. The 
level of a teacher's subject matter preparation have influenced the teacher's 
course content, textbooks, teaching strategies, and the approaches to working 
with students. Additionally, string pedagogies have provided useful pedagogical 
knowledge regarding how to teach string-specific technique. In this study, the 
examination of instructional strategies of string specialists and non-string 
specialists provided useful information about their string-specific content 
knowledge and pedagogical knowledge. By examining both string-specialists' 
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and non-string specialists' content knowledge and pedagogical knowledge, this 
study may help to inform future teaching practices of string-specific technique. 
CHAPTER Ill 
METHODOLOGY 
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The purpose of this study was to examine the pedagogical content 
knowledge of string specialists and non-string specialists, and how they teach 
string-specific techniques of vibrato, shifting, and spiccato bowing to intermediate 
string class students. 
Restatement of Research Questions 
1 . What is the content knowledge of string specialists and non-string 
specialists related to teaching vibrato technique, shifting technique, and 
spiccato bowing technique? 
2. What content knowledge of vibrato technique, shifting technique, and 
spiccato bowing technique do string specialists and non-string specialists 
use to teach intermediate string students? 
3. What pedagogical knowledge of vibrato technique, shifting technique, and 
spiccato bowing technique do string specialists and non-string specialists 
use to teach intermediate string students? 
4. How do string specialists and non-string specialists use pedagogical 
knowledge to teach vibrato technique, shifting technique, and spiccato 
bowing technique in the intermediate string class? 
5. What other emergent issues arise from rehearsal observations that would 
be of use to the music education profession? 
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Overview 
Qualitative studies have been conducted on teachers' pedagogical content 
knowledge and subject matter content knowledge within Schulman's (1986, 1987) 
theoretical framework for content knowledge (Conway, 1997; Duling, 1992, 
Gohlke, 1994; Grossman, 1990; Lee, 1995; Naekrase, 2010; Sanders, Barko, & 
Lockard, 1993; Shulman, 1986, 1987). Additionally, components within 
pedagogical content knowledge have been identified and examined by various 
researchers (Ball, 1990; Fernandez-Balboa & Stiehl, 1995; Gess-Newsome, 
1999; Grossman, 1990; Hill, Ball, & Schilling, 2008; Lee et al., 2007; Marks, 
1990). In particular, the knowledge of instructional strategies and representations 
for teaching content specific subjects among in- and out-at-field teachers has 
been studied in core content classes such as English, math, and science 
(Grossman, 1990; Hahsweh, 1987; Naekrase, 201 0; Sanders, Barko, & Lockard, 
1993; Stein, Baxter & Leinhardt, 1990). 
I modeled the research design for this study after aspects of similar 
studies that have examined pedagogical content knowledge and how the 
knowledge of instructional strategies and representations for teaching content-
specific subjects are used by in- and out-at-field teachers. Specifically, I 
examined the pedagogical content knowledge of string specialists and non-string 
specialists in regard to how string-specific technique is taught in an intermediate 
string class. Similar studies (Conway, 1997; Duling, 1992, Gohlke, 1994; 
Grossman, 1990; Sanders, Barko, & Lockard, 1993; Shulman, 1986, 1987) have 
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used case study method research to conduct and examine the use of 
pedagogical content knowledge of teachers, and this same approach was used 
for the current study. 
In this chapter I discuss the methods, sampling, data collection, and 
analytical approaches used in this multiple case study. Qualitative data collection 
(including interviews and observation) and analysis (including coding and 
emergent themes) were used to gain an in-depth understanding of the 
pedagogical content knowledge used by string specialists and non-string 
specialists in teaching string-specific technique. The data collection process 
included classroom observations of teachers followed by semi-structured 
interviews. I identified patterns and themes that emerged from the analysis of 
observations, interviews, field notes and a cross-case analysis of the cases. 
Research Design 
I used a multiple case study design to conduct an in-depth examination of 
how pedagogical content knowledge is used by string specialists and non-string 
specialists to teach string-specific technique. A multiple case study design 
includes more than one case, and the analysis is performed within each case 
and across the cases (Stake, 1995; Yin, 2009). Similar to Grossman (1990), I 
used the multiple case study approach to gather in-depth data on the content and 
organization of teacher knowledge used by string specialists and non-string 
specialists. The rationale for selecting a multiple case study design was based on 
the need to examine string specialists and non-string specialists in different 
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environments. As Stake (2006) states, "an important reason for doing a multi 
case study is to examine how the program or phenomenon performs in different 
environments" (p. 23). I deliberately selected the multiple case study design for 
this study in order to examine contrasting situations, in that I was able to 
compare and contrast the pedagogical knowledge of string specialists and non-
string specialists across cases and thereby gain a deeper understanding of the 
data. 
Case Selection 
I used purposeful sampling to select cases for the study. The goal of the 
purposeful sample was to select cases that were "information-rich" with respect 
to the purpose of the study (Patton, 1990). String specialists and non-string 
specialists were purposefully chosen (with criteria as outlined below) to 
understand how pedagogical knowledge was used to teach string-specific 
technique. 
According to Stake (2006), there should be no fewer than 4 cases and no 
more than 10 cases selected for a multiple case study. Less than three cases 
does not provide sufficient detail about the interactivity between programs and 
their situations, and more than 10 cases becomes too complex for the researcher 
and the reader to understand the interactivity between programs. Yin (2009) 
recommends 6 to 10 cases for a multiple case study and lvankova, Creswell, and 
Stick (2006) recommend 4 to 1 0 cases. Based on these sample size 
recommendations for a multiple case study design, a purposeful sample of 6 
cases that were "information rich" were selected for the study. Previous studies 
that have used case study methodology to examine PCK (Conway, 1997; 
Grossman, 1990; Sanders, Borko, & Lockard, 1993; Shulman, 1986, 1987) and 
PCK and music (Duling, 1992, Gohlke, 1994) served as models. 
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Purposeful sampling. With the broad range of string instruction offered, 
scheduling practices, and hiring practices of schools, I used purposeful sampling 
to select similar cases for classroom observation and semi-structured interviews. 
Similar cases were needed to make reasonable comparisons across cases. 
According to Patton (2002), "The logic and power of purposeful sampling 
lie in the seeking information-rich cases for study in-depth. Information-rich cases 
are those from which one can learn a great deal about issues of central 
importance" (p. 230). Of Patton's (2002) 16 different types of purposeful sampling 
strategies for selecting information-rich cases, I have chosen to use criterion 
sampling, where cases are selected that meet a set of specified criteria. 
Criteria for selection. Criterion sampling was used in this study to identify 
and understand cases that were information-rich. The selection process 
mandated that (a) participants taught a minimum of one class of intermediate 
string instruction with seventh or eighth-grade students, (b) classes met an 
average of three or more days per week, and (c) participants had taught 
intermediate strings for three years or less. String specialists and non-string 
specialists were selected who met the above-specified criteria. 
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Selection of School Sites 
I contacted music supervisors in Maricopa County, Arizona through either 
email or phone (Appendix A) and asked them to forward the information to string 
specialists and non-string specialists who fit the specific criteria for the study. 
Additionally, I sent an Administrator/School District letter (Appendix B) to the 
building administrator or the appropriate school district personnel requesting 
permission to conduct research at each school site. I submitted a brief written 
proposal to the building administrator that included the potential participants, 
classes, and time span; what activities would occur during the study; and how the 
results would be reported (Stake, 1995). Any additional research protocols 
required by the school district were followed (i.e., three school districts required 
the completion of an application to engage and conduct research in the school 
district). I completed all necessary forms and protocols required by the school 
district to observe and interview potential participants. 
I contacted 11 school district music supervisors or administrators in 
Maricopa County, Arizona. One school district was not accepting applications to 
conduct research within the district. Six school districts did not have string 
specialists or non-string specialists who met the criteria for participation. Four 
school districts had string specialists and non-string specialists who met the 
requirement and those teachers were contacted via email. If a school declined 
participation in the study I used the same contact procedures to contact other 
potential participants. The process continued until three string specialists and 
three non-string specialists were secured for observation and interviews. 
Selection of Cases 
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I invited potential participants who met the specified criteria and who were 
interested in the study to contact me via email or phone. If the number of 
potential participants would have exceeded the number of participants needed 
for the study I would have used Excel 2010 to randomly select participants. 
However, the number of participants did not exceed the intended goal. 
I contacted potential participants in the study either by email or written 
correspondence for observation of three rehearsals three interviews. I distributed 
an information letter (Appendix C) to the six string teachers who were invited to 
participate in the study. The information letter included the purpose of the study 
and meeting dates, times, and locations. Each participant received a reminder 
phone call the day before the observation and interview to confirm the date and 
time. 
Data Collection 
This study utilized observation and interviews, as they had been primarily 
used by past researchers to examine teachers' pedagogical content knowledge 
(Conway, 1997; Duling, 1992, Gohlke, 1994; Shulman, 1986, 1987) and to 
assess teachers' level of understanding subject specific content knowledge 
(Grossman, 1990; Sanders, Barko, & Lockard, 1993). In this section I describe 
the techniques used for each method of data collection. 
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Observations. The study included the observation of rehearsals in order 
to gain direct access and examine how participants used pedagogical knowledge 
and instructional strategies to teach content knowledge related to string-specific 
technique. I was able to observe teaching situations and events during the 
rehearsal that participants may have been unable or unwilling to describe and 
share. Additionally, I was able to compare the observations of rehearsals with the 
interview data, which either supported the participants' description of pedagogical 
content knowledge or contradicted their description of their pedagogical content 
knowledge. 
According to Creswell and Plano Clark (2006), an observational protocol 
provides a useful way of organizing an observation. I recorded field notes using 
an observational protocol that included three columns; (a) clock time, (b) 
observations, and (c) researcher reflections (Creswell, 2007, p. 137; see 
Appendix D). The first column (clock time) provided a chronological timeline for 
the flow of class activities. The second column (observations) included a 
summary of the class activities. The third column (researcher reflection) was 
used for notes about the process, reflections on activities, and summary 
conclusions that were used later for theme development. 
Videotaping was not used during the observation of rehearsals due to the 
potential obtrusiveness of a camera in the classroom (Merriam, 1998). 
Additionally, I chose to sit in a back corner of the room to be as unobtrusive as 
possible during the rehearsals. Observations of three rehearsals were scheduled 
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with each participant. 
I audio recorded and recorded written descriptions of the events and 
processes observed, and made reflective notes about emerging codes, themes, 
and concerns that arose during the observation (Merriam, 1998; Stake, 1995). As 
the study progressed I became aware of emerging codes and themes, and made 
further reflective notes about these issues as they arose. 
Interviews. After each observation, I conducted a semi-structured 
interview with each participant in order to gather information in greater detail 
about each of the participants' pedagogical knowledge, content knowledge and 
instructional strategies. The interviews were semi-structured so that I could 
explain complex questions, if necessary and would allow participants to provide 
information of greater depth and detail. For example, during the second interview 
I asked each participant elaborate about their teaching procedures or teaching 
strategies and reasons for using the teaching procedures or teaching strategies. 
Each interview was forty-five minutes to one hour in length. Some 
participants answered questions concisely and other participants elaborated and 
provided detailed responses. I used a modified version of five sets of interview 
protocols that Grossman (1990) used in her case study. A protocol customized 
for each interview (see Appendices E, F, & G) for asking questions and recording 
answers was used (Merriam, 1998; Stake, 1995; Yin, 2009). In order to generate 
discussion about the general principles related to vibrato, shifting, and spiccato 
bowing, I gave each of the string specialists an example of an intermediate music 
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technique exercise (Appendix H) during the third interview. I asked them to 
explain the general principles related to teaching vibrato, shifting, and spiccato 
bowing technique in an intermediate strings class. Pre-determined open-ended 
questions were selected for the semi-structured interviews and were arranged in 
a natural, logical sequence, progressing from general to specific. According to 
Krueger and Casey (2000), general questions help to establish a context which 
can lead to more specific questions that are of critical interest to the study. Each 
interview met for a time period of one to one and half hours. The first interview 
included 19 questions, the second interview included 13 questions, and the third 
interview included 16 questions (see Appendix E, Appendix F, & Appendix G). 
I used a digital audio recorder during the semi-structured interviews. 
Additionally, I recorded written notes during the interview sessions. I informed 
participants that the digital recordings and written notes were confidential and I 
would only use the data for the purpose of data analysis. Participants were given 
pseudonyms to protect their confidentiality, and all identifying information was 
removed. 
Piloting procedures. I conducted the study, observed rehearsals, and 
interviewed participants using the observation protocol and interview protocol. I 
practiced the skills needed to observe rehearsals and interview participants by 
organizing an observation protocol and rehearsing the interview questions before 
the beginning of the formal study. The protocols were pilot-tested with string 
specialists and non-string specialists who did not serve as participants in the 
study. I piloted the questions with two non-string specialists and two string 
specialists before the start of the first semi-structured interview. 
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The pilot-test served two purposes. First, I was provided an opportunity to 
learn and practice the protocols. Second, I was able to determine if the 
observations and interviews would yield useable data. Interview questions were 
mentally prepared before the actual interviews so that I was familiar with the 
introduction and the questioning route that would be used during the interview. 
As a result of these pilot interviews with string specialists and non-string 
specialists, I realized that I would have to be more specific and provide them with 
a description of content knowledge and pedagogical knowledge. Additionally, 
when the teachers did not specifically answer a question or provided information 
that was not pertinent, I realized I would have to redirect the conversation to the 
specific questions in order to have the teacher answer the question. 
Data Analysis 
I used observation codes and interview codes for coding pedagogical 
knowledge and content knowledge for observations and interviews. Interview 
transcripts were coded using WEFT QDA 1.01 qualitative software (Fenton , 
2006). I transcribed the speech from the interviews. In WEFT QDA, transcription 
sections were highlighted and attached to categories and codes. Report screens 
were sorted, analyzed, and the frequency of codes was computed. The cases 
were cross-analyzed in that I identified patterns and themes that emerged from 
individual cases and across cases (Stake, 2006). After the data were coded into 
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categories, there were four criteria I used to determine when it was appropriate to 
end the data analysis: (a) exhaustion of sources, (b) saturation of the categories, 
(c) emergence of regularities, and (d) over-extension of new information (lincoln 
& Guba, 1985). 
The data analysis involved coding all of the interview and observation 
data. An initial coding approach (see Appendix I) was used to assist in data 
reduction for answering the research questions. Category codes were developed 
based on the data analysis procedures suggested by LeCompte (2000). Data 
from field notes, interviews and observations were read and re-read to identify 
items relevant to the research questions. Patterns were identified and grouped 
into category codes based on similar information and sequencing of incidents. 
The category codes were checked across the participants. 
The coding categories were based on content knowledge, pedagogical 
knowledge, and instructional strategies, which were further developed for the 
purpose of the study. The codes for content knowledge reflected the specific 
content knowledge for teaching vibrato, shifting, and spiccato bowing, including 
general principles. For example, a general principle for vibrato included that the 
arm or hand can move either as a unit or independently from the violin or viola. 
Coding for pedagogical knowledge included how the teachers taught the string-
specific content in an intermediate strings class. Pedagogical knowledge 
included the instructional strategies used to teach string-specific content 
knowledge. Instructional strategies include the exercises, drills, activities, and 
representations of the string-specific content knowledge. For example, an 
instructional strategy for vibrato would include having the students move their 
finger up and down the string to practice the vibrato motion. 
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After coding the observation and interview data, I compiled the content 
knowledge, pedagogical knowledge, and instructional strategies for each teacher 
in the study. Based on the coding, I summarized the content into emergent 
themes. Emergent themes were generated from the category codes common to 
the participants and data sources. The observation and interview data were 
analyzed according to case-analysis procedures outlined by Stake (1995) and 
Merriam (1998). According to Stake (1995) , "The first objective of a case study is 
to understand the case. In time, we may move on to studying its functionality and 
relating to other cases" (p. 2). After each case was examined, a cross-case 
analysis of the cases was conducted to identify themes, similarities, and 
differences across cases. The findings from the cross-case analysis helped 
answer the study's research questions. 
Trustworthiness and Reliability 
I collected several types of data during the visits to school sites which 
included researcher observations of intermediate string classes and semi-
structured interviews with string specialists and non-string specialists. According 
to Yin (2009), "Any case study finding or conclusion is likely to be more 
convincing and accurate if it is based on several sources of information, following 
a corroboratory mode" (p. 116). The field observations and interview notes were 
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used to triangulate data and verify themes. 
In addition to triangulation, thick description of the cases was used to gain 
an in-depth understanding of the data collected. Thick description included the 
context, circumstances, meanings, significance and other descriptive and 
interpretative details of each case (Mills, Durepos, & Wiebe, 201 0). I contacted 
the string specialists and non-string specialists through either email or phone to 
clarify the discussion section of the study. For example, I contacted Ben to clarify 
the number of years he had played the violin and in which ensembles he had 
played his violin. 
Description of Researcher 
According to Bresler (1995), "Because the [qualitative] researcher is the 
main instrument, her qualifications, background, and expertise are important 
factors in the shaping of the study and need to be stated explicitly" (p. 6). In order 
to situate myself into the study I will describe my qualifications, background and 
expertise. At the time of the study I was a doctoral student in music education 
and taught middle school string classes that included beginning, intermediate 
and advanced string instruction. My field of expertise is string education, which I 
have taught for the past twenty-five years. Over the years I have developed a 
string music curriculum, and have been presented at conferences and workshops 
for string specialists and non-string specialists. Additionally, I have taught K-3 
general music classes and a middle school beginning level world of music class. 
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I have experienced out-of-field teaching as a beginning level theatre instructor for 
middle school students. 
Summary 
In this chapter, I described the methodological approach and procedures I 
used to examine the pedagogical content knowledge of string specialists and 
non-string specialists. Similar to previous studies (Conway, 1997; Duling, 1992, 
Gohlke, 1994; Grossman, 1990; Sanders, Barko, & Lockard, 1993; Shulman, 
1986, 1987) I used case study method research to conduct and examine the use 
of pedagogical content knowledge of string specialists and non-string specialists. 
I conducted interviews and observations so that I could gather information of 
greater depth and detail in regard to the research questions. Adoitionally, the 
process to select school sites and cases were explained in detail. Lastly, my 
experience and background relative to this study was discussed in the event that 
it might influence, to certain extent, my interpretation of the data. 
CHAPTER IV 
CASE STUDIES 
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This chapter reports the findings from the observations and semi-
structured interviews conducted with each of the string specialists and non-string 
specialists who teach an intermediate strings class. Additionally, an analysis of 
each case of string specialists and non-string specialists, preparatory to the 
analysis of emergent themes from a cross-case analysis of string specialists and 
non-string specialists that follows in Chapter V. 
String Specialists 
This section features the results of the interviews and observations, and 
details how the data relate to the stated research questions. Each participant's 
teaching context, string-specific content knowledge, and pedagogical knowledge 
used to teach shifting, vibrato, and spiccato bowing are described in detail. 
Mary 
Mary's teaching context. Mary, a string specialist has a bachelor of 
music degree in music education, and her primary instrument is the viola. She 
taught strings classes at a junior high school with seventh and eighth grades at 
the time of the study. She taught elementary strings for four years, and the data 
collection took place during her first year of teaching an intermediate strings 
class at the junior high school. She taught one class each of preparatory, 
intermediate, and advanced orchestra and two classes of music technology. She 
taught 30 students (violins, violas, cellos, and basses) who were grouped by 
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ability level and met daily. 
Mary's intermediate strings class: Rehearsal techniques. Mary began 
the class using the following tuning procedure: First, she turned on an electronic 
tuner so that all the students could hear the pitch. Then the tuning procedure 
consisted of gradually tuning all 4 strings from the lowest section to the highest 
section. Students used their bows as they tuned and were allowed to tune with 
their fine tuners only. Mary tuned instruments that needed a peg adjustment for 
tuning. They spent approximately 5 minutes tuning the instruments. 
After the students had completed the tuning process, Mary began with 
warm-ups. The warm-ups included string-specific content exercises and scales, 
such as vibrato exercises. Mary had developed her own instructional strategies 
to teach vibrato, as follows: First, she demonstrated correct vibrato on the viola. 
Next, she had the students "rock back and forth" on a finger of their choice while 
she walked around the room to help individual students who were inappropriately 
twisting their wrists. Mary had the students "show the motion of gliding" up and 
down on all four strings with no bow. After the students practiced the motion of 
gliding, the students practiced the oscillating motion for vibrato. She had the 
students practice the oscillation motion using the notes G-F#-E-0. Each note was 
bowed and played separately using fingers 1, 2 and 3 for violin and viola, 1, 3 
and 4 for cellos and 1 and 4 for basses. As students were practicing the 
oscillation motion she walked around the room to help individual students. During 
each observation, Mary worked with the students on vibrato exercises for 
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approximately 5 minutes. 
Mary worked on two-octave scales after she was finished with the vibrato 
exercises. She demonstrated and explained the notes and finger patterns used in 
the two-octave scale. In order to teach the violin students the second octave of 
the 0-major scale, she demonstrated third position on her viola. Next, she had 
the violins students start in third position on the A string and had the students 
practice the finger patterns for the second octave of the 0-major scale. The 
cellos and violas started on the lower octave of the 0-major scale (starting on the 
C string). The students played each note of the 0-major scale four times. Mary 
walked around the room and helped individual students with third position. After 
the students played a one-octave 0-major scale, she had the students play a 
two-octave 0-major scale. They worked on the two-octave 0-major scale during 
all three research observations and the same procedure was repeated for 
approximately 10 minutes at each of the observations. 
The remainder of the class period was spent rehearsing music 
performance repertoire. The instructional strategies used to fix problematic 
sections in the music included teacher modeling on a stringed instrument, verbal 
instruction, and repetition. They worked on two pieces for an upcoming concert 
that included "Curse of the Rosin Eating Zombies from Outer Space" (Meyer, 
2002) and "Riders of Rohan" (Sharp, 2003). Both selections are published as 
Grade 3, which has been deemed an appropriate level for the development and 
achievement of intermediate playing skills (Hamann & Gillespie, 2013). 
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Mary stopped periodically to work on intonation and dynamics in both 
pieces of music. She either had the students start at the beginning of each piece, 
or she started in a problematic section in the music such as difficult intonation 
passage. She used her viola to model the necessary correction or provided 
specific verbal feedback regarding how to fix the problematic section of music. 
After modeling or providing specific feedback, she had the students 
practice the section of music. If the students made the correction, she had them 
continue to play the music and stopped as problems arose. If the problematic 
sections were not fixed, Mary stopped and provided specific feedback on how to 
fix the section of music. For example, in the song "Curse of the Rosin Eating 
Zombies" (Meyer, 2002) she had all of the sections of the orchestra work on the 
note 8-flat (a low first finger on the A-string). She had the students play the notes 
A-8-flat-C-8-flat and each note was played four times. Additionally, she 
demonstrated on her viola a crescendo that started pianissimo to fortissimo. The 
majority of the students used vibrato while working on the musical selections. 
The music did not require the students to use spiccato bowing or shifting (except 
for the basses). Mary worked on the repertoire for 20 minutes, and rehearsal 
ended with her providing instructions on what to practice at home for the 
following rehearsal. 
Mary's string-specific content knowledge. Mary described the vibrato 
process as a "rolling motion of their [the students] fingers and going from a 
curved [knuckle] position [then have the student] actually flatten [the finger 
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knuckle] back to the curve [first knuckle]," which is followed with the finger 
returning to original curved position. She said, "The motion of the finger changes 
the pitch." 
Mary provided an in-depth explanation of the content knowledge for 
shifting. First, she explained a method for understanding the name of each 
position on a stringed instrument for shifting: "If this is your first finger, that's first 
position. Now look at your second note, if you move your first finger to that 
second note, that's second position. I would have them go straight to those 
positions." She explained that shifting is an arm motion, especially emphasizing 
that the focus of shifting is not putting one finger on one spot but about putting 
the whole hand in a new position. In addition, she emphasized the instrument-
specific relationships; for example, with cello and bass, the relationship between 
the second finger and the thumb; or with violins and violas, the relationship 
between the first finger and the thumb. Mary said, "Those things [fingers and 
thumb] have to move as a team. You don't move one and then the other; they 
move as a team always." In other words, Mary suggested that the thumb should 
travel with the hand. 
Mary's content knowledge description for spiccato bowing included such 
explanations as, "You have to know that the spiccato bowing is a bouncing 
motion. It's not just short, and you have to know the mechanics of the natural 
bounce that happens." Additionally, during an interview she explained that 
spiccato bowing includes a "very relaxed hand, and if you let the bow do the work 
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for you ... so I think there's a lot to just knowing about how to create a solid 
spiccato." As demonstrated by the above descriptions, which show a high level of 
specificity and pedagogical detail, it is clear that Mary was able to clearly define 
and explain the content knowledge and general principles of vibrato and shifting 
technique. However, her description of spiccato bowing was general and vague. 
Mary's pedagogical knowledge of vibrato. Mary used her pedagogical 
knowledge of vibrato and instructional strategies to teach vibrato by modeling 
various vibrato exercises on her viola and then asking the students to try the 
exercises on their instruments. Mary explained that she would have the students 
"shift up and down" with "all the fingers on the fingerboard," emphasizing the 
movement of the whole arm in an exaggerated way, much larger than is actually 
necessary. She would gradually have the students reduce the arm motion from 
moving all the up and down the fingerboard to moving only halfway up and down 
the fingerboard. She would continue to reduce the movement on the fingerboard 
until students arrived at a stationary place on the fingerboard. She explained how 
she would gradually slow down the arm motion of moving up and down the 
fingerboard as moving from the "smallest [lowest] to the highest position [on the 
fingerboard] to about the halfway point, to a third to a quarter [fingerboard] until 
they're more or less just jiggling [in] whatever position is comfortable for them." 
At this point, she would have them choose a finger, generally 
recommending that they try vibrato on their second and third finger because it is 
more comfortable than first or fourth when they are initially learning. She 
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described how she would have them rock slowly back and forth. She would tell 
them, "Start in your normal hand position, and then bend back with your arm and 
finger, and then return to about that same normal playing position." Then she 
would have them rotate between the different fingers until the students 
cognitively and physically grasp the idea of the finger knuckle moving from a 
curved position to bending back. 
Mary described ineffective instructional strategies for teaching students 
vibrato. According to Mary, students who teach vibrato to themselves can 
develop incorrect vibrato. When students do not have the tools for learning 
vibrato, bad habits can develop; for example, "Violin players who rock their hand 
from side to side" as opposed to flexing the first knuckle joint. Not practicing 
appropriate vibrato exercises can also cause bad vibrato habits: "Students who 
try to teach themselves [vibrato] don't know the right ways to teach themselves; 
they don't have the resources." Mary provided a detailed explanation of her 
pedagogical knowledge and instructional strategies for teaching vibrato, including 
using a step-by-step instructional process to teach vibrato technique to ensure 
that students properly learn vibrato technique. 
Mary's pedagogical knowledge of shifting. Mary explained her 
pedagogical knowledge of shifting and the instructional strategies she uses to 
teach shifting. She described a step-by-step process for teaching shifting. First, 
she would model shifting on the violin or viola and also provide a verbal 
explanation. Next, she described how she would explain shifting to the students: 
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In first position, if this is your first finger that's first position. Now look at 
your second note; if you move your first finger to that second note, that's 
second position, and that's something that I would need to review over 
and over again to ensure that they really got it. 
After she explained how to shift she would have the students practice the motion 
of shifting of moving the whole hand up and down the fingerboard, but not 
necessarily to a marked position. Next she would have the students start in first 
position and have them practice shifting to specific positions such as second or 
third position. For junior high school students, she suggested that it is helpful to 
find activities that require the violins, violas, and bass going to third position, and 
the cellos in fourth position, a "very common position" for cello. 
Mary also described what she considered to be ineffective instructional 
strategies for teaching shifting, such as when the teacher does not set a 
foundation and starts with finger placement into higher positions without 
consideration of position or finger patterns: 
If you just tell students, "Put your finger here," it sets them up for failure 
because ... [it's] a short cut. If teachers want to take that short cut to just 
show them, "Oh just put your finger here on this tape," there's just a lot of 
understanding that they lack, and I'm sure that will cause tons of mistakes 
in the future. 
Based on her explanation of shifting, Mary used a sequential, step-by-step 
instructional process to ensure that students properly learn how to shift. 
Mary's pedagogical knowledge of spiccato bowing. Mary provided a 
detailed explanation of her pedagogical knowledge of spiccato bowing and the 
instructional strategies she would use to teach spiccato bowing. When she 
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teaches, she begins by nonverbally modeling spiccato bowing on the violin or 
viola. She provided the following step-by-step process for teaching spiccato 
bowing. First, "I teach spiccato bowing by exaggerating from immense motions 
down to the actual typical and performed [motions]." The upper strings begin with 
the bow perpendicular to the floor, and then using exaggerated language to 
convey the motion she tells them to "slam their bows against the string and let it 
bounce back" and hopefully on the "up-flick" the bow bounces back forcefully. 
Next, she instructs the cellos and basses in a similar manner by having 
them forcefully strike the bow against the string and allow it to bounce back. "We 
see that motion very gradually." Then, once it looks "like a really horrible 
spiccato" as "a straight up-and-down motion," she stops them and instructs them 
to repeat the motion but with a "very small down-and-up roll," making sure that it 
still sounds very percussive, "like tah, tah, tah," and then they try to smooth it out 
by reducing the bounce and moving the arm side to side a little bit more. She 
prefers to start with "very small gross motions" so the students still get that 
percussive feel and then smooth it out once that feeling is well established. 
After establishing the students' understanding and kinesthetic awareness 
of spiccato, she explains that dots on top of notes indicate spiccato bowing. She 
then incorporates the spiccato bowing into scales, with four eighth notes on each 
note of the scale. 
Mary described what she considered to be an ineffective strategy for 
teaching spiccato bowing used by one of her teachers, who "had just said 'just 
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make it bounce.' My teacher didn't know; it just made a really bad sound and it 
was stressful on our bodies to try to force that sound.'' Mary emphasized the 
importance of organizing and teaching vibrato, shifting, and spiccato bowing in 
small steps, noting the importance of breaking a skill down to the smallest steps, 
"and then speeding it up [to show] the more advanced version, but it has to start 
from ground zero." 
Mary provided a detailed explanation of her pedagogical knowledge for 
teaching vibrato, shifting, and spiccato bowing. She provided descriptions of her 
string-specific content knowledge and pedagogical knowledge for teaching 
shifting, vibrato, and spiccato bowing, and made a clear connection between the 
two knowledge bases. 
Summary. During all three rehearsals Mary provided evidence that 
supported her explanation for shifting and vibrato. She clearly taught shifting and 
vibrato the same way she described during the interviews. For example, she 
taught shifting during a rehearsal and she had the students practice the motion of 
shifting of moving the whole hand up and down. Additionally, she had the 
students practice shifting starting in first position and had them practice shifting to 
specific positions such as third position. For vibrato, she had students shift up 
and down on the fingerboard. She gradually had the students reduce the arm 
motion from moving all the up and down the fingerboard to moving only halfway 
up and down the fingerboard. Lastly, she had the students reduce the movement 
on the fingerboard until students arrived at a stationary place on the fingerboard. 
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Sara 
Sara's teaching context. Sara, a string specialist, has a bachelor of 
music degree in music education and her primary instrument is the violin. She 
taught strings classes at an elementary school and junior high school at the time 
of the study. She had taught for 5 months and was in her first year of teaching an 
intermediate strings class. The data collection took place during her fifth month of 
teaching. Her teaching assignment included fourth-, fifth-, and sixth-grade string 
classes at the elementary school. At the junior high level, she taught three 
classes: preparatory, intermediate, and advanced orchestra. The 27 
intermediate-string students (violins, violas, cellos, and basses) were grouped by 
ability level and met daily. 
Sara's intermediate strings class: Rehearsal technique. Sara began 
the class using the following tuning procedure: Setting an electronic tuner so all 
the students could hear it, she had them hum the A pitch. After humming the 
pitch, the students bowed their open A string and used their fine tuners to tune 
the string. They followed the same procedure with the D, G, E and C strings. 
Sara and the students spent approximately 5 minutes tuning the instruments. 
After the students completed the tuning process, Sara began with warm-
ups, which included scales, rhythm exercises, and vibrato exercises using 
personally-generated (i.e., original, by rote, not from a method book) instructional 
strategies and activities. Sara developed her own instructional exercises for 
teaching scales. She had the students play a one-octave F-major scale by rote, 
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and each note of the scale was played twice. She worked on having students use 
their full bow for each note of the scale and walked around the class checking for 
correct finger patterns. Next, she introduced a syncopated rhythm and played it 
on her violin using the F-major scale. She had the students play a one-octave F-
major scale using the same syncopated rhythm. After the students played the 
syncopated rhythm, she introduced an open D string bowing exercise that 
included a bow lift. She demonstrated the new exercise on her violin and had the 
students try the bowing exercise with an "air bow" (no sound), using a 
metronome to keep the beat. 
After the bowing exercise, she had the students practice vibrato exercises. 
She turned on the metronome (quarter note= 60) and had the violins and violas 
hold their instruments at the bout to practice vibrato exercises. The cellos and 
basses remained in first position for the vibrato exercises. Sara told the students 
to wiggle their first finger and to move the finger with the metronome, "up, down, 
up, down." The speed of the metronome was increased to a tempo of 120, and 
she asked the students to continue wiggling their finger with the metronome, "up, 
down, up, down." They repeated the vibrato exercise with metronome at the slow 
and fast tempos using the third finger as Sara walked around the room and 
helped individual students with it. They spent approximately 20 minutes on warm-
ups. 
Sara spent the remainder of the class period rehearsing two pieces of 
music, which included "Plaza de Toros" (Brubaker, 1994) and "Belvedere Suite" 
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(Isaac, 1990). Both selections are a published Grade 2 music selection, which 
has been deemed an appropriate level for the development and achievement of 
intermediate playing skills (Hamann & Gillespie, 2013). Sara's instructional 
strategies included teacher modeling on a stringed instrument, vocal modeling, 
verbal instruction, and repetition. 
Sara stopped periodically to rehearse on rhythmic sections in the music. 
For example, when the students had difficulty with a rhythm in "Plaza de Toros" 
(Brubaker 1994) she modeled the correct rhythm on her violin. After she modeled 
the rhythm, she asked the students to count the rhythm out loud with the 
metronome and then she had the students play their instruments with the rhythm 
in "Plaza de Toros." 
Sara either had the students start at beginning of each piece, or she 
started in problematic sections in the music. For example, rather than starting at 
the beginning in "Belvedere Suite" (Isaac, 1990) she had the students practice a 
triplet quarter note passage with the metronome. She used the metronome 
continuously for both pieces. She nonverbally modeled each correction on her 
violin, and provided specific feedback on how to fix the problematic section of 
music. After she provided feedback the students would practice the problematic 
section of music. For example, in "Plaza de Toros" (1994) she had the second 
violins and violas practice a section of the music that had a difficult rhythm and 
bowing. She modeled the correct rhythm and bowing on her violin and then had 
the second violins and violas practice the section of music. If the students made 
the correction, she had them continue to play the music and stopped as new 
problems arose in the music. 
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The majority of the students used vibrato while working on the musical 
selections. The music did not require the students to use spiccato bowing or 
shifting (except for the basses). Sara worked on the two pieces for approximately 
20 minutes and ended the rehearsal with instructions on what to practice for the 
following rehearsal. 
In the second and third observations, the tuning procedure was the same. 
The warm-up for the second and third observation consisted of scales. Sara 
reviewed the one-octave F-major scale in the second observation, and she 
worked on the two-octave 8-flat-major scale during the third observation, 
discussing its key signature and finger patterns before playing the scale. She had 
the students play a two-octave 8-flat-major scale with the metronome (quarter 
note= 60), playing each note twice. After the students played the scale, Sara 
worked on intonation and shifting with the violas and the cellos. She played the 
8-flat-major scale for the violas, explained how to shift, and had the students play 
the scale as a group while she walked around the room helping individual 
students with finger patterns. 
The remainder of the second observation involved having individual 
students play a section of music from "Belvedere Suite" (Isaac, 1990) to receive 
a grade (in a previous rehearsal she assigned a section of the music for a playing 
test). All of the students were required to perform a specific section of music in 
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front of their peers, with Sara providing individual feedback and a grade. The 
majority of the students received feedback about problematic intonation. Sara 
told the students which notes were played incorrectly and how to fix them. For 
example, if the student played a B-natural instead of B-flat, Sara told the student 
to play B-flat using a low first finger. The playing test ran over the time allotted in 
the class, so the remainder of the students played during the third observation. 
In the third observation, after the playing test was completed, the students 
worked on "Belvedere Suite" (Isaac, 1990) using the metronome to keep the 
beat. Sara had the students practice rhythmic problems in the piece of music. For 
example, she isolated the triplet quarter note passage in the music and had the 
students practice the rhythm. She played the violin to demonstrate correct rhythm 
and asked the students to sing and clap the rhythm with a metronome. The 
majority of the students used vibrato while working on the musical selection. The 
music did not require the students to use spiccato bowing or shifting (except for 
the basses). The rehearsal ended with practice instructions for the following 
rehearsal. 
Sara's string-specific content knowledge. Sara described the content 
knowledge to teach vibrato as knowing "that you start from and the pitch that you 
go to and then come back to when you use vibrato." She explained that the 
motion of the finger and wrist needs to be established first because the motion ih 
the correCt direction can be misconstrued: "The direction that your finger moves 
is the most confusing part" of vibrato. 
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Sara's content knowledge for teaching shifting included an understanding 
of how the same notes can be played in a higher position. She provided the 
following example of the content knowledge needed for shifting: 
It's just an overlap from where you would play the same [notes]. You could 
play the same note on the A string in first position as you could on the E 
string in third position and [knowing] how [and] where those overlaps are. 
First position notes are absolutely solid .. . and they [the students] have a 
working knowledge of how your [their] fingers relate to pitches. 
She further explained that the notes remain the same; the only difference is 
which finger plays the note when shifting. The posture of the left arm changes, 
and the way the left hand has to curve around instrument in the case of the violin 
requires stretching down farther with the left hand, and leaning over into the cello 
or bass. She explained, "It starts with common finger shifts or same finger shifts, 
shifting from first finger to another first finger." 
She described the content knowledge for spiccato bowing as knowing 
"what part of the bow [and] how fast a bow should move" and knowing the way 
the "fingers and wrists should react and the weight [motion of hand] and contact 
point of the bow." I asked Sara to clarify what part of the bow weight would 
contact the string. Sara replied that the weight of the bow was the motion of the 
right hand used for spiccato bowing. Although Sara was able to provide some 
content knowledge for vibrato, shifting, and spiccato bowing the descriptions 
were general and vague. 
Sara's pedagogical knowledge of vibrato. Sara provided a detailed 
analysis of her pedagogical knowledge, including the instructional strategies she 
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uses to teach vibrato. She recommended starting at the pitch and giving an 
arbitrary down motion with the finger on the string, "more by ear than anything 
else." She explained that she uses up and down because the finger can move up 
toward the bridge and down towards the scroll. She describes the movement as 
"more of a pivot" because if the "finger moves up, it starts up" and then it is laid 
down. To Sara, this movement is an analogy of laying the finger down because it 
stays in the same spot instead of moving up and down the fingerboard. She 
explained she has the students perform this exercise at the bout to restrict the 
movement of the wrist. This exercise impedes the student's wrist movements 
from side to side and forces it to move in that direction or keeps the wrist 
movement from moving in the wrong direction. She uses the analogy of a 
bumper in bowling, which similarly restricts the ball's movement as it rolls down 
the lane. The restriction is kept in place for some time, starting on third finger and 
then going into first finger and second. After several weeks of practice at the 
bout, she has the students practice vibrato in first position. The vibrato exercises 
are performed with the metronome, starting with a speed of 75 for a quarter note 
and then progressively faster to a speed of 95 for a quarter note, after which the 
subdivisions are added. In Sara's mind, leaving students to "their own devices" 
was an ineffective instructional strategy for teaching vibrato. 
During the first rehearsal Sara provided evidence that supported her 
explanation of vibrato. She taught vibrato the same way she described during an 
interview. She turned on the metronome (quarter note= 60) and had the violins 
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and violas hold their instruments at the bout to practice vibrato exercises. She 
told the students to wiggle their first finger and to move the finger with the 
metronome, "up, down, up, down." The speed of the metronome was increased 
to a tempo of 120, and she asked the students to continue wiggling their finger 
with the metronome, "up, down, up, down." 
Sara's pedagogical knowledge of shifting. Sara described the following 
instructional strategy for teaching shifting. She starts with common- or same-
finger shifts, and then 
shifting from first finger to another first finger and starting with that motion. 
I would explain what that means and then practice the motion without the 
bow, so that we're travelling just between the fingers. I would start with 
first finger shifts first, the same-finger shifts, starting with first finger. 
Sara's pedagogical knowledge of spiccato bowing. Although Sara did 
provide an explanation of how she teaches spiccato bowing the explanation was 
vague and general. For example, the description of the hand and the fingers was 
vague. Sara explained her instructional strategy for teaching spiccato bowing: 
Start on the string, but then as you increase speed, that's when it gets off, 
that's how we need to start. We go through the motion of the hand and 
how the fingers react with the bow on the string as we hit faster and faster. 
Start slow on the string, and then as the speed increases articulating what 
[the] hand does is the hard part. We go through the motion of the hand 
and what the fingers [do] and how the fingers react with the bow on the 
string as we hit faster and faster. 
Sara provided a detailed explanation of her pedagogical knowledge and 
instructional strategies for vibrato. For shifting, she explained how she begins 
with same finger shifts to introduce shifting. However, her explanation for 
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teaching spiccato bowing was vague and did not include general principles. She 
provided descriptions of her string-specific content knowledge and pedagogical 
knowledge for teaching shifting, vibrato, and spiccato bowing and there was a 
connection between the two knowledge bases. 
Robert 
Robert's teaching context. Robert, a string specialist, has a bachelor of 
music degree in music education and his primary instrument is the cello. At the 
time of the study, he was teaching strings classes at a junior high school with 
seventh and eighth grades. He had taught for 2 years and was in his second year 
of teaching. At the junior high level he was teaching one class of preparatory 
orchestra, one of intermediate, and one of advanced, as well as guitar and 
assisting with the symphonic pops orchestra at the high school. The 37 students 
(violins, violas, cellos and basses) were grouped by ability level and met daily. 
Robert's intermediate strings class: Rehearsal technique. Robert 
spent approximately the first 5 minutes of each class period on announcements 
for upcoming events. Robert began the class with the following tuning procedure: 
He turned on an electronic tuner so that all the students could hear the pitch, and 
had the students hum the pitch of A with it. After humming the pitch, the students 
bowed their open A string and used their fine tuners to tune it. The same 
procedure was used to tune the D, G, E, and C strings in all three observations. 
They spent approximately 5 minutes tuning the instruments. 
After tuning, Robert worked on scales using his own instructional 
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strategies to teach a two-octave scale. He started with a two-octave F-major 
scale, playing half notes at a medium tempo. The violins and violas shifted into 
third position, the cellos shifted into fourth position, and the basses shifted into 
second and fourth position. The second scale he had the students play was a 
two-octave E-minor scale, playing half notes at a medium tempo. Robert 
demonstrated vibrato on the violin and told the students to add their vibrato to the 
scale. He told the students to "keep a finger down next to it." In other words, if the 
students were using their third finger, the second finger should remain down for 
vibrato. 
Lastly, Robert had the students play a two-octave 8-flat-major scale 
playing half notes at a medium tempo. He had the students play the scale with 
"lots of vibrato." Robert had the students play a two-octave E-major scale during 
the second observation and a two-octave E-flat-major scale during the third 
observation. He reviewed the key signature and finger patterns for each scale. 
The scales were unrelated to the keys of the pieces that he worked on during the 
rehearsals. He used the circle of fifths to teach one major scale with flats and one 
major scale with sharps. He taught the parallel E-minor scale of E-major. Robert 
and his students spent approximately 20 minutes working on scales. 
Robert spent the remainder of the class period rehearsing "Mantras" 
(Meyer, 1997), a published Grade 3 musical selection, which has been deemed 
an appropriate level for the development and achievement of intermediate 
playing skills (Hamann & Gillespie, 2013). The instructional strategies used to fix 
problematic sections in the music included teacher modeling, feedback, and 
repetition. 
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Robert started from the beginning of the piece and stopped as the 
students encountered problems with appropriate dynamics, articulation, and bow 
placement. For example, he had the second violins work on accents in the music. 
He sang the rhythm with the accented notes and then he had the second violin 
students play the section of music with the accents. Additionally, he had the 
students' practice a subito piano marked in the music. He asked the students the 
meaning of subito. After one of the students responded that subito meant 
suddenly he had the students play the section of music marked subito piano. He 
had the students practice the subito piano section "one more time to make sure it 
is not a mistake." 
Robert continued to have the students play through the piece of music and 
stopped periodically to work on dynamics. The majority of the students used 
vibrato while working on "Mantras" (Meyer, 1997). The music did not require the 
students to use spiccato bowing. However, the first violins did have to shift into 
third position in one of the musical passages. Robert rehearsed "Mantras" for 
approximately 15 minutes. The rehearsal ended with practice instructions for the 
following rehearsal. 
During the second and third observation Robert rehearsed "Russian 
Sailors' Dance" (Allen, 1995), also a published Grade 3 music selection. He 
started rehearsing the piece of music from the beginning of the piece and would 
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stop to rehearse specific sections in the music. The instructional· strategies used 
to fix problematic sections in the music included teacher modeling, feedback, and 
repetition. For example, during the second rehearsal he rehearsed a specific 
bowing marked in the music with the second violin section. The second violins 
had to play a repetitive measure of music marked up-bow followed with a down-
bow marking. In order to play the measure correctly the violins had to play the 
up-bow at the frog, which required a re-take of the bow back to the frog to get 
ready for the next up-bow marked in the music. Robert demonstrated on a violin 
how to play the passage of music correctly and then had the students play the 
passage of music multiple times until the majority of the students were able to 
play the notes up-bow followed with down-bow and a re-take of the bow back to 
the frog. During the third observation, he rehearsed the tempo changes in the 
music. There were various tempo markings in the music that he rehearsed with 
the students that included tempo markings of pesante, piu tranquil/a, animato, 
and presto. 
Robert's string-specific content knowledge. Robert described his 
content knowledge of vibrato as "starting from the note, going away from the 
note, coming back to the note, and it's an oscillation back." For shifting, he 
explained that a foundation of first position was necessary: "Before a student is 
out of first position, they need to have a concrete understanding of lows and 
highs for second and third position and first position." In other words, students 
need to understand whole- and half-step patterns for first position before they are 
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taught to shift into higher positions. Robert provided additional content 
knowledge about the different types of shifts: delayed and direct (as described 
below). With students just learning to shift, he does not explain the mechanics of 
shifting in detail; rather, he starts with a direct shift, which is the transition from 
first finger to first finger, and an exchange from a three-finger to a one-finger 
note. Students practice a shift from second to first finger and back, keeping the 
hand relaxed. He explained, "The thumb, the whole hand moves together. It's an 
arm motion. It's not just a hand motion; it's a whole arm motion." 
Robert provided an explanation of the content knowledge and mechanics 
needed for spiccato bowing, noting the need to know the technical aspects of the 
bow in order to produce the correct sound. Technical knowledge of the bow 
includes knowing that one needs to be at the balance point, and that spiccato is a 
"horizontal motion rather than a vertical motion" (the path of the bow hitting the 
string and coming off is not a letter v, but a u-shaped motion). In the quote below 
he stresses the u shape of the bow's path as it comes in contact with the string, 
in contrast to the v shape that many people imagine when thinking of spiccato 
bowing, making the analogy to an airplane's "touch and go" approach: 
The pinky is not hanging out on the screw, but it's hanging out on top of 
the stick. A lot of people think, oh, pinky goes on top of the screw, but it's 
ineffective. You put [the pinky] right on top of the stick. Now I have control, 
you can move the bow up, move the bow down, move the bow out. The 
pinky has a lot of control. I think a lot of kids ignore the pinky. 
Robert was able to define and clearly explain the content knowledge and general 
principles of vibrato, shifting, and spiccato bowing. For vibrato he described the 
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oscillation of the finger. His explanation of shifting included finger shifts from first 
position to higher positions and how the whole hand moves together. His 
description of spiccato bowing included the part of the bow (balance point), the 
direction (u-shape) and the importance of the pinky on the bow. 
Robert's pedagogical knowledge of vibrato. Robert provided a detailed 
analysis of his pedagogical knowledge, including the instructional strategies he 
uses to teach vibrato. He has the students start in fourth position because, he 
suggests, violinists and violists are more comfortable with the arms closer to the 
body. Having the arms in first position feels awkward, whereas fourth position 
(closer in) is more comfortable; this positioning works best for violinists and 
violists. For cellos and basses, Robert makes the analogy of opening a door or 
pouring out a soda-there is a larger arm motion, not a wrist motion. One does 
not open a door with the wrist, but with the whole arm: Additionally, Robert 
described instructional strategies such as using felt strips for teaching vibrato: 
I've seen [teachers] using ... felts on the instrument; put your fingers on 
the felts and the felt polishes strings. Basically, just cut a bunch of pieces 
of felt and say, "Grab a felt everybody, here we go." [Felt] would allow 
them to slide easier to get that motion going. 
Additionally, he described using a metronome to teach vibrato. He 
described how the metronome is set at 60 beats per minute and students 
practice the vibrato motion with metronome set at 60 beats per the metronome. 
The students increase the speed of vibrato motion using eighth-note subdivisions 
with the metronome set at 60 beats per the metronome. 
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Robert's pedagogical knowledge of shifting. Robert described the 
instructional strategies he uses to teach shifting. He instructs students to begin 
with the third finger in first position and then to move that finger to first position. In 
contrast to Sara and Mary, he does not talk about the actual shifting part at this 
point; he just puts them into that position. He noted that they might go back to 
first position or play that same scale; a C-major scale is one of the first ones they 
play with two octaves. 
Robert's pedagogical knowledge of spiccato bowing. Robert 
described an instructional strategy he uses to teach spiccato bowing: He has 
them play on just one string to find the balance point of the bow. Then the 
students play on a string at the balance point, but do not play spiccato yet. He 
then discusses the difference between v shapes and u shapes, stressing the 
need for au-shaped motion of the bow at the hand. They begin slowly; typically, 
the students are far off the string, trying to go really quickly without success. 
He then asks the students, "As you go faster with your bows, do you get 
smaller or bigger when you are on the string?" and they reply that they get 
smaller. "That's the beginnings of it, getting that motion on an open D. Then we'll 
jump into exercises." For example, he would have the students play a one-octave 
C-major scale. Using eighth notes he would have the students repeat each note 
of the scale eight times, so that he could "walk around the room ... and fix 
students that need to be fixed." Robert described what he considered to be 
ineffective teaching strategies for spiccato bowing as "the bouncing bow." 
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Robert provided a detailed explanation of his pedagogical knowledge and 
the instructional strategies he uses to teach vibrato, shifting, and spiccato 
bowing. His explanations detailed a sequential step-by step process for teaching 
vibrato, shifting, and spiccato bowing. Furthermore, he provided descriptions of 
his string-specific content knowledge and pedagogical knowledge for teaching 
shifting, vibrato, and spiccato bowing, and made a clear connection between the 
two knowledge bases. Although he did not provide evidence during the 
observation of rehearsals that supported his explanation for shifting, vibrato, and 
spiccato bowing the students did play two-octave scales that required shifting 
and the majority of the students used vibrato. 
Non-String Specialists 
Ben 
Ben's teaching context. Ben, a non-string specialist, has a bachelor of 
music degree in music education. His primary instrument is percussion; however, 
he started playing the violin at the age of 7 and participated in school orchestra 
from fourth grade through high school. He was working on a master of music 
degree in music education at the time of the study, and was teaching music 
classes at a charter school of fifth through 1Oth grade. He was a long-term 
substitute in band for one year in a prior school district and had taught for two 
years at a charter school. The data collection took place during his third year of 
teaching and in his second year of teaching intermediate strings. He was 
teaching general music education to fifth-grade students and had two sixth-grade 
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classes of beginning orchestra, a seventh-grade intermediate orchestra class, 
and one advanced orchestra class. The 27 students (violins, violas, cellos and 
basses) were grouped by grade level and met daily. 
Ben's intermediate strings class: Rehearsal technique. Ben spent 
approximately the first 2 minutes of each class period tuning. As the students 
unpacked their instruments, they checked to make sure their instruments were in 
tune. If the students were unable to make the tuning adjustments, they brought 
their instrument to the front of the class for Ben to tune them. Ben plucked each 
string, made the necessary adjustments, and handed the instrument back to the 
student. The same tuning process was used during the second and third 
observations. 
Ben had the students play a one-octave F-major scale, playing each note 
twice at a medium tempo. After the students played the scale, Ben introduced a 
new rhythm and bowing pattern and demonstrated the new rhythm on the violin 
using the one-octave F-major scale. He then had the students play the one-
octave F-major scale using the new rhythm and bowing pattern. He spent 
approximately 5 minutes working on the scale during the first observation. During 
the second observation, Ben had the students play the one-octave F-major scale 
in a round, playing each note four times. He spent 3 minutes working on the 
scale. During the third observation, Ben had the students play a D-minor chorale 
out of their method book for 3 minutes. 
The remainder of the class period was spent rehearsing music 
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performance repertoire. He rehearsed two pieces for an upcoming concert which 
included "Firework" (Longfield, 2011 ), a published Grade 2 music selection, and 
"Mozart Requiem: Dies I rae" (Hans, 2011) a published Grade 3.5 music 
selection. The musical selection "Firework" (Longfield, 2011) was an appropriate 
level for the development and achievement of intermediate playing skills. 
However, the "Mozart Requiem: Dies I rae" (Hans, 2011 ), a grade 3.5 exceeds 
the recommended level for an intermediate strings class. Based on numerous 
accidentals throughout the musical selection, complex articulations, an advanced 
key signature of D minor, and fast rhythmic subdivisions, the musical selection 
exceeded the appropriate level for intermediate strings students. 
At the start of each piece, Ben had the students play each piece from the 
beginning to the end without stopping. He told the students, "Let's run through it 
and then work on some spots." After the students played through "Firework" 
(Longfield, 2011) he provided verbal feedback about a bowing and rhythm 
problem. He modeled the correct bowing on his violin and then had the students 
try the bowing one time. Next, he told the students, "Let's run it one more time." 
He had the students play through the piece once again from beginning to end 
without stopping. 
After they were finished running through "Firework" a second time, he 
rehearsed "Mozart Requiem: Dies I rae" (Hans, 2011 ). He told the students, "Let's 
run through it." They played through the entire piece from beginning to end 
without stopping. After the students played the song he rehearsed specific 
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sections in the music. His instructional strategies primarily included verbal 
feedback and modeling on his violin. For example, he told the students how to 
play the repetitive eighth notes measures. He told the students to play short 
bows at the balance point. Using his violin, he modeled how to play the eighth 
notes at the balance point using "short bows." After he played the repetitive 
eighth note measures he had the students play the repetitive eighth notes. 
Rather than using the word "staccato" bowing, he merely used the word 
"stylistically" to suggest that he wanted the students to play the eighth notes in 
the style of Mozart. 
During the second observation Ben rehearsed "Fiddles on Fire" (Williams, 
1996), a published Grade 1 music selection, and "Selections from Les 
Miserables" (Moore, 1998) a published Grade 3-4 music selection. Hamann and 
Gilllespie (2013) suggest teaching "Fiddles on Fire" (Williams, 1996) a published 
Grade 1 musical selection, to develop bowing skills. Ben did not provide a reason 
for rehearsing a Grade 1 musical selection with an intermediate strings class. 
Although "Fiddles on Fire" (Williams, 1996) would be considered too easy for the 
development of intermediate strings skills, the intent of the rehearsing the piece 
might have been to reinforce basic skills such as bowing. At the other end of the 
spectrum of skill difficulty, "Selections from Les Miserables" (Moore, 1998) 
exceeded the appropriate level for intermediate string instruction. According to 
Hamann and Gilllespie (2013), published Grade 3, 4 and 5 musical selections are 
appropriate level for advanced strings classes. 
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The instructional strategies used to fix problematic sections in the music 
included primarily verbal instruction and teacher modeling. For example, while 
rehearsing "Fiddles on Fire" (Williams, 1996) he stopped to tell the students the 
tempo was too slow and had the students start over with a faster tempo. After 
they played the entire piece he told the students to take out their pencils and 
mark every repeat sign and then he had the students play the piece again from 
beginning to end without stopping. Next, he had the students rehearse 
"Selections from Les Miserables" (Moore, 1998). He told the students they were 
going to run the entire piece and then have them rehearse "some spots." After 
they played through the entire song he primarily worked on rhythm and 
intonation. For example, he told the students they needed to play the note F-
natural and demonstrated on his violin the correct rhythm and notes for the 
specific section of music. He had the students play the section of music that was 
out of tune. Even though the notes were still out of tune he continued to have the 
students play the song without stopping to fix intonation. He stopped a few more 
times while rehearsing the piece to tell the students there were additional out of 
tune notes. 
In the third observation Ben had the students rehearse "Immortal 
Gladiator'' (Shade, Woolstenhulme, & Barden, 2011 ); "Mozart Requiem: Dies 
I rae" (Hans, 2011 ); "Firework" (Longfield, 2011 ); and "Fiddles on Fire" (Williams, 
1996). He had the students play "Immortal Gladiator'' (Shade, Woolstenhulme, & 
Barden, 2011) from the beginning of the piece to the end of the piece without 
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stopping. At the end of the song he told the students "Whoa somebody played F-
sharp." He did not have the students practice the F-natural; instead, he had the 
violins and violas practice bow re-takes marked in the music. 
The next piece he asked the students to play was "Mozart Requiem: Dies 
I rae" (Hans, 2011 ), again from the beginning of the piece to the end of the piece 
without stopping, After they were finished playing the piece he rehearsed the last 
note of the piece. Using his violin he modeled a down-bow and up-bow on the 
last note and had the students practice the down-bow and up-bow on the last 
note. Next, he had the students play "Firework" (Longfield, 2011) from beginning 
to end without stopping. As the students were playing the piece he counted out 
loud to keep the group together. Lastly, he told the students "We are going to run 
Fiddles on Fire." Even though the violins were not rhythmically together they 
continued to run the piece and eventually the violins came together. All three 
rehearsals were fast-paced and the teacher primarily provided verbal feedback 
and modeling on his violin. During all three observations there were less than five 
students who used vibrato while working on the musical selections and none of 
the musical selections required the students to use spiccato bowing. "Mozart 
Requiem: Dies I rae" (Hans, 2011) and "Selections from Les Miserables" (Moore, 
1998) did require minimal shifting into third position in the first violin section only. 
Ben's string-specific content knowledge. Ben explained his content 
knowledge of vibrato as knowing that "vibrato helps the tone sound nice, but 
we're actually physically changing the pitch." He described the rhythm of vibrato 
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as "unmetered." He explained the importance of teaching independent fingering 
for vibrato. He preps beginners for vibrato in order to develop the habit of only 
putting down one finger at a time, which he considered to be the first step. 
According to Ben, the students need to develop the skill of independent fingers in 
order to play some pieces. 
Ben described the content knowledge needed to teach shifting by stating 
the mechanics of shifting and finger spacing in higher positions: 
You need to know what or why we shift and the benefits to shifting, 
because there's obviously examples were you don't have to shift, but 
sometimes it's just better to play it in a different position than, I mean, we 
need to know the physical mechanics of the thumb follow[ing] the first 
finger and thumb. As we shift higher the fingers get closer together, and 
we don't have the same spacing that we do down in first position. 
Ben described his content knowledge for teaching spiccato bowing as knowing 
how the hair of the bow 
is actually physically leaving the string, versus staccato where ... the hair 
is staying on the string, we're just stopping the bow ... spiccato works 
better in certain parts of the bow [balance point], it's really hard to do 
spiccato up at the tip, controlled spiccato. 
He said the balance point of the bow should be used for spiccato bowing. 
He described spiccato bowing "as a finger-wrist kind of small motion." Although 
Ben described and explained content knowledge for vibrato and shifting, the 
general principles identified did not match vibrato and shifting general principles 
defined in Hamann and Gillespie (2013). He was able to clearly define and 
explain the content knowledge and general principles of spiccato bowing. 
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Ben's string-specific pedagogical knowledge. Ben explained his 
pedagogical knowledge of vibrato, which included instructional strategies of 
analogies and modeling. Ben suggested that analogies are effective instructional 
strategies for teaching vibrato. For example, Ben used the analogy of waving to 
yourself to teach violin and viola vibrato. Other effective instructional strategies 
for teaching vibrato included teacher modeling and expert modeling. Ben 
explained how he used teacher and expert modeling to teach vibrato. Ben would 
play the violin so that the students can hear what they should be doing as well as 
watch him play the violin with vibrato. He also uses expert modeling for teaching 
vibrato: 
I also like to do in instances like this, if we're using vibrato and we're 
seeing this exercise, maybe finding a video or a sound clip or something, if 
somebody who has real exceptional vibrato and give them something to 
think about as they are making, as they're working on that fundamentally 
or at the fundamental level. 
Ben stated that he felt his cello vibrato was not especially proficient, but that he 
could show cello students the basics. Moving beyond the basics would require 
showing the students "a real cello player," for which video is particularly useful. 
Ben described a very quick instructional strategy that he had recently 
observed at the Arizona Music Educators Conference, which he said he might 
use to teach vibrato. He described seeing one educator demonstrate a technique 
that teaches vibrato on the violin in less than a minute. It involved a "punching" 
motion with the back of the player's hand. The learner put her finger down and 
with her hand up, she "punched" his hand and was suddenly playing vibrato. Ben 
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commented, "I mean it's an arm vibrato versus the wrist vibrato, but it's still the 
first time she'd ever done vibrato on the violin." 
Ben explained the instructional strategies he used to teach shifting. He 
starts with sliding the finger up and down to develop the habit of the thumb and 
the first finger travelling together. He instructs the students to perform this motion 
without a bow in order to get the students' fingers and hands moving correctly, 
which translates into the bow motion. Then he shows them exercises, such as on 
the A and E strings, moving from open to third finger or open to one finger in third 
position. He does not use a book, but bases his instruction on ear training. He 
starts the students in first position and has them play the target note. When they 
actually shift from first position, he has them shift to the same corresponding note 
on the opposite string so they can judge whether or not they have played the 
same note. As they start putting more fingers down, he really starts working on 
the ear training, "because it's like, does this sound like the last half of the major 
scale as we play major scales every day? You should know what ... the last half 
of the major scale sounds like." 
Ben stated that he was unsure of the instructional strategies he would use 
to teach spiccato bowing since he has not taught spiccato bowing. However, he 
thought he would use a method book. He explained he would "talk about the 
difference between the staccato and spiccato, and how the notation for staccato 
and spiccato is the same." Ben continued, "I know in [the] method book I use in 
class the very last section is about spiccato, and we haven't got there yet, so I 
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haven't really looked at it. I'm planning on using the book for it." He further 
explained that he uses a method book because he does not remember how he 
learned spiccato bowing, so he needs a method book because it offers him a 
concrete explanation geared toward the target age group. 
Ben provided an explanation of the pedagogical knowledge and 
instructional strategies he used to teach vibrato and shifting, but was unsure of 
the instructional strategies he would use to teach spiccato bowing. Although he 
provided explanations of his string-specific content knowledge and pedagogical 
knowledge for shifting, vibrato, and spiccato bowing, there seemed to be no 
connection between general principles and instructional strategies. Additionally, 
Ben lacked foundational general principles for teaching vibrato, shifting, and 
spiccato bowing. He did not provide any evidence during the rehearsals that 
supported his explanation of shifting, vibrato, and spiccato bowing. 
John 
John's teaching context. John, a non-string specialist, has a bachelor of 
music degree in music education and his primary instrument is the trumpet. He 
was teaching strings classes at a K-8 school at the time of the study. He had 
taught for 9 years and was in his first year of teaching an intermediate strings 
class. The data collection took place during his ninth year of teaching and first 
year teaching intermediate strings. He was teaching one class of beginning 
orchestra to fifth- and sixth-grade students, one class of intermediate orchestra, 
K-5 general music classes, and assisted with a choir class. The students were 
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grouped by grade level in the intermediate orchestra class and met daily. There 
were nine students in the intermediate strings class, which included violins, 
cellos, one viola, and a student accompanist. 
John's intermediate strings class rehearsal technique. John used a 
student-led tuning procedure for the group. He had the student pianist play a 
chord progression while he led an open string sequence for tuning (see Figure 
4). 
..-fl 
-Violin 
tJ. ••••• ~ ~~~ ~ 
• •••• 
Viola 
-
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I ~ I I ~ ~i.i. i. 
Figure 4. Model of open string tuning sequence. 
The sequence was repeated until all the students had tuned their strings. The 
same procedure was used during the second and third observation. The class 
spent approximately 5 minutes tuning instruments. 
After the students completed the tuning process, John had the students 
play scales out of a method book. The instructional strategies used to teach 
scales consisted of a method book, student-led modeling on a stringed 
instrument, and his own instructional strategies for scale exercises. The 
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concertmaster led the orchestra in a scale exercise. First, she announced the 
scale exercise number in the method book. The student pianist counted off for 
the group, and the students played a one-octave C-major scale exercise. 
The students used a method book to read the notes using a specific 
sequential pattern of notes, which included playing the first note of the scale, 
followed by the first two notes of the scale, followed by playing the first three 
notes of the scale. The sequential pattern of adding one note continued for a 
one-octave scale both up and down. After the scale was finished, John called out 
the next scale exercise in the method book, and the group played the scale using 
the sequential pattern of notes. 
After the students played five scale exercises in the method book, John 
told the students to change to a different sequential pattern of notes for scales. 
The students continued to work on five new one-octave scale exercises from the 
method book using the different sequential pattern of notes. At the end of the 
scale exercises, John told the students he would be retesting them on the one-
octave F-sharp-major scale the following week. All of the scale exercises were 
played at a fast tempo of approximately 80 beats per minute. The students 
worked on 10 one-octave scale exercises for 15 minutes. Based on previous 
observations that I conducted for this study the time allotment of 15 minutes for 
10 one-octave scales seemed to be minimal. There was a lack of teaching and 
developing foundational skills such as intonation and finger patterns with each 
scale. 
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At the second observation, John had the students work on a one-octave 
D-major scale using a specific rhythm pattern for 5 minutes. The third 
observation was a combination of method-book scales using the sequential 
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patterns of notes and a specific rhythmic pattern for one-octave scales. He had 
the students play a specific rhythmic pattern for the one-octave A-major scale, D-
minor scale, and C-major scale. The viola and the cellos shifted into third and 
fourth position for the A-major scale. He stopped periodically to work on the 
rhythmic pattern, spending 20 minutes on scales. 
During the first observation, John had the students rehearse two songs 
from Essential Elements for Strings: Book Two: Book 2 (Allen, Gillespie, & 
Hayes, 1996) which included "America the Beautiful" and "In the Bleak of the 
Winter." He had the students practice the songs using a full bow stroke, 
dynamics, and intonation. For example, he had the students practice a 
crescendo that started piano and gradually increased to forte in "America the 
Beautiful." In order to play the crescendo he had the students work on the correct 
bow placement. The students played near the fingerboard for the start of the 
crescendo that was marked piano gradually moved to the bridge to play the forte 
marking. Next, he rehearsed "In the Bleak of the Winter'' and had the students fix 
a few intonation problems. John rehearsed the songs in the method book for 
approximately 1 0 minutes and had the students play the songs in the method 
book with a full bow stroke, dynamics, and improved intonation. 
The remainder of the class period was spent rehearsing music 
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performance repertoire. John rehearsed two pieces for an upcoming concert 
which included "Jig" (Gackstatter, 2005) a published Grade 3 music selection; 
"Gargoyles" (Spata, 2001 ), a published Grade 2 music selection; and "Gauntlet" 
(Spata, 1999), a published Grade 2 music selection, which are appropriate levels 
for intermediate playing skills. 
First, he had the students play "Jig" (Gackstatter, 2005) and after the 
students played the song they worked on "finger dexterity." He instructed the 
students to play on their fingertips and to keep their fingers curved to improve 
finger dexterity in order to play the fast notes throughout the song. He had the 
students practice a fast section of the song making sure that the students were 
playing with curved fingers and on their fingertips. 
Next, he had the students play through "Gargoyles" (Spata, 2001 ), after 
which they practiced a few of the dynamic contrasts in the song. He had students 
provide specific feedback on how to fix dynamic markings in the song. For 
example, he asked the students how they could improve the dynamic contrasts. 
After students provided feedback about how to improve the dynamics they 
practiced a section of the music with dynamic contrasts and John told the 
students, "much better." 
Additionally, one of the students suggested that the repeated eighth notes 
should be played with separation (i.e., staccato, although the term "staccato 
bowing" was not used). The students practiced playing the repeated eighth notes 
with separation. Lastly, he had the students play "Gauntlet" (Spata, 1999). The 
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students played all the notes on the string (i.e., legato) even though some of the 
notes have a dot under the note (indicating a staccato bow stroke or spiccato 
bow stroke). He rehearsed the music repertoire for approximately 25 minutes and 
the rehearsal ended with instructions on what to practice at home for the 
following rehearsal. 
During the second and third observation, John rehearsed "Blue Ridge 
Run" (Silva, 201 0), a published Grade 2 music selection. He rehearsed dynamic 
markings and their corresponding bow technique. For example, he had the 
students practice a crescendo that started piano and gradually increased to forte. 
In order to play the crescendo he had the students gradually use more bow. He 
rehearsed the correct bow placement for the crescendo by having the students 
start at the tip of the bow and move to the frog for the crescendo marked in the 
music. The students played near the fingerboard for the start of the crescendo 
(marked piano) and gradually moved to the bridge to play the forte marking. He 
rehearsed "Blue Ridge Run" (Silva, 201 0) for approximately 30 minutes, and the 
rehearsal ended with instructions on what to practice at home for the following 
rehearsal. 
John's string-specific content knowledge. John did not provide 
examples of general principles related to content knowledge of teaching vibrato 
technique, shifting technique, or spiccato bowing technique. Rather, his 
explanation and description of general principles was based merely on his 
pedagogical approach to teaching vibrato, shifting, and spiccato bowing. Based 
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on his lack of description and explanation of vibrato, shifting, and spiccato 
bowing, John demonstrated a limited understanding of the general principles of 
content knowledge for these string techniques. 
John's string-specific pedagogical knowledge. John provided a 
detailed analysis of his pedagogical knowledge, including his instructional 
strategies for teaching vibrato. He characterized working with students on shifting 
and the feel of the vibrato as a struggle. He described how he would have 
students listen to the sound of vibrato sound and would have them try to "mimic 
that sound·." He would describe the sound of vibrato and have the students try to 
re-create the sound. Additionally, he would have a student who takes private 
lessons model vibrato and then have the other students try vibrato based on the 
sound. He characterized vibrato as the most challenging aspect of teaching a 
strings class. 
John explained how he teaches shifting. He uses a technique book that 
starts in third position, and tells the students, "Look at the picture [in the 
technique book]. Here's the tape [on the instrument] where your third finger used 
to go, and now put your first finger on the third finger tape." Effective instructional 
strategies for shifting, in John's words, are "showing them it's a backward design: 
Here's where you're going to end up. Now go back to where you started from. " 
John explained the instructional strategies he uses to teach spiccato bowing by 
noting that he starts with the difference between spiccato and staccato: staccato 
has a separation between the notes that is not short. With the bow on the string, 
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"spiccato has less note more space" and "a lift off of it as opposed to [a] bounce." 
When they see the dots they're already programmed at that staccato, so I 
would have them play it the way that they think that it should be played ... 
then looking to see if anyone is doing that spiccato versus staccato. Again 
that goes to the do how you feel it ... then I can assess to see whether 
any of them are doing it, spiccato versus staccato. 
After the students tried to play the correct bowing he would have them practice 
spiccato bowing. He would have them play each note separated and have the 
students try to lift their bows off the strings for each note. According to John, the 
most effective instructional strategies include modeling, either having a student 
model or watching a video of an expert performing the string-specific technique. 
He provided an explanation of his pedagogical knowledge and instructional 
strategies for teaching vibrato, shifting, and spiccato bowing. 
John did not provide an explanation of his string-specific content 
knowledge and was unable to explain general principles related to teaching 
vibrato, shifting and spiccato bowing. Based on his explanations there seemed to 
be no connection between his string-specific content knowledge and pedagogical 
knowledge. He did not provide any evidence during the rehearsals that supported 
his explanation of shifting, vibrato and spiccato bowing. 
Emily 
Emily's teaching context. Emily, a non-string specialist, has a bachelor 
of music in music education and her primary instrument is the trumpet. She was 
teaching strings and band classes at a middle school at the time of the study. 
She had taught general music for 13 years before moving to the middle school. 
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She had taught band and strings, as well as the intermediate strings class for the 
previous 3 years. The data collection took place during her sixteenth year of 
teaching and third year of teaching intermediate strings. She was teaching one 
beginning strings class, an intermediate strings class, an advanced strings class, 
two beginning band classes, an intermediate band class, and an advanced band 
class. The 22 students (violins, violas, cellos, and one bass) were grouped by 
grade level and met three times a week. 
Emily's intermediate strings class rehearsal technique. The first 
observation began with Emily providing goals for the rehearsal, including working 
on the music for the upcoming concert. Rather than having the students tune 
their instruments at the start of the rehearsal she began by rehearsing "Night on 
Bald Mountain" (2002), a published Grade 3 music selection. Before the group 
rehearsed "Night on Bald Mountain" (2002), she had the students provide 
feedback on what needed to be practiced in the piece of music. One of the 
students replied that the group needed to work on counting and rhythm. Emily 
had students practice counting and singing their parts aloud before starting the 
song. 
Next, she had the students start at the beginning of the song and play the 
entire piece without stopping. After the students were finished playing the piece, 
she asked the students for feedback on how they played. One of students 
replied, "We did pretty good." Emily had additional students respond to her 
question. One student told Emily that they needed to "stay focused," and another 
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student replied that they needed to work on posture. 
Emily replied that they needed to work on keeping their right-hand bow 
grips loose. She had the students do a bowing exercise to work on their bow 
grips. She called the bow grip exercise the spider grip, in which the students 
crawled up and down the bow three times with their fingers. She had the 
students do another bow-grip exercise called the jelly fish. The jelly fish exercise 
consisted of having students practice smooth bow changes using relaxed fingers. 
After students finished the bow exercises, she had the students watch a video of 
violinist Andre Rieu. She instructed the students to watch his bow hand and his 
vibrato. Before the students played their second piece, Emily asked for feedback 
on what they needed to work on. One student replied that they needed to work 
on dynamics. Emily provided feedback in regard to their bow hands and told 
them to loosen their bow hair. As I observed the rehearsal I was unsure how 
loosening the bow hair would be helpful for improving this bowing technique. She 
spent approximately 10 minutes rehearsing "Night on Bald Mountain" (Segnitz, 
2002). 
Before the students started the second piece of music, Emily had them 
tune their instruments. She turned on an electronic tuner so that all the students 
could hear the pitch. The students plucked their strings to make sure their 
instruments were in tune. She helped a few students tune their instruments by 
plucking each string and making the needed adjustments to the instrument. The 
tuning of instruments lasted approximately 3 minutes. 
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After tuning, the students played "Somewhere in my Memory" (Moore, 
2005), a published Grade 3 music selection. At the end of the piece, she 
provided verbal feedback about the intonation and rhythm. She told the students 
since they had been working on C and F (low second fingers) in previous songs 
that they had forgot to play F# in the song. She told the students there was a 
problem with the rhythm. She had the students say out loud "pizza pie, pizza 
pie." She had the students play through the same piece from beginning to end 
without stopping. After they finished playing the song she told the students they 
were "very good" and that they played with confidence. 
The third song the group rehearsed was "Fright Night: An Instant Concert 
for Halloween" (Moore, 2007), a published Grade 2 music selection. Before the 
students played through the song she asked the students for feedback on what 
they needed to work on in the piece of music. Emily provided additional feedback 
to the students about the repeat signs in the music and making pitch 
adjustments. Emily had the students play through the piece from beginning to 
end without stopping. After the students were finished playing the piece, she 
asked the students for feedback on how they played. She also suggested that 
they needed to work on their "tuning," meaning their performed intonation. 
The fourth song the group rehearsed was "My Heart Will Go On (love 
Theme from 'Titanic')" (Moore, 1998}, a published Grade 3 music selection. Emily 
had the students play the piece from beginning to end without stopping. After the 
students finished playing the piece she had the group play the last note together 
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and instructed the students to make adjustments in pitch. She worked on the last 
chord from the bottom up, starting with the basses and adding the cellos, the 
violas, and the violins once each group was in tune. They spent approximately 40 
minutes rehearsing four songs. 
Next, Emily had the students do a non-music activity referred to as a 
"brain break." She instructed the students to do activity "21" with a partner. The 
students broke into pairs and spent two minutes alternately slapping (with palms 
of hands) and speaking consecutive numbers, starting at one, until one of the 
pair reached 21. Each person had a choice of saying only one number or two 
numbers at the time of their turn. After they were finished with the "brain break" 
activity, she worked on a rhythm drill exercise. The students were given a 
rhythm, and she told them to say the rhythm out loud using the words pie, pie, 
pizza pie. After the students said the rhythm out loud, she instructed them to 
whisper the rhythm and play the rhythm on their instruments. After completing 
the rhythm exercise, she had them sight read "Air and Caprice" (Clark, 2000), a 
published Grade 1-2 music selection, which was a grade level lower than the 
previous pieces rehearsed. The song included the rhythm from the previous 
rhythm drill. 
The students did not use vibrato, shifting, or spiccato bowing during the 
rehearsal. When compared to the string specialists, the rehearsal was very fast-
paced and the teacher moved from one song to the next with limited modeling or 
guided practice. The rehearsal ended with instructions on what to practice at 
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home for the following rehearsal. 
The second rehearsal observed began with warm-up exercises from The 
First Ten Minutes: Warm-Up Exercises for Strings (Isaac, 1987). Before the 
students would play an exercise in the book, Emily would either have the 
students verbally explain the bowing technique or she would verbally explain how 
to play the bowing technique. For example, the first exercise included a hooked 
bowing exercise, so the students verbally explained how to play hooked bowings. 
The next exercise was a staccato bowing exercise. Before the students played 
the exercise Emily verbally explained staccato bowing. The last exercise included 
spiccato bowing. Emily explained spiccato through the following dialogue with her 
students: 
Teacher: If it was spiccato instead of staccato, what's the difference 
between the two? And I know you guys know this because 
we've worked on this one a lot this year. 
Student: We only lift the bow. 
Teacher: And we don't just lift the bow, what do I do with it? 
Student: Bounce. 
Teacher: Yes bounce, with our? 
Student: Wrist. 
Teacher: Wrist, okay, and then what motion does it make? 
Student: [letter] u. 
Teacher: Like the bottom of a [letter] u or the bottom of a [letter] j, so now 
let's try it. Spiccato, that's my favorite style. 
[The students try the spiccato bowing exercise] 
Teacher: The trick with spiccato [is] to make it so that it's nice and 
bouncy, but not super-super accented ... right ... yeah. So you 
know how sometimes when we first started it sounds really 
harsh when we first- it's supposed to be, like, super gentle and 
light. 
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After Emily finished with the warm-up exercises she had the students play 
all the pieces for the concert from beginning to the end without stopping. The 
repertoire included "Somewhere in my Memory" (Moore, 2005), "Fright Night: An 
Instant Concert for Halloween" (Moore, 2007), "Night on Bald Mountain" (Segnitz, 
2002), and "My Heart Will Go On (Love Theme from 'Titanic"' (Moore, 1998). She 
provided positive feedback and improvements for specific sections of the pieces 
of music. While rehearsing "My Heart Will Go On (Love Theme from 'Titanic"' 
(Moore, 1998), she told the students, 
I didn't tune you beforehand and I actually did it on purpose. I know that I 
said that was backwards. I wanted to see if I didn't tune if you guys were 
to adjust, which you did ... it was interesting the farther we went, the 
more in tune we were except, that the last chord was a little out of tune. 
Before that did you notice how all of a sudden not every single note was 
perfect? But did you notice how you started to adjust to each other? 
Emily then told the students to take a non-musical "brain break" and do "ninja." 
The students stood in a circle taking ninja poses. Each student took a turn to tag 
or lightly slap another students' hand. The goal of the game was to be the last 
person standing by not having your hand slapped or tagged by another person 
when it is their turn. While the students were doing the "brain break" activity, 
Emily went around the room and tuned the instruments. She plucked the strings 
on the instruments and made the adjustments as needed. After she finished , she 
had the students play through all the songs for the upcoming concert from 
beginning to the end without stopping. 
The third observation was similar to the second observation. Emily had the 
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students work on warm-up exercises followed by tuning and working on pieces of 
music. The third observed rehearsal began with the students watching a 
YouTube video on violin vibrato. ProfessorV (Todd Ehle) provided step-by step 
directions on how to learn wrist vibrato. The video was re-played a second time 
and paused as the students practiced each vibrato step with ProfessorV. The 
students spent approximately 15 minutes watching the video and practicing the 
vibrato steps outlined in the video. After practicing vibrato, the students 
rehearsed "Gaelic Castle" (Newbold, 2009), a published Grade 1 piece of music. 
Emily had the students work on dynamics, balance and rhythm in the song. For 
example, she turned a metronome on and had the students practice working the 
tempo marked in the music (quarter note= 176). She had the second violins 
practice with the metronome and then had the entire group play with the 
metronome. The rehearsal ended with specific practice instructions. Emily used 
verbal feedback to teach the intermediate strings class. I did not observe Emily 
modeling on a stringed instrument during the rehearsals. 
Emily's string-specific content knowledge. Emily described her vibrato 
content knowledge as having the "wrist move and then start thinking about [how] 
your finger is actually also displacing the weight from the boney part of your 
finger to the fleshy part of your finger." 
Emily described her content knowledge of shifting as knowing 
where the shift went; it's basically taking your hand into a new position to 
get higher notes. You'd have to know where that position landed, so if it's 
your third position, you have to know your first finger is going to where 
your third finger was. 
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Additionally, she explained knowing "how they get there without creating ... [a] 
trombone slide effect [and] how to get there without taking all the notes with you 
on the way up." She did not describe how students should get from one position 
to the next. 
Emily described the content knowledge for spiccato bowing as a "bounce 
type stroke and how you create the bounce is a little [letter] u technique" and 
consisting of a right motion of the wrist with au shape. In general, Emily was able 
to define and explain the content knowledge and general principles of vibrato, 
shifting, and spiccato bowing, although her descriptions were brief, limited, and 
vague. 
Emily's string-specific pedagogical knowledge. Emily provided a 
detailed analysis of her pedagogical knowledge, which included the instructional 
strategies she used to teach vibrato. Emily explained her instructional strategies 
for teaching vibrato as explaining the technique completely, all the way through, 
so that the students know every step. Then she follows up with a video of a 
college professor, whose online videos comprehensively cover the techniques. 
Because the students will not be able to master a skill in a single day, 
Emily suggested that she wants them to have a complete picture of the process 
of the skill and how they will use it. Consequently, she shows the video and has 
them try each step with a partner, which enables them to check each other. They 
might say, "Oh no, your elbow is going up and down, or you know what I mean." 
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Emily follows up by circulating in the room and assisting students though each 
step. She also solicits demonstrations from students who have previously 
learned vibrato. She stated that providing students with range of instructional 
sources can enable them to attend to the instruction better. She also stated that it 
is important to demonstrate the skills in situations similar to those in which the 
skills will be used, so as part of the lesson they discuss such situations. 
The "wall technique" is particularly effective, in her view, 
it works for two reasons: one to not be so jerky that it's banging against 
the wall, and then, two, for the first time you move it from the body of the 
instrument in your hand when you move it back up, into regular positions 
so that, and it supports some of the weight while they work on it. 
In this method, the students start at the body of the instrument with just their 
wrists moving. The students think about how their finger is actually displacing the 
weight from the boney part of the finger to the fleshy part of the finger. The 
students practice this until they can "do short bursts of, like, one, two and one, 
two, three," short bursts that are even. Once they have mastered this element, 
they move back down into first position. She teaches each finger by 
just doing the gliss on each finger, each string, just move in this way, just 
doing the gliss motion, but no sound. I would say the most ineffective thing 
is just trying to get them to try the whole thing, the whole, like the stick 
part, where you're saying like first day, here, just do this. 
Emily explained her instructional strategies for teaching shifting. The 
students start in guitar position (for violins/violas), or just without their bows, and 
look at where the third finger is, "and then literally just practice moving their first 
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finger to their third over and over without leaving the string." Keeping the finger 
on the string, they start to bow in order to hear how they are taking all the notes 
in between, similar to a glissando. When they understand what not to do, they 
practice moving the finger quickly but without pressure. She follows up with 
repeat exercise in second or third position, having the students slide down to 
third again or to several positions, and "then we look at bass a lot too, because 
also bass learned shifting in sixth grade ... they have to do it right away." 
Emily described the following instructional strategy to teach spiccato 
bowing. She starts by having the students with the bow, but not a particular 
finger. Instead, they bounce the bow up and down in order to loosen their hand, 
which she follows up with an over exaggerated U, and then "we get it down to 
where it's just the wrist, a little u shape." She plays a recording so they can hear 
how spiccato bowing sounds. She stated that teaching spiccato bowing is easier 
than teaching vibrato and shifting so it is not necessary to show a video when 
teaching spiccato bowing. The teaching strategy concludes with partner groups, 
which allows the students to check each other to determine what is right and 
what is wrong, which she emphasizes by checking the students' performance. 
Emily did not expand on how she checks the students' performance of spiccato 
bowing. 
Emily provided an explanation of the pedagogical knowledge and 
instructional strategies she uses to teach vibrato, shifting, and spiccato bowing. 
She provided explanations of her string-specific content knowledge and 
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pedagogical knowledge for shifting, vibrato, and spiccato bowing and there was 
some connection between the two knowledge bases. However, her content 
knowledge and general principles related to vibrato, shifting, and spiccato bowing 
were brief, limited, and vague. She provided evidence that supported her 
explanation for spiccato bowing, in that the bounce motion for spiccato bowing 
resembled the letter u. Additionally, she taught spiccato bowing the same way 
she described during an interview, in that she had students practice the bounce 
motion of the letter u on the string. 
Summary 
In this chapter, the individual case studies of string specialists Mary, Sara, 
and Robert illustrate the teachers' content and pedagogical knowledge of vibrato, 
shifting, and spiccato bowing. Observation and interview data were used to 
identify instructional segments that offered particularly rich examples of each 
teacher's string-specific content and pedagogical knowledge. The individual case 
studies of non-string specialists Ben, John, and Emily provided detailed 
information about each participant's teaching context, string-specific content 
knowledge, and pedagogical knowledge used to teach shifting, vibrato, and 
spiccato bowing. Additionally, a description of each participant's instructional 
strategies provided information about their content knowledge and pedagogical 
knowledge. The following chapter provides a cross-case analysis of string 
specialists versus non-string specialists. 
CHAPTERV 
CROSS-CASE ANALYSIS 
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This chapter of cross-case comparisons offers a holistic view of the 
themes that emerged across the data. Whereas the string-specific content 
knowledge and pedagogical knowledge for each case were described in detail in 
Chapter 4, it is necessary to look at themes and patterns across the cases in 
order to understand the pedagogical knowledge and content knowledge of the 
three string specialists in comparison to the three non-string specialists. 
Cross-Case Analysis of String Specialists 
In the analysis of the data, patterns and themes emerged that were 
common to the string specialists' string-specific content knowledge, pedagogical, 
and instructional knowledge. These emergent themes include (a) a foundation of 
general principles related to vibrato, shifting, and spiccato bowing techniques, (b) 
similarity of a conceptual framework for general principles, (c) similarity in the 
structure and organization of the rehearsal, (d) string-specific pedagogical 
knowledge and general pedagogical music knowledge, (e) the transformation of 
PCK into instructional strategies, and (f) complimentary relationship between 
instructional strategies and content knowledge. 
Foundation of string-specific general principles. Several themes 
emerged in a review of the coding categories for string-specific content 
knowledge. First, the string specialists had a strong foundation of concepts and 
general principles related to vibrato, shifting, and spiccato bowing techniques. 
They were able identify at least one or more of the following shifting general 
principles, as outlined by Hamann and Gillespie (2013, p.138): 
• The thumb travels with the hand (Mary, Robert). 
• The left-hand shape generally stays the same during shifts involving 
positions, one, two, three, and four (Mary, Sara and Robert). 
They were also able to identify the following general principles for vibrato: 
• Rolling the fingertip while flexing the first knuckle on the violin and viola 
produces vibrato (Mary, Sara, and Robert). 
They identified general principles for spiccato bowing: 
• The bounce occurs in the lower half of the bow (Sara, Robert). 
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• The bow is bounced on the string and there is "an arc-like motion with a 
relaxed elbow and shoulder, wrist joint, and fingers" (Hamann & Gillespie, 
2013, p. 75) (Mary, Sara and Robert). 
• There is a controlled dropping and rebounding of the bow (Mary). 
• Spiccato bowing has both vertical and horizontal components (Benham et 
al., 2011) (Robert). 
As described previously, each of the string specialists was given an 
example of an intermediate music technique exercise (Appendix E) and asked to 
explain the general principles related to teaching vibrato, shifting, and spiccato 
bowing technique in an intermediate strings class. The string specialists partially 
identified the general principle of rolling the fingertip while flexing the first knuckle 
on the violin and viola. Mary described vibrato as, "the motion of the finger 
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changes the pitch." She further explained how the rolling motion of the finger 
creates vibrato on the instrument. Sara provided a similar explanation in regard 
to vibrato, explaining the importance of knowing the correct motion of the finger 
and wrist for vibrato. Robert described an oscillation of the finger. Mary's 
explanation of the rolling motion was the most accurate according to the vibrato 
general principles listed above. Although all three explanations were correct in 
regard to finger movement, Mary's description emphasized the rolling of the 
finger rather than the flexing of the first knuckle. 
Mary identified two general principles for shifting: (a) the thumb travels 
with the hand, and (b) the left-hand shape generally stays the same during shifts 
involving positions one, two, three, and four (Hamann & Gillespie, 2013, p. 138). 
She emphasized the importance of the "relationship between the first finger and 
the thumb" and how the thumb and hand move as a "team." Additionally, she 
explained how shifting is an arm motion and the "whole hand" moves to the new 
position. Sara and Robert described the general principle for shifting in regard to 
the left-hand shape staying the same during shifts involving positions one, two, 
three, and four (Hamann & Gillespie, 2013, p. 138). Sara explained the posture 
of the left arm and the way the left hand has to curve around instrument. Robert 
explained, "The thumb, the whole hand moves together. It's an arm motion. It's 
not just a hand motion; it's a whole arm motion." Each of the string specialists' 
descriptions of shifting included at least one general principle. 
Mary identified two general principles for spiccato bowing: (a) the bow is 
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bounced on the string and there is "an arc-like motion with a relaxed elbow and 
shoulder, wrist joint, and fingers" (Hamann & Gillespie, 2013, p. 75); and (b) 
there is a controlled dropping and rebounding of the bow. She explained that 
spiccato bowing is a "bouncing motion ... you have to know the mechanics of 
the natural bounce [which includes a] very relaxed hand and ... [let] the bow do 
the work for you." Additionally, she explained understanding the "mechanics of 
the natural bounce that happens." Sara and Robert described the general 
principles related to (a) the bounce occurs in the lower half of the bow; and (b) 
the bow is bounced on the string and there is "an arc-like motion with a relaxed 
elbow and shoulder, wrist joint, and fingers" (Hamann & Gillespie, 2013, p. 75). 
Sara explained the importance of understanding "what part of the bow is put at, 
how fast a bow should move." Robert explained, "you need to know the technical 
aspects of the bow to get the correct sound." He further discussed the motion of 
the bow. He described spiccato bowing as a "horizontal motion rather than a 
vertical motion." Based on the explanations and descriptions provided, the string 
specialists had strong understandings of the general principles related to vibrato, 
shifting, and spiccato bowing. 
Similarity of a conceptual framework for general principles. An 
additional theme that emerged from the data analysis was the description of 
similar general principles that comprised vibrato, shifting, and spiccato bowing. 
The string specialists described a similar conceptual framework of general 
principles for string-specific content knowledge. For example, each of the string 
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specialists provided a similar description for vibrato motion. Vibrato motion was 
described as an oscillation of the pitch and a backwards motion of the finger 
where the actual pitch is lowered. Mary described the motion of vibrato as having 
the finger bend backwards followed by the finger returning to the original position. 
Sara described the vibrato motion as starting "from and the pitch that you go to 
and then come back to when you use vibrato." Robert described the motion as 
"starting from the note, going away from the note, coming back to the note and 
it's an oscillation back." 
In addition to vibrato principles, the string specialists shared a similar 
framework for general principles related to the shifting technique. All of the string 
specialists described the need to understand positions before teaching the 
concept of shifting. Mary described positions on a string instrument and how the 
positions are related to shifting. She would explain to the students, "If this is your 
first finger that's first position; now look at your second note, if you move your 
first finger to that second note that's second position." According to Sara, before 
teaching shifting, the "first position notes are absolutely solid." Robert provided a 
similar explanation, "before a student is out of first position, they need to have a 
concrete understanding of lows and highs for second and third position and first 
position." 
The string specialists explained two of the same general principles used 
for spiccato bowing technique, correct bow place.ment and wrist motion. First, the 
string specialists explained the importance of placing the bow at the balance 
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point for an optimal bounce of the bow. The string specialists explained the 
difference between letting the bow bounce on the string and using the "u" motion 
with the bow. As detailed above, the string specialists were able to describe and 
explain similar general principles for vibrato, shifting, and spiccato bowing. 
Similarity in the structure and organization of the rehearsal. As 
reviewed in Chapter Two, pedagogical knowledge includes the "how" of teaching 
(Ball, 2000). In other words, pedagogical knowledge is the knowledge about the 
processes, practices, and methods of teaching and learning. An additional theme 
that emerged from the observation of rehearsals was the similarity between the 
string specialists' structure and organization of the rehearsal in regard to 
teaching string-specific technique, scales, rhythm, and performance repertoire. 
More specifically, string-specific pedagogical knowledge would include the 
processes, practices, or methods that teachers use to string-specific content 
such as vibrato, shifting, and spiccato bowing technique. 
All of the string specialists' rehearsals were similar in regard to how the 
rehearsal was structured and organized. There was a systematic plan for how 
the rehearsal was structured, in that there was an equal emphasis on the 
development of technique and the performance repertoire. The warm-up was 
used to develop string-specific technique such as vibrato and shifting. For 
example, Mary and Sara taught vibrato with exercises that emphasized the 
rolling of the fingertip while flexing the first knuckle on the violin and viola. Sara 
used a metronome to work on the speed and width of vibrato. Additionally, the 
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warm-up included specific rhythm exercises and specific scales related to the 
performance repertoire. The string specialists spent an average of 20 minutes 
each period working on technique, including vibrato exercises, shifting exercises, 
scales, and rhythm exercises. The time devoted to the warm-up provided ample 
opportunity for the string specialists to use pedagogical practices to teach string-
specific technique, scales, and rhythm exercises. 
The string specialists used the remainder of each rehearsal to work on two 
or three musical selections for an upcoming concert. They encouraged students 
to use vibrato and shifting in some of the performance repertoire that required 
shifting into third position for the violins and violas, fourth position for the cellos, 
and other shifting on the basses. However, the string specialists worked primarily 
on dynamics, intonation, and rhythmic passages in the performance repertoire. 
The string specialists purposefully structured rehearsals to teach string-specific 
technique and skills in the first half of the rehearsal and spent the remainder 
teaching the performance repertoire. Although there seemed to be consistency in 
the structure of the rehearsal, there is the possibility that the structure of the 
rehearsal could change based on other factors such as the time of the year and 
proximity to performances. 
String-specific pedagogical knowledge and general pedagogical 
music knowledge. An additional theme that emerged from the observation of 
the rehearsals was the integration of both string-specific pedagogical knowledge 
and general pedagogical music knowledge (i.e., non-string specific knowledge 
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such as how to teach intonation, rhythm, and dynamics). For example, Mary 
used string-specific pedagogical knowledge to explain the notes and finger 
patterns used in the two-octave 0-major scale and used general pedagogical 
knowledge to identify its key signature. Sara used string-specific pedagogical 
knowledge to explain the specific finger patterns on each of the stringed 
instruments for the two-octave F-major and 8-flat-major scales and used more 
general musical skills to identify the flats in both key signatures. Robert used 
string-specific pedagogical knowledge to explain the specific finger patterns on 
each of the stringed instruments for the two-octave F-major, 8-flat-major, E-flat-
major, E-major, and E-flat-minor scales and used general pedagogical 
knowledge to identify the flats and sharps in each of the key signatures. The 
string specialists used pedagogical knowledge to explain shifting and specific 
finger patterns for two-octave scales. Additionally, general content music 
knowledge was used to identify the flats and sharps in key signatures. 
The second half of each string specialist's rehearsal was spent rehearsing 
repertoire for an upcoming concert. The teachers worked primarily on general 
content music knowledge such as dynamics, rhythm, and intonation. Rather than 
having the students merely play through each piece of music, the string 
specialists rehearsed problematic sections in detail. Mary primarily used her viola 
to model correct dynamics, rhythm, and intonation nonverbally. After modeling 
the problematic section, she would have the students rehearse the specific 
section in the music until the dynamics, rhythm, and intonation were correct. 
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Mary and Robert used a similar procedure for the rehearsal of 
performance repertoire. Both teachers worked on general music content skills 
such as execution of dynamics, rhythm, and intonation. Problematic sections of 
the music were identified and rehearsed. Both teachers used nonverbal modeling 
to demonstrate correct dynamics, rhythm , and intonation on a stringed instrument 
or verbally instructed the students on how to play a problematic section of music. 
Sara taught a syncopated rhythm using the F-major scale and a new rhythm 
pattern that included a retake of the bow. The rhythms practiced during the 
warm-up were the actual rhythms from the performance repertoire that were 
isolated and practiced in the actual music selections. In addition to teaching 
general content music knowledge (dynamics, rhythm, and intonation), the string 
specialists encouraged the students to use vibrato while playing the musical 
selections. Although the performance repertoire rehearsal consisted primarily of 
general music content, the string specialists did integrate some string-specific 
content throughout the rehearsals such as vibrato and shifting. 
Transformation of PCK into instructional strategies. Several sub-
themes emerged regarding how string specialists used instructional strategies to 
transform their content knowledge and pedagogical knowledge of string-specific 
content into student learning of string-specific content. These sub-themes include 
(a) personally-generated instructional strategies, (b) similarity of instructional 
strategies, (c) sequencing and small instructional steps, (d) modeling, and (e) a 
complimentary relationship between instructional strategies and content 
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knowledge. 
String specialists' personally-generated instructional strategies. 
String specialists' instructional strategies included original string specific 
exercises and were personally-generated (i.e. , taught by rote, not from a method 
book). For example, in an interview Mary described her approach to teaching 
vibrato, shifting, and spiccato bowing as primarily a rote approach using string-
specific exercises. During a rehearsal , Mary had the students move their fingers 
up and down the entire fingerboard and had them slowly reduce the motion of the 
fingers. She had the students practice the vibrato motion by rocking "slowly back 
and forth" on their second or third finger at the bout of the instrument. In an 
interview, she described her approach to teaching shifting as having the students 
practice the motion by moving their "whole hand to not necessarily a marked 
position." During a rehearsal she used a whiteboard as a visual aid and 
explained shifting as follows: "in first position if this is your first finger, that's first 
position now look at your second note, if you move your first finger to that second 
note, that's second position." After the explanation of the positions, she had the 
violin students practice the second octave of the D-major scale in third position. 
In an interview, Mary explained how she would teach spiccato bowing: 
I would not even work at the excerpt at first; I would just have the students 
do open strings spiccato with me and we would start by just slowly. I like 
to have them just almost drop their bow on the string and let it bounce 
back and then try to make it smaller and smaller and then eventually have 
them move their arm very small like in a small motion as we get faster. 
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Similarly, Sara used her own instructional strategies to teach vibrato, 
including having the students practice the motion with a metronome. During 
rehearsals, she had the students place their hand at the bout of the instrument 
and move a finger "up and down" with a metronome. The metronome was set at 
a speed of 75 beats per minute and gradually increased to 95 beats per minute. 
In an interview, she explained that after a few weeks of practicing vibrato at the 
bout, she has the students move their hand back to first position and repeats the 
vibrato exercise in first position. She further described how she teaches shifting, 
"through skills and repertoire." In other words, she teaches shifting as part of the 
warm-up and as shifting is encountered in the music repertoire. In regards to the 
use of a technique book, she explained, "I don't know about the technique book," 
implying that she is not familiar with a technique book for teaching shifting, and 
she would prefer to teach vibrato using her own instructional strategies to teach 
vibrato. To teach shifting, she explained she has the students practice the motion 
of shifting "without the bow, so that we're traveling just between the fingers. To 
begin shifting I would start with first finger shifts first, the same finger shifts." 
Although she does not use a technique book for teaching shifting and spiccato 
bowing, she does use scales to teach shifting and new bow strokes such as 
spiccato bowing. 
Robert's personally-generated approach involved having the students 
practice vibrato exercises at the bout of the instrument and uses a metronome to 
practice the motion of vibrato. In an interview, he described how he uses scales 
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to teach shifting and has students learn the two-octave C-major scale. First, he 
has the students practice the shift from second finger to first finger and has the 
student practice the shift a few times making sure the entire hand is moving with 
the thumb. He explained, "The thumb, the whole hand moves together, it's an 
arm motion. It's not just a hand motion; it's a whole arm motion." He suggested 
that it is important to practice shifting "within the safe harbor of our scales." For 
spiccato bowing, he explained, "I've tried to use several things. What I've settled 
on is pretty much stuff that I come up with, and Daily Warm-Ups by Michael Al1en 
(n.b., see Allen, 1993). 
Analysis of the interviews and observations suggests that the string 
specialists primarily use their own exercises to teach string-specific technique. As 
the string specialists described the materials for teaching string-specific content, 
it was apparent that the teachers' preference was to use their own exercises. For 
example, Robert provided the following explanation tor the materials he chooses 
to use teach vibrato, shifting, and spiccato bowing: 
As far as anything else in my room that I use, I don't use much else. 
Maybe it's from lack of information. I've got other things to use, but I've 
found stuff that works well tor me, so I haven't needed to go somewhere 
else. 
He explained the materials he would use tor spiccato bowing with, "You 
usually don't have to buy materials. You can throw it in their scales and then just 
straight eighth notes." In other words, he primary uses his own instructional 
strategies to teach vibrato, shifting, and spiccato bowing. The string specialists 
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used both their content knowledge and pedagogical knowledge to generate 
string-specific instructional strategies for teaching vibrato, shifting, and spiccato 
bowing, and did not demonstrate a need for using or finding external resources. 
Similarity of instructional strategies. Despite the use of their own 
personally-generated strategies, the instructional strategies of the three string 
specialists were similar for teaching vibrato, shifting, and spiccato bowing. These 
similarities include: (a) having violins and violas practice vibrato at the bout of the 
instrument,. (b) setting a metronome speed to practice the motion of vibrato, (c) 
integrating vibrato into scales, (d) integrating shifting into scales, and (e) teaching 
the bounce as an u-shape for spiccato bowing. 
The string specialists provided similar descriptions of vibrato exercises 
they use to teach vibrato. In inteNiews, the string specialists explained how they 
have the students practice the vibrato motion at the bout of the instrument and 
gradually have the students move their hand back to first position to practice the 
vibrato motion. Both Sara and Robert explained how they have students practice 
the vibrato motion with the metronome set at a slow speed and gradually 
increase the speed of the metronome for a faster vibrato motion. 
I obseNed how Mary and Sara had the students practice vibrato exercises 
at the upper bout of the instrument. Sara had the violins and violas hold their 
instruments at the upper bout to practice vibrato exercises and had the students 
wiggle their first finger. Next, she had them move their finger "up, down, up, 
down" to the metronome. I obseNed how all of the string specialists had the 
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students practice vibrato with scales. Robert had the students practice vibrato 
with scales and explained to the students an adjacent finger should remain on 
the fingerboard for vibrato. He told the students to "keep a finger down next to it." 
Additionally, I observed all of the string specialists use two-octave scales to teach 
shifting. In an interview, Sara explained, "I use scales as the vehicles to teaching 
shifts and also the music that they're working on at the time." The string 
specialists provided similar explanations of how they taught spiccato bowing. 
Robert explained the bounce of the bow as follows: 
The bow makes au shape as it comes into contact with the string. So 
there's a lot of contact with the string. And the bow just comes off the 
string in between those u's. So it's not a hard v in and out. It's more of a 
touch and go like an airplane would do. 
Mary provided a similar description for teaching spiccato bowing. First, she 
described how she would have the students bounce the bow on the bow 
incorrectly using a "straight up and down motion" and then she would say, 
Now you're going to do the exact same thing, but you're going to move 
your bow into a very small down and up role and then I make sure that 
when we first do to it still sounds very percussive very like tah, tah, tah. 
In sum, although the string specialists used personally-generated instructional 
strategies, there were similarities between the types of instructional strategies 
used to teach vibrato, shifting, and spiccato bowing. 
Sequencing and small instructional steps. An additional sub-theme 
that emerged was the use of sequencing and steps to teach string-specific 
content. Each of the string specialists taught vibrato, shifting, and spiccato 
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bowing by breaking techniques down into small, sequential steps. Mary 
explained the importance of breaking a concept into smaller parts: 
I think it's just that combination of breaking things down for sure; making 
sure that whatever skill is being taught is broken down from like the 
smallest idea, the thing is that we probably take for granted if we weren't 
teachers, moving from that smallest idea out up to the bigger one for you 
know, exactly how we eventually, I think breaking it down into small slow 
steps and then speeding it up showing the more advanced version, but it 
has to start from ground zero. 
Sara expressed a similar challenge in teaching specific concepts. 
I think it [teaching] comes down to relating to being able to take a concept 
and break it down into, to sequence it in a way that can be talked to 
someone that is at a lower level of playing and work. 
To Sara the challenge of teaching becomes how to translate "cognitively 
challenging yet accessible chunks of information and ... make sure that it's 
processed to go from just words into actions and make those actions 
permanent." Asked about his teaching procedures, Robert expressed the 
importance of sequencing in teaching specific skills and concepts. For example, 
he described this sequence of steps to teach spiccato bowing: 
I would have them find their balance point of the bow. Then we'd play it 
[an open string] ... at the balance point. Still not spiccato yet, and then 
we'd talk about the difference between the v's and the u's. We want a u-
shaped entrance of the bow and motion of the bow at hand ... then we'll 
start slow ... making this big u shape. 
The string specialists detailed a step-by-step sequence to teach vibrato. 
For example, Mary has the students practice moving their arm and hand up and 
down their instrument. Next, she has the students place their hand at the bout of 
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the instrument and choose a finger to practice the vibrato motion. Finally, she 
has the students practice rocking back and forth on a finger. In regard to shifting, 
she emphasized the importance of moving slowly and going through specific 
steps. Mary explained, "I'm hoping that moving very slowly is the way to go ... I 
went through all the steps." The string specialists' instructional strategies for 
developing vibrato, shifting, and spiccato bowing were based on breaking string-
specific content into sequences of smaller steps. 
Modeling. The instructional strategies that the string specialists used to 
teach string-specific technique included a combination of verbal instruction and 
nonverbal modeling on a stringed instrument. Mary stated that modeling was of 
the upmost importance in teaching a new concept: "I would say that modeling 
would probably be the number one link [with which] I approach any new 
concept." Similarly, Sara posited that modeling was the most effective 
instructional strategy for teaching vibrato, shifting, and spiccato bowing: 
Showing how what you do physically relates to what happens [with] 
bowing. I model the motion if I'm usually air violining or air channeling or 
whatever it is, and also model the music for them. Okay, then if I see that 
problem, the entire group isn't getting it, then that's when I really teach 
and go back to the beginning. 
Robert's description of nonverbal modeling as an effective instructional strategy 
concurs: 
You don't even have to talk to them. You can carry a bow with you and 
you can point at the kids and show them exactly where you want the bow 
to be. It allows the kid to continue to play. 
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Throughout the observed rehearsals the string specialists used modeling 
to demonstrate vibrato and shifting. Spiccato bowing was not taught during the 
rehearsals of repertoire. The string specialists primarily conveyed musical 
concepts of vibrato and shifting through teacher modeling, accompanied by a 
verbal explanation of the concept. Mary's instructional strategies primarily 
included nonverbal modeling and a verbal explanation of a music concept. She 
frequently played the viola to demonstrate a music concept and offered a verbal 
explanation. For example, she demonstrated on the viola how she wanted the 
students to move their arm and fingers up and down the fingerboard and 
provided a verbal explanation of the arm motion. 
Sara's instructional strategy for teaching music concepts included a 
variety of nonverbal modeling, vocal modeling, and verbal explanations. She 
frequently demonstrated a music concept verbally and would then demonstrate it 
on the violin. For example, she used vocal modeling to demonstrate a 
syncopated rhythm followed by a demonstration of the syncopated rhythm on the 
violin and had the students play the rhythm on their instruments. Robert's primary 
instructional strategies included nonverbal modeling and specific verbal 
explanations. He would frequently explain to the students a specific music 
concept and then have the students practice it. For example, he explained the 
shifting technique for a two-octave scale and then had the students play it. 
Robert demonstrated how to play a two-octave scale on the cello when the 
cellists did not understand how to shift. 
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Complementary relationship between instructional strategies and 
content knowledge. Based on interviews and observations it became evident 
there was a complementary relationship between the string specialists' use of 
instructional strategies and string-specific content knowledge. In other words, the 
string specialists' use of instructional strategies was complementary to their 
string-specific content knowledge. Furthermore, the string specialists' use of 
instructional strategies was directly related to general principles outlined in 
Hamann and Gillespie (2013). 
For example, all of the string specialists identified the general principle of 
rolling the fingertip while flexing the first knuckle on the violin and viola and used 
complimentary instructional strategies to teach the rolling of the fingertip. They 
explained how they have the students practice the vibrato motion at the bout of 
the instrument and gradually have the students move their hand back to first 
position to practice the vibrato motion. Additionally, Sara and Robert had the 
students practice the vibrato motion with the metronome. 
The string specialists identified general principles for shifting and used 
complementary instructional strategies to teach shifting. Mary emphasized the 
importance of the "relationship between the first finger and the thumb" and how 
the thumb and hand move as a "team." Additionally, she explained how shifting is 
an arm motion and the "whole hand" moves to the new position. She explained 
how she would have students practice the motion of shifting of moving the whole 
hand up and down the fingerboard, but not necessarily to a marked position. 
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The string specialists identified a general principle for spiccato bowing and 
used complementary instructional strategies for teaching spiccato bowing. Mary 
described spiccato bowing as a "bouncing motion ... you have to know the 
mechanics of the natural bounce [which include a] very relaxed hand ... [have] 
the bow do the work for you." Additionally, she explained understanding the 
"mechanics of the natural bounce that happens." Sara and Robert described the 
general principles as follows: (a) the bounce occurs in the lower half of the bow; 
and (b) the bow is bounced on the string and there is "an arc-like motion with a 
relaxed elbow and shoulder, wrist joint, and fingers" (Hamann & Gillespie, 2013, 
p. 75). All three string specialists described instructional strategies that were 
related to general principles. Robert's description of an instructional strategy he 
uses to teach spiccato bowing was directly related to the above-mentioned 
general principles: 
I would have them find their balance point of the bow. Then we'd play it 
[an open string] ... at the balance point. Still not spiccato yet, and then 
we'd talk about the difference between the v's and the u's. We want a u-
shaped entrance of the bow and motion of the bow at hand ... then we'll 
start slow ... making this big u shape. 
As described above, string specialists were able to apply their content knowledge 
of general principles to instructional strategies. There was, therefore, a 
complimentary relationship between their instructional strategies and string-
specific content knowledge. 
In summary, as detailed in Chapter Two, content knowledge is the "what" 
of teaching (Lafayette, 1993). Content knowledge refers to the factual 
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information, organizing principles, and central concepts of the discipline 
(Grossman, Wilson, & Shulman, 1989). In other words, content knowledge 
encompasses teachers' knowledge of the content. String-specific content 
knowledge would include the ability to identify, define, and discuss central 
concepts related to the vibrato, shifting, and spiccato bowing techniques. Each of 
the string specialists was able to discuss string-specific content knowledge for 
vibrato, shifting, and spiccato bowing, as described in the analysis above. 
Pedagogical content knowledge has been described as the intersection of 
content knowledge and pedagogical knowledge (Shulman, 1986b). Shulman 
(1986b) defined pedagogical content knowledge as "the most useful forms of 
representation of those ideas, the most powerful analogies, illustrations, 
examples, explanations, and demonstrations" (p. 7). In other words, teachers 
integrate their content knowledge and pedagogical knowledge to help students 
understand the content. Instructional strategies are used to transform content 
knowledge and pedagogical knowledge into "useful ways of representing and 
formulating the subject that make it comprehensible to others" (Shulman, 1986b, 
p. 7). All of the string specialists used instructional strategies to transform their 
string-specific content knowledge and pedagogical knowledge of vibrato, shifting, 
and spiccato bowing technique. 
Cross-Case Analysis of Non-String Specialists 
A cross-case analysis was used to examine emergent themes across the 
data for non-string specialists' string-specific content and pedagogical 
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knowledge. In the data analysis, common themes emerged from the observation 
and interview data, including (a) vague or partially identified general principles; 
(b) varied rehearsal routines; (c) teaching of general pedagogical music 
knowledge; (d) primary sources of string-specific content knowledge and 
pedagogical knowledge; (e) use of method books, instructional videos and 
personally-generated exercises; (f) over-simplification of instructional strategies 
for teaching string technique; (g) modeling; and (h) a disconnect between 
instructional strategies and general principles. 
Vague or partially identified general principles. Based on the data 
analysis, a theme emerged in regard to the identification and description of 
general principles for string-specific technique. When each of the non-string 
specialists was given an example of an intermediate music technique exercise 
(Appendix E), they were able to identify and describe general principles related to 
vibrato, shifting, and spiccato bowing. Although non-string specialists accurately 
explained some of the general principles, some of the general principles were 
only partially or vaguely identified. Also, a few of the general principles identified 
for vibrato, shifting, and spiccato bowing techniques were different than the 
general principles outlined in Hamann and Gillespie (2013) and Benham et al. 
(2011 ). 
Ben described general principles for vibrato as "physically changing the 
pitch" and the rhythm of vibrato as "unmetered." Additionally, he explained the 
importance of teaching independent fingering for vibrato. Although accurate, 
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these principles do not match those outlined in Hamann and Gillespie (2013) and 
Benham et al. (2011 ). For example, a fundamental vibrato general principle of 
rolling the fingertip while flexing the first knuckle on the violin and viola was not 
mentioned. This could be problematic because the general principles identified 
by Ben do not address fundamental general principles for teaching vibrato. If 
general principles outlined by Hamann and Gillespie (2013) are not taught, there 
could be the potential for learning vibrato incorrectly. 
hand: 
Ben identified a shifting general principle as the thumb traveling with the 
the physical mechanics of the thumb follow[ing] the first finger and thumb. 
As we shift higher the fingers get closer together, and we don't have the 
same spacing that we do down in first position. 
Although he provided an explanation of the content knowledge needed for 
shifting the description was general and vague, lacking a description for the left-
hand shape during shifting. 
Ben described spiccato bowing as a feeling in the "finger, wrist, kind of 
small motion." He identified general principles for spiccato bowing as knowing 
that the hair of the bow 
is actually physically leaving the string, versus staccato where that the hair 
is staying on the string, we're just stopping the bow ... spiccato works 
better in certain parts of the bow [balance point], it's really hard to do 
spiccato up at the tip, controlled spiccato. 
Ben identified two general principles as outlined by Hamann and Gillespie (2013) 
and Benham et al. (2011 ): (a) the bounce occurs in the lower half of the bow, and 
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(b) the bow is bounced on the string and there is "an arc-like motion with a 
relaxed elbow and shoulder, wrist joint, and fingers." Although his explanation 
does include general principles the description was vague and general, lacking a 
description of how spiccato bowing has both vertical and horizontal components. 
As John looked at the example of an intermediate music technique 
exercise, he did not identify general principles related to the content knowledge 
of vibrato and shifting. Rather, he identified the instructional strategies he would 
use to teach vibrato and shifting. He did provide a general principle related to 
spiccato bowing by explaining, "spiccato has less note more space [than 
staccato] and go ahead and let the string ring ... opposed to bounce [the bow]." 
In other words, John suggested that the length of the note is shorter than the 
written note. 
In John's description of spiccato, there was some contradiction in regard 
to his suggestion of letting the string ring and not having the bow bounce. In 
order for the string to ring, the bow must lift off the string. Additionally, spiccato 
bowing does include a bounce motion off the string. Although spiccato bowing 
was accurately described as having "less note space" than staccato bowing, the 
general principle does not match the outlined general principles for spiccato 
bowing in Hamann and Gillespie (2013) and Benham et al. (2011 ), which could 
be problematic because the general principles identified do not address the 
fundamental general principles for teaching spiccato bowing. Additionally, he 
inaccurately discounted the bounce of the bow. According to Hamann and 
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Gillespie (2013), spiccato bowing does have a bounce that (a) occurs in the 
lower half of the bow, and (b) is bounced on the string with an "an arc-like motion 
with a relaxed elbow and shoulder, wrist joint, and fingers." 
Emily partially identified one of the general vibrato principles of rolling the 
fingertip while flexing the first knuckle on the violin and viola. She described 
vibrato as rotating "your hand at your wrist and then to displace the weight a little 
bit, from your finger, from the boney part to the fleshy part without moving your 
entire arm unless you're doing arm vibrato." Although she described the finger 
movement, the description emphasized the weight on the finger rather than the 
flexing of the first knuckle. The identification or a general principle for vibrato was 
only partially correct. 
In her discussion of shifting, Emily described the importance of "lightening 
up the finger and sliding ... and mov[ing] it with from first to third without getting 
the sound in between." She identified the general principle of having the finger 
travel smoothly and lightly on the string. Additionally, she explained shifting as 
taking the hand into a new position to get higher notes and knowing where the 
hand landed. Although the description was accurate, it did not include the 
general principles of shifting outlined in Hamann and Gillespie (2013) and 
Benham et al. (2011 ), such as the thumb travels with the hand. 
Emily described spiccato bowing as a "bounce-type stroke and how you 
create the bounce is a little [letter] u technique." She identified the general 
principle of how the bow is bounced on the string, and that there is an arc-like 
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motion with a relaxed elbow and shoulder, wrist joint, fingers. The general 
principle described was partially correct in regard to having a bounce and an arc-
like motion (letter u). However, the explanation did not include any knowledge 
about the shoulder, wrist joint, and fingers. In sum, non-string specialists were 
able to provide at least one general principal related to vibrato, shifting, or 
spiccato bowing. However, a few of the general principles were partially 
explained or did not match the general principles identified in Hamann and 
Gillespie (2013) and Benham et al. (2011 ). 
Varied rehearsal routines. An additional theme that emerged from the 
observed rehearsals involved the structure of the rehearsal, i.e., how the lessons 
were planned for teaching string-specific technique, scales, rhythm, and music 
performance repertoire. The non-string specialists' pedagogical approach for 
teaching string technique and music performance repertoire was divided and 
organized into segments within the rehearsal. There was a systematic plan for 
how the rehearsal was structured; however, the rehearsal structure varied and 
was organized differently for each of the non-string specialists. 
Ben organized and divided the rehearsal into a brief warm-up and the 
rehearsal of music performance repertoire. He spent an average of 5 minutes 
warming up on scales and 45 minutes rehearsing performance music repertoire. 
The specific scales were related to the music keys in the music performance 
repertoire. For example, the one-octave F-major scale was played two times 
before he introduced a new rhythm and bowing pattern. The F-major scale was 
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related to the key signature and a bowing pattern in one of the music 
performance selections. He spent an average of 45 minutes rehearsing three to 
four pieces of music. 
At the start of each piece, Ben had the students play the entire piece from 
the beginning to the end without stopping. He would tell the students, "Let's run 
through it and then work on some spots." After the students would play through 
each piece he would work on music to fix problematic sections in the music. He 
primarily worked on dynamics, intonation, bowing patterns and rhythmic 
passages in the music performance repertoire. The rehearsal was purposefully 
structured to teach scales, rhythm exercises, bowing patterns for 5 minutes and 
music performance repertoire for 45 minutes. During the observation of the 
rehearsals the pedagogical practices to teach string-specific technique were not 
observed. 
John organized and divided the rehearsal into a warm-up and the 
rehearsal of music performance repertoire. He spent an average of 15-20 
minutes on warm-up regimen, which included scales and exercises in a string 
method book, and then he spent an average of 25 minutes teaching the music 
performance repertoire. The scales included a series of 1 0 one-octave scales 
from a string method book and exercises from a string method book. The method 
book was used to develop string-specific technique. However, vibrato, shifting, 
and spiccato bowing were not taught during the observed rehearsals. Rather, 
string specific technique from the method book included bowing patterns, bow 
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placement and finger patterns for specific key signatures. He spent an average of 
25 minutes rehearsing two or three pieces of music performance repertoire for 
the upcoming concert. He would stop to fix problematic spots that primarily 
included dynamics, intonation, bowing patterns, bow placement and rhythmic 
passages in the music performance repertoire. The rehearsal was purposefully 
structured to teach scales, rhythm exercises, and bowing patterns for 15-20 
minutes and music performance repertoire for 25 minutes. During the rehearsals 
the pedagogical practices to teach string-specific technique were not observed. 
Emily organized and divided the rehearsal between music performance 
repertoire and technique exercises. Rather than beginning with tuning or with a 
warm-up, she started the rehearsal by practicing a music performance selection. 
She had the students play the entire piece from the beginning to the end without 
stopping. After the students played through each piece Emily returned to 
problematic sections in the music. She primarily worked on dynamics, intonation, 
bowing patterns and rhythmic passages in the music performance repertoire. 
Between musical performance repertoire selections she spent time on 
rhythm exercises, scales, and string-specific technique exercises such as 
spiccato bowing, vibrato exercises, and bow hold. For example, she had the 
students watch a 5-minute video on vibrato, which was followed by having the 
students practice the step-by-step vibrato exercises in the video. After she had 
the students work on vibrato exercises she had the students rehearse a music 
selection for the upcoming concert. While she used a different approach in 
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regard to not warming up at the beginning, the rehearsal was still purposefully 
structured to teach music performance repertoire and string-specific technique. 
General content music knowledge. The non-string specialists primarily 
taught and rehearsed general content music knowledge. During the rehearsal of 
music performance repertoire, non-string specialists worked primarily on general 
content music knowledge such as dynamics, rhythm and intonation. For 
example, all of the non-string specialists had the students rehearse correct 
dynamic markings and correct rhythms in the music. Additionally, John and Emily 
worked on balance and blend with in ensemble. 
During the observed rehearsals, Ben and John's string-specific 
pedagogical knowledge was limited to teaching finger patterns, bow patterns, 
and bow placement. String-specific techniques such as vibrato, shifting, or 
spiccato bowing were not taught. However, Emily spent time during the rehearsal 
teaching vibrato exercises and spiccato bowing. Overall , non-string specialists 
focused primarily on general content music knowledge. 
Primary sources of string-specific content knowledge and 
pedagogical knowledge. The non-string specialists' primary sources for string-
specific content knowledge and pedagogical knowledge consisted of instructional 
videos, colleagues who were string specialists, and former performing 
ensembles. John and Emily's primary sources for teaching an intermediate 
strings class were either through instructional videos or string-specialist 
colleagues, while Ben's primary source for teaching an intermediate strings class 
was through his orchestra high school experience and his student teaching 
practicum in an elementary strings class. 
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Use of method books, instructional videos and personally-generated 
exercises. The non-string specialists used string method books, instructional 
videos, and some of their own string-specific exercises for teaching string-
specific content. Ben explained he would use his own string exercises for 
teaching vibrato and shifting and a string method book for teaching spiccato 
bowing. For vibrato exercises and shifting exercises he explained that he would 
"write it out for them. Even if I write it out by hand, I mean I'll always have them 
have something to see .. . if they don't see it [vibrato exercise or shifting exercise] 
... the chance of them understanding is not complete to it." Ben did not 
specifically describe how he would write a vibrato exercise for his students. 
Ben further stated that he would use verbal analogies to teach the vibrato 
motion, such as having the violin and viola students practice "waving to yourself" 
and the cellos and basses practice "opening the door knob." He would 
demonstrate the vibrato motion: "I'm showing them exactly what I want them to 
do and then not just physically doing, but also I mean playing it so they hear 
exactly what it should be." Additionally, he would show "a video or a sound clip or 
something, if somebody who has real exceptional vibrato and give them 
something to think about as they are ... at the fundamental level." His shifting 
exercises were related to ear training. He explained: 
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I'm not using a book. I do a lot of it based on ear training . . . They will start 
in first position, play our target note in first position and will play the same 
thing, but when we shift, we shift opposite and they can judge whether or 
not they'd played the same note. 
He starts with having the students slide the finger up and down the string, then 
instructs the students to perform the motion without a bow. 
Ben explained that he would use a method book to teach spiccato bowing: 
Being not a violin major or a string pedagogy person, I don't remember 
how I learned spiccato, because I learned it so long ago. I just know that I 
know how to do it and I don't remember how I learned it ... I need to go 
into a method book and do it that way just because I can't think of how I 
would explain it and then in this method book everything is geared 
towards that age group. 
In sum, Ben's explanation of his instructional strategies includes a combination of 
his own instructional exercises and a string method to teach vibrato, shifting, and 
spiccato bowing. Based on his explanations, he does not have adequate 
pedagogical content knowledge to teach vibrato, shifting, and spiccato bowing. 
John explained that he would use his own string exercises to teach vibrato 
and spiccato bowing and would use a string method book to teach shifting. When 
teaching vibrato he would have the students "listen to what vibrato sounds like," 
then have the students "mimic" the sound. He explained the importance of having 
the students listen to vibrato: "if you don't have that auditory example then I don't 
know a way for you to really get there." He would use a method book to teach 
shifting. He introduces shifting using the first few pages of the string method book 
with the intermediate strings class. The string method book includes pictures of 
the finger shifts for basic songs. He tells the students, "look at the picture [in the 
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string method book] ... here's the tape where your third finger used to go and 
now put your first finger on the third finger tape." He taught spiccato bowing one 
time the previous year. He explained: 
We haven't actually done it with a song. We touched on that last year with 
one song, that we were at a tempo where it could go either way, and then 
we started to speed up the tempo and going into spiccato as we go faster. 
He would use his own string exercise to teach spiccato bowing. He explained, 
I would have them play it the way that they think that it should be played .. 
. if anyone is doing [spiccato] ... use them as an example ... then go 
back to the instruction ... and play that spiccato, which is like separation 
in your bow and string, now go ahead and try it with lifting your bow off the 
strings on each of those. 
Based on John's explanation he uses a combination of his own instructional 
approaches, student models, and a string method to teach vibrato, shifting, and 
spiccato bowing. 
Emily explained that she would use her own string exercises for teaching 
vibrato and a combination of her own string exercises and a string method book 
to teach and shifting and spiccato bowing. She would have the students watch a 
video of a college professor who teaches vibrato. She stated, "I could teach it 
[vibrato] to them, but sometimes if they get it from many different sources ... 
they listen better ... then we try it step-by-step." For teaching shifting she would 
use personally-generated shifting exercises and a string method book. Emily 
would have the students start in "guitar position" and have the students "practice 
moving their first finger to their third over and over without leaving the string." 
After the students had practiced the shifting motion she would have the students 
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practice the shifting motion with a bow, then have the students practice shifting 
exercises from a string method book. 
Emily used a combination of her own string exercises and a string method 
book to teach spiccato bowing. She had the students "bounce up and down" on 
the string with the bow, making sure that the bow hand is "loose" and the bow 
"can physically bounce up and down instead of like pushing." She had the 
students practice an exaggerated letter u motion on the string, which is followed 
with a "little u shape." She explains, "I don't usually use the video, because it's 
easier [than vibrato], but I do use a lot of recording so they can hear what it 
sounds like." After she had the students practice spiccato exercises, she had the 
students practice spiccato exercises from a string method book and Daily Warm-
Ups (Allen, 1993). As described above, non-string specialists would use a 
combination of method books and their own exercises to teach vibrato, shifting, 
and spiccato bowing. 
Over-simplification of instructional strategies for teaching string 
technique. An additional theme that emerged was the over-simplification of 
instructional strategies used to teach to teach vibrato, shifting, and spiccato 
bowing. Ben and John provided a minimal description and an over-simplified 
process they would use to teach vibrato, shifting, and spiccato bowing, while 
Emily gave much more detail. 
Ben and John did not describe a step-by-step process for teaching vibrato, 
shifting, or spiccato bowing. John provided some explanation, although minimal. 
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He explained that he would teach independent fingering, provide a video or a 
sound clip of exceptional vibrato and use verbal analogies to teach vibrato. When 
he taught shifting, John explained merely that he would have the students play 
the "target note" in first position and shift to the target note. John explained that 
he would teach vibrato using an auditory example and have the students mimic 
the sound. He would use a string method book to teach shifting and have the 
students start with "first finger in third position and then work my way back 
instead of starting at the beginning [first position], so that they see where they 
need to go." When teaching spiccato bowing, John would explain to the students 
the dots are a "separation in your bow" and the bow is lifted off the string. This 
description for teaching spiccato bowing is too broad and generic and does not 
include general principles. For example, John neglected to explain specifically 
how the bow is lifted off the string. 
Emily, on the other hand, detailed a step-by step process for teaching 
vibrato, shifting, and spiccato bowing. When teaching vibrato, she had the 
students watch a 5-minute video on how to learn vibrato using vibrato exercises. 
After the students watched the video she had the students practice the step-by-
step process explained in the video. Additionally, she described shifting 
exercises and had the students practice spiccato bowing using a step-by-step 
process. 
Modeling. The non-string specialists identified nonverbal modeling on a 
stringed instrument as the most effective instructional strategy for teaching string 
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technique The instructional strategies observed during the rehearsals of non-
string specialists included a combination of nonverbal modeling on a stringed 
instrument, vocal modeling, verbal instruction, video of expert modeling, and 
student-led examples to teach vibrato, shifting, and spiccato bowing. According 
to Ben, nonverbal modeling on a stringed instrument was of the upmost 
importance in teaching. He explained, 
I'm a percussionist and I model on all four violin, viola, cello and bass, 
almost every single day. I will play all four [stringed instruments] ... If a 
math teacher can't add two and two together, why are they teaching math . 
. . we need to be able to demonstrate how to shift and how to do vibrato 
effectively and how to do spiccato. 
Although Ben was not observed teaching vibrato, shifting, or spiccato 
bowing, he used nonverbal modeling on a stringed instrument and verbal 
instruction during the rehearsals to model correct intonation, rhythm and 
dynamics. Ben's primary instructional strategies included nonverbal modeling 
and verbal explanation. He would provide verbal feedback and vocal modeling, 
and played the violin to demonstrate the problematic section of music for the 
students. After he provided verbal instruction or modeled on a stringed 
instrument he would either move on to the next problematic section or have the 
students try the section of music one or two times before moving to the next 
problem the music. 
John suggested that the most effective instructional strategy for teaching 
strings included nonverbal modeling on a stringed instrument. He would use a 
student model or a video of an expert modeling the string technique. He 
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explained, "If I don't have a student model then I find the best student model, ... 
or] a video of a master, doing it the way that I'd like to see them do it." 
John was not observed teaching vibrato, shifting, or spiccato bowing, 
during the observed rehearsals. However, when he taught dynamics, rhythm, 
and intonation he used instructional strategies that included student-led modeling 
on a stringed instrument and verbal instruction. He provided verbal feedback or 
vocal modeling to demonstrate problematic sections of music for the students. 
Additionally, he had individual students demonstrate sections of music. If the 
problematic sections were not fixed, he stopped and provided additional 
feedback on how to fix the section of music. The process continued until the 
students made the corrections in the music. 
Emily stated that the most effective instructional strategy for teaching 
strings included nonverbal modeling. She explained, "I 'm a visual learner; unless 
I saw somebody actually do it, I wouldn't get it from just the words." She would 
have the students watch a video and demonstrate the technique on stringed 
instrument. She explained she would have the students "watch as many of the 
greats [musicians];" however, "they still know how to do it." During the rehearsal 
she used nonverbal modeling, vocal modeling, verbal instruction, video of expert 
modeling, and student-led examples to teach vibrato and spiccato bowing. In an 
interview she gave an example of how she uses verbal instruction, video of 
expert modeling, and student-led examples to teach shifting: 
I'd explain [shifting] all the way through ... so that they know what each 
step is going to be ... then I have a video ... [of a] college professor ... 
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we try it like step-by-step ... then I'm going to have them try it each step 
with a partner. 
All three non-string specialists identified nonverbal modeling on a stringed 
instrument as the most effective instructional strategy for teaching string 
technique. Additionally, they used vocal modeling, verbal instruction, video of 
expert modeling, and student-led examples as instructional strategies in their 
intermediate strings classes. 
Disconnect between instructional strategies and general principles. 
There was an apparent disconnect between non-string specialists' instructional 
strategies and string-specific content knowledge. John did not identify general 
principles for vibrato, shifting, or spiccato bowing. Therefore, there was no 
relation between his string-specific content knowledge and instructional 
strategies. Although Ben and Emily were able to identify general principles for 
vibrato, shifting, and spiccato bowing the instructional strategies were not directly 
related to general principles. 
Ben described general principles for vibrato as "physically changing the 
pitch," the rhythm as "unmetered" and the use of independent fingering. 
However, Ben's instructional strategies for teaching vibrato were unrelated to the 
general principles, such as rolling the fingertip while flexing the first knuckle. Ben 
stated that he would have the students practice the exercise of waving to 
yourself. He would play the violin so that the students can hear what they should 
be doing as well as watch him play the violin with vibrato. 
Ben did identify one shifting general principle as the thumb traveling with 
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the hand. He explained how he would have the students practice sliding the 
finger up and down to develop the habit of the thumb and the first finger travelling 
together. Ben stated that he was unsure of the instructional strategies he would 
use to teach spiccato bowing since he has not taught spiccato bowing. However, 
he suggested that he thought he would use a method book. He explained he 
would "talk about the difference between the staccato and spiccato, and how the 
notation for staccato and spiccato is the same." He described a general principle 
for spiccato bowing as a feeling in the "finger, wrist, kind of small motion." 
However, he had not taught spiccato bowing and was unsure of the instructional 
strategies he would use. Since he was not able to provide a description of his 
instructional strategy there was no relation to the general principles. 
Emily's explanation of general principles was complementary to her 
instructional strategies for vibrato, shifting, and spiccato bowing. For example, 
Emily identified a general principle as vibrato as rotating "your hand at your wrist 
and then to displace the weight a little bit, from your finger, from the boney part to 
the fleshy part without moving your entire arm," and explained how she has the 
students displace the weight from the boney part of the finger to the fleshy part of 
the finger. 
Emily described shifting as, "lightening up the finger and sliding, ... and 
mov[ing] it with from first to third without getting the sound in between." She 
identified a general principle as having the finger travel smoothly and lightly on 
the string. Additionally, she explained shifting as taking the hand into a new 
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position to get higher notes and knowing where the hand landed. Although this 
description was accurate, it did not include the general principles for shifting 
regarding how the thumb travels with the hand. 
Emily described spiccato bowing as a "bounce-type stroke and how you 
create the bounce is a little [letter] u technique." The general principle described 
was partially correct in regard to having a bounce and an arc-like motion (letter 
u). This explanation of general principles and instructional strategies for spiccato 
bowing was complementary to her instructional strategy, which included having 
the students practice a bounce with au shape. 
Cross-Case Comparisons 
This chapter contains a cross-case analysis of the string specialists' and 
non-string specialists' string-specific content knowledge and pedagogical 
knowledge. This final section provides a comparison between the string 
specialists and non-string specialists, according to the following categories: (a) 
general principles, (b) use of rehearsal time, (c) string-specific versus general 
pedagogical music knowledge, (d) instructional strategies, (e) instructional 
process for string-specific content, (f) relationship between content knowledge 
and instructional strategies, and (g) modeling. 
General principles. Analysis revealed that the string specialists were able 
to identify at least one general principle related to each technique of vibrato, 
shifting, and spiccato bowing. Although the non-string specialists were able to 
accurately identify some general principles related to vibrato, shifting, and/or 
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spiccato bowing, some were only partially identified or vague. Furthermore, some 
of the general principles explained by non-string specialists did not match 
general principles identified in Hamann and Gillespie (2013) and Benham et al. 
(2011 ). This could be problematic because the general principles identified do 
not address the fundamental general principles for teaching vibrato, shifting and 
spiccato bowing. Consequently, if the general principles outlined by Hamann and 
Gillespie (2013) are not taught there could be potential for students learning 
string technique incorrectly. 
Use of rehearsal time. The string specialists' and non-string specialists' 
pedagogical approaches for teaching string technique and music performance 
repertoire were divided and organized into segments within the rehearsal. The 
string specialists divided the rehearsal equally between the warm-up and the 
music performance repertoire; therefore, there was an equal emphasis on the 
development of technique and performance music repertoire. The warm-up was 
used by string specialists to develop string-specific technique such as such as 
vibrato and shifting. Non-string specialists' organization of the rehearsal varied 
for each teacher. Although Ben and John shared a similar rehearsal routine to 
the string specialists, there were differences in the amount of time rehearsing 
warm-ups and performance repertoire. Unlike the string specialists, performance 
repertoire was rehearsed for the majority of the rehearsal. Ben and John 
organized and divided the rehearsal to include a short warm-up at the beginning 
of the rehearsal and then practiced performance music repertoire for the 
remainder of the rehearsal, while Emily rotated between music performance 
repertoire and technique exercises. 
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String-specific versus general pedagogical music knowledge. An 
additional theme that emerged from the observation of the rehearsals involved 
how string specialists used their string-specific pedagogical knowledge to teach 
throughout the rehearsal, while non-string specialists primarily taught general 
pedagogical music knowledge. The string specialists used their string-specific 
pedagogical knowledge primarily to teach vibrato, shifting, fingering patterns, and 
bowing patterns throughout the rehearsal. Additionally, the string specialists' 
pedagogical practices involved using similar exercises and techniques to teach 
vibrato, shifting, and bowing. 
The non-string specialists, however, used limited string-specific 
pedagogical knowledge to teach fingering patterns and bowing patterns. 
Although string specialists and non-string specialists used their general 
pedagogical music knowledge to teach dynamics, rhythms, and intonation, non-
string specialists primarily relied on their general pedagogical music knowledge 
to teach the strings class and did not address string-specific technique such as 
vibrato, shifting, or fingering patterns, while working on repertoire. Additionally, 
the string specialists' pedagogical practices involved similar exercises and 
techniques to teach vibrato, shifting, and bowing, such as having students 
practice vibrato at the bout and having students practice shifting in scales. 
Instructional strategies. Several themes emerged regarding how string 
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specialists and non-string specialists use instructional strategies to teach vibrato 
technique, shifting technique, and spiccato bowing technique in the intermediate 
string class. String specialists used their own string-specific exercises to teach 
string-specific content. Additionally, the string specialists provided similar 
descriptions and explanations of their string exercises for teaching string specific 
content. On the other hand, non-string specialists described how they use a 
combination of string method books, string exercises and instructional videos to 
teach string-specific technique. 
Instructional process for string-specific content. An additional theme 
that emerged from the data analysis involved string-specialists' and non-string 
specialists' explanations of the instructional process used to teach string-specific 
content. The string specialists described a step-by-step approach to teach string-
specific content, including breaking down vibrato, shifting, and spiccato technique 
into small, sequential steps. However, two of the three non-string specialists 
provided a limited description of the instructional process. Ben and John provided 
a vague description and over-simplification the process they would use to teach 
vibrato, shifting, and spiccato bowing, while Emily described a detailed step-by-
step approach to teach string-specific content. 
Relationship between content knowledge and instructional 
strategies. The string specialists had a complimentary relationship between 
string-specific content knowledge and the use of instructional strategies, and 
string specialists were able to transform their string-specific content knowledge 
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into instructional strategies. On the other hand, non-string specialists often had a 
disconnect between string-specific content knowledge and instructional 
strategies. Although non-string specialists described general principles for 
vibrato, shifting, and spiccato bowing the instructional strategies described were 
often unrelated to general principles. 
Modeling. Lastly, the string specialists used a combination of nonverbal 
modeling on a stringed instrument, vocal modeling. and verbal instruction to 
teach vibrato, shifting, and spiccato bowing; while non-string specialists used a 
combination of nonverbal modeling on a stringed instrument, vocal modeling, 
verbal instruction, video of an expert modeling, and student-led examples. The 
string specialists and non-string specialists all agreed that modeling on a stringed 
instrument was the most effective instructional strategy for teaching vibrato, 
shifting, and spiccato bowing. 
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Chapter VI 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
This final chapter begins with a brief summary of the study, followed by 
conclusions that are presented in relation to each research question. This 
research has examined the pedagogical content knowledge of music teachers 
who teach in and out of their field of expertise. The primary goal of this study was 
to examine string specialists' and non-string specialists' content knowledge, 
pedagogical knowledge, and instructional strategies used to teach vibrato, 
shifting, and spiccato in an intermediate string class. Since this was a qualitative 
study, the generalizability of the conclusions was not a primary concern in the 
investigation. However, an awareness of the PCK of string specialists and non-
string specialists, and how they teach string-specific technique, may help to 
inform possible ways of preparing both string specialists and non-string 
specialists in the future. In this chapter's final section, recommendations for 
further research studies and future applications of this investigation's findings are 
addressed. 
Summary 
The purpose of this study was to examine the PCK of string specialists 
and non-string specialists, and how they teach vibrato, shifting, and spiccato 
bowing in an intermediate string class. This study examined whether three music 
teachers who taught out of their field of expertise had the necessary PCK to 
teach string technique effectively. In order to further understand the impact of 
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out-at-field teaching, string-specific technique (content knowledge), knowledge 
about string-specific technique (pedagogical knowledge), and the instructional 
strategies used to teach string-specific technique were examined. 
Based on present certification practices, music teachers without 
specialized backgrounds in string music education may teach string classes. As 
a result, non-string specialists teaching strings classes who are certified to teach 
music might not have the specialized knowledge and skills to teach string 
classes. Additionally, the number of string teaching positions being filled by non-
string specialists continues to increase. Based on the findings of past research 
(Hamann, et al., 2002; Smith & Alexander, 201 0), there is a growing trend to fill 
string teaching positions with non-string specialists. This study serves to inform 
of current practices in order to determine what needs should be met in best 
preparing future string teachers. 
The data collected in the study included the observation of rehearsals and 
interviews with three string specialists and three non-string specialists. I 
observed three rehearsals with each participant and conducted semi-structured 
interviews after each of the observations. The findings of this study include 
emergent themes from a cross-case analysis of non-string specialists and string 
specialists. 
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Conclusions 
1. What is the content knowledge of string specialists and non-string 
specialists related to teaching vibrato technique, shifting technique, and 
spiccato bowing technique? 
The findings from this study suggest that string specialists were able to 
provide detailed explanations of string-specific content knowledge regarding 
vibrato, shifting, and spiccato bowing. In comparison, non-string specialists 
provided partial or vague descriptions of string-specific content knowledge during 
interviews. 
Additionally, non-string specialists demonstrated a limited understanding 
of the fundamental general principles for vibrato, shifting, and spiccato bowing 
technique, as outlined by Hamann and Gillespie (2013) and Benham et al. 
(2011 ). Although non-string specialists described some basic principles, the 
principles identified did not always match fundamental general principles outlined 
in Hamann and Gillespie (2013) and Benham et al. (2011 ). General principles 
associated with vibrato, shifting, and spiccato bowing are important because they 
provide a foundation for teaching string-specific technique. The non-string 
specialists were less clear and less detailed in articulating general principles 
associated with vibrato, shifting, and spiccato bowing. This could be problematic 
in that there could be potential for students to learn string-specific technique 
incorrectly or not learn it at all. 
In contrast, string specialists described general principles for vibrato, 
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shifting, and spiccato bowing and the general principles. All of the string 
specialists described the need to understand positions before teaching the 
concept of shifting, and all of the string specialists described the same general 
principles related to spiccato, in that the bow is bounced on the string and there 
is "an arc-like motion with a relaxed elbow and shoulder, wrist joint, and fingers" 
(Hamann & Gillespie, 2013, p. 75). The string specialists provided clearer 
connections between fundamental general principles and string-specific 
technique. 
The findings from the study support prior research outside of music 
education in that a teachers' content knowledge in a subject that was not their 
specific discipline showed more misconceptions, more misunderstandings, and a 
less organized understanding of the content (Hashweh, 1987). Although non-
string specialists accurately described a few general principles, some of the 
general principles were partially or vaguely identified. 
In contrast, the string specialists were able to clearly articulate one or 
more general principles for vibrato, shifting, and spiccato technique as outlined 
by Hamann and Gillespie (2013) and Benham et al. (2011 ). Additionally, string 
specialists were able to accurately and clearly describe general principles for 
shifting, including: "the thumb travels with the hand ... the left-hand shape 
generally stays the same during shifts involving positions one, two, three, and 
four (Hamann & Gillespie, 2013, p. 138). String specialists also described one or 
more general principles for spiccato bowing, including (a) the bow is bounced on 
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the string and there is "an arc-like motion with a relaxed elbow and shoulder, 
wrist joint, and fingers" (Hamann & Gillespie, 2013, p. 75}; (b) there is a 
controlled dropping and rebounding of the bow; and (c) the bounce occurs in the 
lower half of the bow. 
In summary, non-string specialists' content knowledge of vibrato, shifting, 
and spiccato bowing had more misconceptions, more misunderstandings, and a 
less organized understanding of the content when compared to string specialists. 
2. What content knowledge of vibrato technique, shifting technique, and 
spiccato bowing technique do string specialists and non-string specialists 
use to teach intermediate string students? 
The present findings support previous research suggesting that the level 
of a teacher's subject matter preparation may influence the teacher's course 
content, textbook selection, teaching strategies, and approaches to working with 
students (Carlsen, 1993; Lee, 1995; Stein, Baxter, & Leinhardt, 1990). 
Additionally, it supports the position of Stein, Baxter & Leinhardt (1990) that 
teachers with limited content knowledge teach subject matter "as a collection of 
static facts; to provide impoverished or inappropriate examples, analogies, and/or 
representations; and ... emphasize seatwork assignments and/or routinized 
student input as opposed to meaningful dialogue" (p. 641 ). 
For example, John and Emily's primary sources for teaching an 
intermediate strings class were either through instructional videos or colleagues 
who are string specialists. Although Ben did not teach spiccato bowing during a 
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rehearsal, he explained how he would use a method book to teach spiccato 
bowing because he did not remember learning spiccato bowing, and that using a 
method book would help in providing a concrete explanation of spiccato bowing. 
The non-string specialists' decisions to use a string-method book for 
teaching string-specific technique might be related to their limited knowledge and 
expertise regarding how to teach vibrato, shifting, and spiccato bowing. 
Furthermore, Emily spent a large portion of class time asking for student input 
rather than giving specific technical directior]s. Although the students were 
engaged in providing feedback, the students' information was not necessarily 
useful in regard to improving string-specific technique. In contrast, the string 
specialists used their own exercises to teach vibrato, shifting, and spiccato 
bowing, providing direct instructions to improve students' performance on each of 
these techniques. Based on these observations and interviews, it is possible that 
the level of string-specific content knowledge might have determined the choice 
of curricular materials and instructional strategies. 
Ben may have been better able to adapt to teaching an intermediate string 
class due to his musical background and student teaching experience. Although 
his primary instrument is percussion he played the violin throughout high school 
and was able to use this knowledge of playing the violin to teach a strings class. 
Additionally, he had the opportunity to student teach one semester in a band 
program and one semester in a strings program, which he credits as providing a 
strong foundation for teaching strings classes. 
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The results from this study support research by Grossman, Wilson, and 
Shulman (1989), which suggests that teaching unfamiliar material can be difficult 
and that some teachers may avoid teaching less-familiar material. During the 
rehearsals, I observed relatively less attention given by non-string specialists to 
teaching vibrato, shifting, and spiccato bowing in comparison to the string 
specialists. The majority of the students in non-string specialists' classrooms did 
not use vibrato during the rehearsal. Furthermore, scales were limited to one 
octave, which limited opportunities for shifting into higher positions. Although 
Emily was observed teaching vibrato and spiccato bowing exercises during the 
rehearsal, she made little if any pedagogical connection between the string-
specific exercises and the music performance repertoire. Furthermore, non-string 
specialists' students were not observed using vibrato or spiccato bowing on 
music performance repertoire. 
In contrast, the string specialists were observed teaching vibrato and shifting 
using personally-generated string specific exercises, most of the students were 
able to shift as needed, and the majority of the students used vibrato on the 
music performance repertoire. However, the string specialists over-relied on 
personally-generated instructional strategies to teach string-specific content. 
Although personally-generated exercises allow for teaching complex string skills 
in small sequential steps other resources might be beneficial for students. 
Method books and instructional videos could be used to enhance and reinforce 
learning. 
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Additionally, personally-generated instructional strategies might not meet the 
need of all learners. For example, some students are visual learners and would 
benefit from using a method book and pictures. Furthermore, personally-
generated exercises might not promote independent learning, as students might 
become over-dependent on the teacher to learn complex skills. In summary, non-
string specialists and string specialists could learn from one another. Personally-
generated strategies might help non-string specialists teach complex string 
concepts and the use of a wider variety of materials might assist string specialists 
in enhancing and reinforcing complex string skills. 
3. What pedagogical knowledge of vibrato technique, shifting technique, and 
spiccato bowing technique do string specialists and non-string specialists 
use to teach intermediate string students? 
The results of this study support previous findings indicating that teachers 
who possess explicit content knowledge are able to provide "conceptual 
connections, appropriate and varied representations, and active and meaningful 
discourse" (Stein, Baxter & Leinhardt, 1990, p. 641 ). During observations, the 
string specialists' instruction demonstrated conceptual connections, appropriate 
and varied representations, and active and meaningful discourse in a variety of 
ways, as described below. 
Mary used several instructional strategies and representations for 
teaching shifting. For example, she explained shifting by using a whiteboard to 
show the students a diagram of the various positions on a stringed instrument. 
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After she explained the various positions she modeled shifting on her viola. Next, 
she had the students practice the motion of shifting. After she taught the students 
how to shift she integrated the concept of shifting using a two-octave scale that 
required shifting. Mary monitored individual students as she walked around the 
room and stopped to help individual students. She observed students who were 
having difficulty with shifting and had the entire group practice shifting exercises 
to help the students who were having difficulty. Additionally, she modeled 
incorrect and correct examples of shifting on her viola. 
Similarly, Sara had students practice the motion of vibrato using a series 
of varied exercises. First, she modeled the motion of vibrato for the students, 
which was followed by having the students practice the motion of vibrato with a 
metronome. Lastly, she integrated the content of vibrato exercises into the 
performance repertoire. 
In an interview, Robert described the diverse approaches he used to teach 
spiccato bowing (as detailed in Chapter IV). This included specific spiccato 
exercises he would have the students practice before having them try spiccato 
bowing in a piece of music. He referred to these varied representations as his 
"active bag of tricks." In other words, if one instructional strategy did not work he 
would move on to other instructional strategies. 
Additionally, during interviews the string specialists were able to describe 
in detail a variety of appropriate instructional strategies for teaching vibrato , 
shifting, and spiccato bowing. Overall , the string specialists made clear 
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connections between instructional strategies and teaching string-specific content. 
A variety of instructional strategies were used for teaching string-specific 
technique. Although all three string specialists had taught three years or less 
their lack of teaching experience did not seem to be detrimental to teaching an 
intermediate strings class. In fact, all three specialists were able to provide 
detailed explanations of how they would use their pedagogical knowledge to 
teach string--specific content knowledge. 
In contrast, non-string specialists' instruction of string specific content 
lacked "conceptual connections, appropriate and varied representations, and 
active and meaningful discourse" (Stein, Baxter & Leinhardt, 1990, p. 641 ). For 
example, Emily asked the students to watch a video that described specific steps 
for learning vibrato and then had the students practice the steps outlined in the 
video. However, she made little connection between practicing the steps outlined 
in the video and practicing vibrato with other parts of the rehearsal. Rather, the 
instructional video on vibrato appeared unrelated and irrelevant to the remainder 
of the lesson. 
In an interview with John, his lack of content knowledge about vibrato was 
evident through his limited description of vibrato teaching strategies. Rather than 
describing specific content knowledge about vibrato, he merely explained how he 
would use audio examples of vibrato and have the students mimic the sound. He 
was unable provide appropriate representations for teaching vibrato. Due to his 
lack of knowledge about vibrato John was unable to use appropriate instructional 
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strategies for the development of vibrato technique. 
It is possible that these non-string specialists' lack of string-specific 
content knowledge negatively affected their ability to make connections between 
instructional strategies and string-specific technique. In other words, the string 
specialists' and non-string specialists' content knowledge of vibrato, shifting, and 
spiccato bowing may have influenced both what was taught and how the content 
was taught. 
4. How do string specialists and non-string specialists use pedagogical 
knowledge to teach vibrato technique, shifting technique, and spiccato 
bowing technique in the intermediate string class? 
The findings of this study are consistent with previous research indicating 
that teachers with limited content knowledge might choose less challenging 
instructional strategies (Stein, Baxter, & Leinhardt, 1990). The non-string 
specialists relied primarily on method books and instructional videos for teaching 
string-specific content. This over-reliance on materials often resulted in the over-
simplification of complex string-specific technique. Comparisons between the 
approaches of string specialists and non-string specialists are outlined below, 
according to (a) use of instructional videos, (b) instructional strategies, and (c) 
personally-generated exercises versus string method book. 
Use of instructional videos. The non-string specialists described the use 
of instructional videos for teaching vibrato. Although watching videos might be a 
useful aid in the instruction of string specific technique, relying too much on this 
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one approach could be detrimental to learning in a number of ways. First, a 
video-based instructional process lacks hands-on guidance and direct feedback, 
which could result in future misunderstandings for subsequent instruction on 
complex string concepts. Secondly, an instructional video will not allow students 
to practice and repeat steps in the learning process. For example, ari 
instructional video on vibrato might show students how to correctly roll the 
fingertip while flexing the fi rst knuckle on the violin and viola, which will provide 
students with correct content knowledge. However, this does not allow students 
to repeat steps or make corrections, as guided by a skilled teacher. Using an 
instructional video is insufficient and oversimplifies the learning of complex string 
concepts. In sum, non-string specialists in this study, with their limited content 
knowledge, chose less challenging instructional strategies for shifting and 
vibrato, which could result in a less effective pedagogical approach. 
Although instructional videos can oversimplify complex string concepts 
they might be useful when used in conjunction with other instructional strategies 
such as modeling or to reinforce previous instruction. However, the string 
specialists did not use instructional videos whatsoever as an instructional 
strategy or to reinforce previous instruction. The string specialists may be 
neglecting an important instructional strategy that could help to reinforce string-
specific technique. 
Instructional strategies. All of the non-string specialists were able to 
explain instructional strategies they would use for teaching vibrato, shifting, and 
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spiccato bowing. For example, Emily provided thorough explanations of how she 
would teach vibrato, shifting, and bowing and actually taught vibrato and spiccato 
bowing during a rehearsal. Additionally, Ben provided explanations of how he 
would teach vibrato, shifting, and spiccato bowing and model string-specific 
technique on his violin. John stated that he would rely primarily on string method 
books to aid in the instruction of shifting and spiccato bowing. 
Although the non-string specialists were able to explain their instructional 
strategies, I observed important differences between the string specialists' and 
non-string specialists' instructional strategies and content during rehearsals. For 
example, string specialists integrated more string-specific technique into the 
rehearsal compared to non-string specialists. I observed the string specialists 
teaching one or more of the following: vibrato, shifting, bowing patterns, two-
octave scales, and rhythm exercises at the beginning of each rehearsal. In 
contrast, I observed non-string specialists teaching one or more of the following 
during the rehearsal: bowing patterns, rhythm patterns, and one-octave scales. 
Although non-string specialists rehearsed one-octave scales, Hamann and 
Gillespie (2013) recommend two-octave scales as an appropriate level of 
development for intermediate string classes. The non-string specialists' teaching 
content lacked the rigor needed for the development of intermediate string skills 
and technique. 
Personally-generated exercises versus string method book. 
Additionally, the string specialists taught string-specific technique through 
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personally-generated exercises and instructional strategies that consisted of 
teacher modeling on a stringed instrument and teacher explanation. For 
example, Mary had the students practice the vibrato and shifting exercises after 
she modeled exercises on her viola. Similarly, Sara had the students practice 
vibrato exercises with a metronome, after which the students practiced the 
motion of vibrato in scales and performance repertoire. The string specialists 
taught primarily through teacher modeling and were not observed using 
published string-method materials. Rather, they used their own string exercises 
to teach string-specific technique. The string specialists relied on their own string 
exercises to teach string-specific technique, which could be detrimental if taught 
incorrectly. String method books can provide a solid foundation for teaching 
string-specific technique. 
The instructional approaches of non-string specialists differed 
considerably from that of string specialists. The non-string specialists used the 
beginning of the rehearsal to have the students practice one-octave scales from 
a string method book, and rhythm exercises that were written on the whiteboard. 
Non-string specialists explained they would primarily rely on published string 
method materials to teach string-specific technique. For example, John merely 
used a method book that included pictures of the finger shifts for basic songs. 
John's teaching procedure used to teach shifting was over-simplified, in that it did 
not include general principles for teaching shifting such as outlined by Gillespie & 
Hamann (2013), and described in Chapter IV. 
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Although Ben was not observed teaching string-specific technique he did 
use his violin to model difficult sections within the music performance repertoire. 
Additionally, during interviews all of the non-string specialists explained how they 
relied on instructional videos to demonstrate complex string technique such as 
vibrato, shifting, and spiccato bowing. Although Emily and John had taught for 
over 10 years, their inexperience in teaching string-specific techniques was 
apparent through their use of instructional videos. It was obvious that neither 
could model vibrato technique for the students. With the exception of Emily, non-
string specialists were not observed teaching string-specific technique. 
5. What other emergent issues arise from rehearsal observations that would 
be of use to the music education profession? 
The findings from this study indicate there were differences between 
string-specialists and non-string specialists in their tuning procedures. The string 
specialists used the same tuning procedure; an electronic tuner was used so that 
all the students could hear the pitch. The tuning procedure consisted of gradually 
tuning all 4 strings from the lowest instrument section to the highest instrument 
section. Students used their bows as they tuned and were allowed to tune with 
their fine tuners only. The tuning procedure used ensured that all instruments 
were tuned properly before the rehearsal began. 
The non-string specialists tuning procedures varied. John had the 
students tune their instruments using their bow and a tuning sequence. Ben and 
Emily plucked the strings to tune the instruments. Emily waited until after the first 
warm-up exercise to tune the stringed instruments. Although the instruments 
were tuned during the class it was obvious during the rehearsal that the string 
instruments had not been properly tuned. Unfortunately, due to the fact the 
instruments were not tuned properly, intonation during the rehearsal was 
negatively impacted 
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The warm-up strategies varied between the string specialists and non-
string specialists. The string specialists spent a minimum of fifteen minutes on 
warm-up exercises that consisted of scales and string-specific technique. The 
string specialists integrated string-specific content knowledge and general 
pedagogical content knowledge into the warm-up exercises. The majority of the 
string specialists' students were able to demonstrate vibrato and shifting during 
the rehearsal. In contrast, the non-string specialists spent a maximum of ten 
minutes on warm-up exercises that consisted of rhythm exercises and one-
octave scales that did allow for shifting practice. The non-string specialists 
primarily taught rhythm patterns and finger patterns for scales. There were a 
limited number of string students who demonstrated vibrato or shifting during the 
rehearsals. 
There were differences in the rehearsal approaches of string specialists 
and non-string specialists. The string specialists primarily used rehearsal 
approaches that included personally-generated exercises. The non-string 
specialists used a variety of resources that included method books, instructional 
videos, and music repertoire for upcoming concerts. General pedagogical music 
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content knowledge such as balance, blend, and articulation was the primary 
focus of the rehearsal. As such, the non-string specialists seemed to use similar 
rehearsal approaches used in a band class. 
Summary 
The results from this study indicate that these non-string specialists' 
current teaching practices lack an understanding of string-specific technique. The 
non-string specialists' content knowledge and pedagogical knowledge for 
teaching shifting, vibrato, and spiccato bowing seemed to be unrelated. 
Furthermore, there was a disconnect between general principles and 
instructional strategies. As a result, the non-string specialists' limited, partial or 
vague string specific content knowledge appears to have negatively affected their 
instruction. 
The string specialists and non-string specialists used various instructional 
approaches (modeling, verbal feedback, non-method book, method book, 
instructional videos) to teach string-specific technique. These different 
instructional approaches might be beneficial to different types of learners. For 
example, some students might be able learn best through instructional strategies 
that include teacher modeling and some students might best learn through 
instructional strategies that include the use of a method book. The string 
specialists primarily used their own string exercises to teach string-specific 
content, while non-string specialists relied on instructional videos or published 
string method materials. A combination of instructional strategies used by string 
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specialists and non-string specialists (modeling, verbal feedback, non-method 
book, method book, instructional videos) might be beneficial in the intermediate 
string class. 
Recommendations 
As discussed in Chapter Two, there is a growing trend to fill string 
teaching positions with non-string specialists. It would, therefore, seem logical 
that there would be an increased need for non-string specialists to seek 
professional string development. The findings from this study indicated string 
specialists' and non-string specialists' content knowledge of vibrato, shifting, and 
spiccato bowing influenced both what was taught and how the content was 
taught. 
In order to ensure that all string students receive a quality string 
education, therefore, it is imperative that all teachers who teach strings have both 
string-specific content knowledge and pedagogical knowledge. Due to the 
growing trend of non-string specialists teaching string classes, university and 
other music teacher education programs might reconsider the general 
effectiveness of method classes and teaching experience. The increased number 
of non-string specialists who teach a strings class might justify a method class on 
each of the stringed instruments and a string pedagogy technique class. 
In addition to methods classes, students who are pursuing a degree in 
music education might do well to observe and incorporate string pedagogy for 
teaching string-specific content into their undergraduate studies in the event they 
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might be assigned to teach out-of-field. Additionally, it may be helpful for student 
teaching experiences to include teaching string-specific content that includes 
vibrato, shifting, and spiccato bowing. Stated differently, in order to help prepare 
pre-service music educators the requirements might include learning how to 
teach string-specific content in string method classes, and incorporating the use 
of string-specific content into observations and teaching string-specific content 
during student teaching experiences. 
Based on the findings from this study, there is a need to incorporate 
intermediate and advanced string-specific technique into college string 
methodology classes. In addition to learning basic string concepts such as bow 
grips and finger patterns, intermediate and advanced string technique such as 
vibrato, shifting and various bow strokes should be integrated into strings method 
classes. More specifically, general principles and pedagogical knowledge 
associated with intermediate string technique should be included in strings 
method classes. 
Additionally, string method classes should incorporate fundamental 
differences in rehearsal approaches (e.g., tuning procedures, warm-up 
exercises) for teaching band and string classes. Based on current teacher 
certification practices for music educators it is imperative that pre-service music 
educators are prepared to teach music classes outside of their specialized 
content area. 
Further professional d~velopment opportunities may be necessary to 
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deepen the pedagogical content knowledge of non-string specialists and thereby 
improve how they teach vibrato, shifting, and spiccato bowing technique in the 
intermediate strings class. Although there are numerous professional string 
development opportunities available for string specialists, it may be difficult for 
non-string specialists to find a workshop that provides professional development 
opportunities specifically geared toward non-string specialists who have had little 
or no training in strings. 
In addition to the difficulties of finding a workshop or conference that 
meets the needs of a non-string specialist, the music educator might 
unfortunately forego professional development opportunities due to time 
constraints and prohibitive costs. Rather, non-string specialists might simply 
choose to watch an instructional video on the internet or seek out the help of a 
colleague who is a string specialist. Although watching an instructional video or 
seeking out a colleague might help develop instructional strategies, the non-
string specialists' content knowledge of general principles for vibrato, shifting, 
and spiccato bowing might still be limited without the opportunity for a more in-
depth and/or hands-on approach. Using an instructional video does not provide 
the same opportunity as attending a live workshop experience where teachers 
can actively engage in the content. 
As alluded to above, it would be helpful for non-string specialists to 
receive training that is tailored to the needs of a music educator who has had 
little or no training in string education. Professional memberships in organizations 
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might offer such guidance and workshops for non-string specialists. Community 
collaboration between universities with string education programs, professional 
music organizations, string specialists, and non-string specialists may be critical 
in creating partnerships to support and guide string educators who teach outside 
of their specialized subject area. Non-string specialists need to understand the 
general principles associated with string-specific content in order to adequately 
teach string technique; otherwise students may be at a loss for ways to develop 
proper technique. Although professional development and instructional videos 
might aid in the understanding string-specific technique, non-string specialists 
may still benefit from access to string specialists who can provide guidance in 
teaching string-specific technique. This may include collaborations with or visits 
from other string specialists observe to offer suggestions for improvement 
regarding how to teach string-specific technique. 
Suggestions for Further Research 
1. This study had a relatively small sample size in order to study six cases in 
depth. Qualitative findings of this small sample have resonated with 
findings of past research; however, research with a larger sample, 
perhaps using more experimental techniques, may further demonstrate a 
general need for better training among non-string specialists. 
2. Triangulation with a simultaneous non-string-specialist observer might 
ensure a higher level of trustworthiness in future studies. 
3. Future studies might include a experimental design. A survey could be 
conducted to examine the content knowledge and general principles of 
string-specialists and non-string specialists. 
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4. Future studies might examine string specialists' and non-string specialists' 
pedagogical knowledge as it relates to other string-specific techniques. 
For example, although not the focus of this study, I also observed 
differences in tuning and warm-up approaches between non-string and 
string specialists. Future studies might examine various tuning and/or 
warm-up procedures to determine any significant differences between (a) 
tuning procedures and overall intonation of the orchestra; (b) bowed 
tuning procedures versus plucked tuning procedures, and/or (c) 
effectiveness of various warm-up strategies. 
5. Future studies might examine how string specialists and non-string 
specialists teach bowing technique and left hand technique, since bowing 
technique provides a foundation for resonant tone and other more 
advanced bowing styles, and left hand technique provides a foundation for 
vibrato and shifting. 
6. Future studies might examine out-of-field teaching in other music content 
subject areas such as band and choir to help provide additional 
information and insight about out-of field music instruction. 
7. Lastly, one limitation of the study was the obtrusive observation of 
rehearsals. The teachers might have been inspired to include content and 
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pedagogy in the rehearsal due to the fact that I was watching the 
rehearsal. A possible different approach such as the observation of videos 
or rehearsals in which teachers were not aware of the specific nature of 
the study might be less obtrusive. It should be noted, however, that 
content knowledge and pedagogical knowledge- the primary focus for 
this study- were observed through multiple data sources and were not 
influenced by observation of rehearsals. 
Conclusion 
Previous research of pedagogical content knowledge suggests that 
teachers need both subject-matter content knowledge and pedagogical 
knowledge to teach a specific discipline (Shulman, 1986, 1987). Therefore, 
simply knowing string-specific content may not be sufficient for teaching string-
specific content. String teachers need to be able to choose instructional 
strategies that will transform content knowledge in a way that students can 
understand and apply the knowledge through performance. In- and out-of-field 
string teachers need both content knowledge and general pedagogical content 
knowledge in order to most effectively teach string specific technique. 
This research may be used to help inform music practitioners about the 
needs of non-string specialists. Music educators have a professional 
responsibility to ensure that all string students receive a quality string instruction, 
regardless of who teaches the strings class. As the trend continues for non-string 
specialists to teach string classes, non-string specialists need to obtain adequate 
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pedagogical content knowledge in order to effectively teach string specific 
content. Shulman (1987) stated, "the key to distinguishing the knowledge base of 
teaching lies at the intersection of content and pedagogy, in the capacity to 
transform the content knowledge ... into forms that are pedagogically powerful 
and yet adaptive" (p.15). In other words, teachers need to have an understanding 
of subject-specific content knowledge so that they can use pedagogical 
approaches and instructional strategies to transform their content knowledge into 
student learning. 
In order to improve the quality of string education in the future, it is 
imperative that all string teachers have string-specific content knowledge and 
pedagogical knowledge for teaching vibrato, shifting, and spiccato bowing. Based 
on the results of this study, the needs of non-string specialists are not presently 
being met. Education and training are essential factors for defining the 
qualifications of teachers. It is important, therefore, that the string and music 
education professions address the needs of non-string specialists to ensure that 
all string students receive a quality string education from qualified teachers. 
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Appendix A 
Music Supervisor Email or Phone Message 
August 24, 2012 
Dear Music Supervisor (Name), 
My name is Diane Grieser and I am a DMA student at Boston University. 
I am examining how content knowledge and pedagogical content knowledge is 
used by string teachers to teach string-specific technique in the intermediate 
string orchestra class. In order to understand the content knowledge and 
pedagogical content of string teachers I would like to observe three intermediate 
string class rehearsals, which would include a follow-up interview with each 
teacher. No photos or video recording will occur. String educators who participate 
in this study could make a valuable contribution to music education pedagogy by 
helping to provide strategies for more effective string teaching. 
Would you please forward the information about the upcoming study to 
string teachers who currently teach an intermediate string class and have taught 
an intermediate string class for less than three years. String teachers who are 
interested in participating can contact me at dgrieser@cox.net or (480) 241-2913. 
At any time, if you have any concerns or questions, you may contact Diane 
Grieser (480) 241-2913 or dgrieser@cox.net who is under the supervision of Dr. 
Karin Hendricks. Dr. Karin Hendricks can be reached at (765) 285-5493 or 
kshendricks@ bsu.edu. A copy of the dissertation proposal is available upon 
request at dgrieser@cox.net. 
Sincerely, 
Diane Grieser 
DMA Student in Music Education 
Boston University 
Appendix B 
Administrator/School District Information Letter 
August 24, 2012 
Dear Administrator (Name), 
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My name is Diane Grieser and I am a DMA student at Boston University. 
I am examining how content knowledge and pedagogical content knowledge is 
used by string teachers to teach string-specific technique in the intermediate 
string orchestra class. I am requesting permission to observe and interview 
(string teacher name) at (name of school). Observation of three intermediate 
string class rehearsals and three interviews will be scheduled with (name of 
string teacher). During the observation field notes will be recorded about events 
and processes observed, as well as reflective notes. A digital audio recorder will 
be used to record observations and interviews. No photos or video recording will 
occur. String educators who participate in this study could make a valuable 
contribution to music education pedagogy by helping to provide strategies for 
more effective string teaching 
Participation is entirely voluntary and no names or other identifying 
statements will be made of teachers, students, or your school during the 
reporting of this study. Observations and interviews may be shared with my 
dissertation advisory committee and Boston University administration who 
oversee the study to ensure the safety of participants. Excerpts from interviews 
may be published or used during a presentation. If you are willing to participate in 
three observations followed by three interviews please contact me at 
dgrieser@cox.net or (480) 241-2913 to arrange a date and time for the 
observations and interviews. 
At any time, if you have any concerns or questions, you may contact 
Diane Grieser (480) 241-2913 or dgrieser@cox.net who is under the supervision 
of Dr. Karin Hendricks. Dr. Karin Hendricks can be reached at (765) 285-5493 or 
kshendricks@bsu.edu. A copy of the dissertation proposal is available upon 
request at dgrieser@cox.net. 
Sincerely, 
Diane Grieser 
DMA Student in Music Education 
Boston University 
August 24, 2012 
Dear Teacher (Name), 
Appendix C 
Participant Information Letter 
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My name is Diane Grieser and I am a DMA student at Boston University. 
I am examining how content knowledge and pedagogical content knowledge is 
used by string teachers to teach string-specific technique in the intermediate 
string orchestra class. I am requesting permission to observe and interview you 
at your school. Observation of three intermediate string class rehearsals and 
three interviews will be scheduled. During the observation field notes will be 
recorded about events and processes observed, as well as reflective notes. A 
digital audio recorder will be used to record observations and interviews. No 
photos or video recording will occur. 
Participation is entirely voluntary and no names or other identifying 
statements will be made about you, students, or your school during the reporting 
of this study. Observations and interviews may be shared with my dissertation 
advisory committee and Boston University administration who oversee the study 
to ensure the safety of participants. Excerpts from interviews may be published 
or used during a presentation. String educators who participate in this study 
could make a valuable contribution to music education pedagogy by helping to 
provide strategies for more effective string teaching. If you are willing to 
participate in three observations followed by three interviews please contact me 
at dgrieser@cox.net or (480) 241-2913 to arrange a date and time for the 
observations and interviews. 
At any time, if you have any concerns or questions, you may contact 
Diane Grieser (480) 241-2913 or dgrieser@cox.net who is under the supervision 
of Dr. Karin Hendricks. Dr. Karin Hendricks can be reached at (765) 285-5493 or 
kshendricks@bsu.edu. A copy of the dissertation proposal is available upon 
request at dgrieser@cox.net. 
Sincerely, 
Diane Grieser 
DMA Student in Music Education 
Boston University 
Setting: 
Appendix D 
Observation Protocol 
Adapted (Creswell, 2007, p. 137) 
Observation Number: 1, 2, 3 (circle one) 
Type of Observation: Non-String Specialist or String Specialist (circle one) 
Dateffime: 
CLOCK TIME OBSERVATION RESEARCHER REFLECTION 
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Appendix E 
First Interview Protocol 
The following will be read to each participant: 
Diane Grieser is a student in the College of Fine Arts at Boston University 
and is conducting research as part of her dissertation work. The purpose of the 
research study is to examine how content knowledge and pedagogical content 
knowledge is used by string specialists and non-string specialists to teach string-
specific technique in the intermediate string orchestra class. The research results 
will be used to by string teachers by helping to provide strategies for more 
effective string teaching. I am student in the College of Fine Arts at Boston 
University and the research is part of my dissertation work. 
Taking part in this study is completely voluntary. You are free not to take 
part or to withdraw at any time for any reason. If you decide to withdraw from this 
study, the information that you have already provided will be kept confidential. 
Participation in this research study will require approximately 6 hours. During this 
time, I will make three study visits to the music room at your school. Each visit 
will take about 2 hours to complete. 
No names or other identifying statements will be made about you, 
students, or your school during the reporting of this study. Observations and 
interviews may be shared with my dissertation advisory committee and Boston 
University administration who oversee the study to ensure the safety of 
participants. Excerpts from interviews may be published or used during a 
presentation. I will keep the records of this study confidential by giving each 
participant a code to protect the confidentiality of the participants and all 
identifying information will be removed. I will make every effort to keep your 
records confidential. The study data will be stored in a password-protected 
computer/locked file cabinet. I wil l store your data for five years. 
At any time, if you have any concerns or questions, you may contact 
Diane Grieser (480) 241-2913 or dgrieser@cox.net who is under the supervision 
of Dr. Karin Hendricks. Dr. Karin Hendricks can be reached at (765) 285-5493 or 
kshendricks@bsu.edu. You may obtain further information about your rights as a 
research subject by calling the BU CRC IRB Office at 617-358-6115. 
1. How long have you been teaching string classes and at what level? 
2. Tell me about your teaching career? 
Since you began teaching, have you always taught intermediate string music in 
middle school (elementary school or high school) 
3. What are your strengths as an intermediate string music teacher? 
4. How did you acquire those strengths? 
5. What are your weaknesses as an intermediate string music teacher? 
6. Tell me about your most successful lesson. 
7. Tell me about your least successful lesson. 
8. How do you judge whether your lesson is successful or not? Are there any 
criteria? 
9. Considering two stages of teaching: planning vs. practice 
What do you consider when you plan your intermediate string lesson? 
What do you consider when you teach your intermediate string class? 
1 0. I want you to think about what teacher knowledge is and write down those 
ideas or categories on the paper. 
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11 . How do you decide what part of intermediate string curriculum to teach and 
what part of intermediate string curriculum not to teach? 
12. How do your teaching strategies relate to the discipline of intermediate string 
instruction? 
13. What are the reasons that you adopt these strategies to teach intermediate 
string class/es? 
14. What are the factors that distinguish the string music knowledge of teachers 
from that of other string musicians? 
15. What are the characteristics that demonstrate a music teacher's expertise of 
strings? 
16. What are the factors that influence your teaching? 
a. Environmental 
b. Social 
c. Administrative 
d. Time Constraints 
e. Role Models 
17. How do you decide your teaching procedures or strategies? 
18. What are the obstacles when you teach string music in your class? 
19. What are the specific ways that you ascertain (make sure) students' 
understanding or confusion in your class? 
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Appendix F 
Second Interview Protocol 
1. Tell me about the lesson in relation to the intermediate string curriculum. 
2. Why do you consider this important? 
3. Why is this lesson important for your intermediate string students? 
4. Can you share with me some highlights of the lesson? 
5. Tell me about your teaching procedures or teaching strategies and 
reasons for using the teaching procedures or teaching strategies. 
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6. As you watch the students participate in this lesson, what are you thinking as a 
string teacher? 
7. When you developed this lesson, what assumptions did you make about 
learning and knowledge of the topic? 
8. What do you intend for students to learn during this lesson? 
9. How do you know students understand those ideas or concepts? 
1 0. What are the difficulties and limitations connected with teaching this lesson? 
11. Can you think of other ways or alternatives to teaching this lesson? 
12. When you come up some ideas to teach this lesson, where are those ideas 
coming from? 
13. What's your ultimate goal for students? What do you want your students to 
learn thorough your classes? 
Appendix G 
Third Interview Protocol 
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There are three musical excerpts I would like you consider, and then talk about 
how you would teach the musical excerpt to an intermediate string class. 
1. Regarding the first musical excerpt, what knowledge of vibrato would be 
needed to teach vibrato to an intermediate string class? 
2. Regarding the first musical excerpt how would you teach the musical excerpt 
on vibrato to an intermediate string class? 
3. Regarding the second musical excerpt what knowledge of shifting would be 
needed to teach shifting to an intermediate string class? 
4. Regarding the second musical excerpt how would you teach the musical 
excerpt on shifting to an intermediate string class? 
5. Regarding the third musical excerpt what knowledge of spiccato bowing would 
be needed to teach spiccato bowing to an intermediate string class? 
6. Regarding the third musical excerpt how would you teach the musical excerpt 
on spiccato bowing to an intermediate string class? 
7. Are there any effective instructional strategies you use to teach students 
vibrato? 
8. Are there ineffective instructional strategies you have used to teach students 
vibrato? 
9. How do you teach shifting to your string students? 
10. Are there any effective instructional strategies you use to teach students 
shifting? 
11. How do you teach spiccato bowing to your string students? 
12. Are there any effective instructional strategies you use to teach students 
spiccato bowing? 
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13. Are there ineffective instructional strategies you have used to teach students 
spiccato bowing? 
14. What materials do you use to teach vibrato, shifting and spiccato bowing? 
15. How do you provide students with feedback and input on their development 
of vibrato, shifting and spiccato bowing? 
16. Of all the instructional strategies we have discussed today which is the most 
important strategy to teaching vibrato, shifting and spiccato bowing? 
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Appendix H 
Intermediate Music Technique Exercises 
Allen , Gillespie, & Hayes, 2004 
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